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Terms of Reference of the Working Group set up to survey the Workload 
of Public Health Nurses 

1 To measure the time being devoted by Public Health Nurses to each of 
their separate duties, distinguishing between duties performed within and outside 
normal working hours. 

2 To assess the proportion of nurses' working time given to the follov/ing 
broad categories of activity: 

(a) actual nursing duties; 
(b) clerical duties; 
(c) non-nursing duties, if any, appropriate to other personnel; 
(d) travelling time. • ' 

3 To assess any significant variations in duties and working time and their 
association with important relevant factors such as: 

(a) type of area, e.g. urban or rural; 
(b) training; 
(c) supervision. 

4 To make recommendations about the area and size of the population 
which could be served satisfactorily by a Public Health Nurse on district duties. 

5 To make recommendations relating to the Public Health Nursing Service 
having regard to the findings of the survey. 

Working Group on Surrey of Workload of Public Health Nurses 
Members 

Dr. Valentine Barry, Community Care Programme Manager, South-Eastern 
Health Board, Kilkenny, Chairman. 

Miss Mary T. Fitzsimons, Public Health Nurse, North-Eastern Health Board, 
Navan, Co. Meath. n' oi ilav 

Dr. Eamon Gavin, General Practitioner, Muinebeag, Carlow. 

Miss Eileen Horgan, Superintendent Public Health Nurse, North-Eastern 
Health Board, Navan, Co. Meath. 

Dr. Brendan Murray, North-Eastern Health Board, Drogheda, Co. Louth. 

Miss Dympna O'Reilly, Superintendent Public Health Nurse, Western 
Health Board, Co. Galway. 

Mr. Patrick O'Sullivan, Assistant Principal Ofiicer, Department of Health. 
Dr. Patrick G. Ryan, General Practitioner, 29 Sandymount Road, Dublin 4. 

Mr. Shaun Trant, Principal Officer, Department of Health. 
Dr. James H. Walsh, Deputy Chief Medical Officer, Department of Health. 

Mrs. Patricia Walsh acted as Secretary to the Working Group from its 
inception until January, 1974, and Mr. Sedn O'Donnabhain acted as Secretary 
from that date. 

The Working Group was set up by the Minister for Health on 4 May, 197L 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS dilmll bIWJ 

Training and refresher courses ' •' ' '•• 
1 New entrants should have undergone a course in public health nursing of 

one academic year's duration (similar to the present Bord Altranais course) 
before appointment to permanent posts (3.16). 

2 A nurse being appointed for the first time as permanent public health 
nurse should be registered or eligible for registration in the Public Health Nurses' 
Division of the Register of an Bord Altranais in addition to being registered 
or eligible for registration in the General Division and in the Midwives Division 
of that Register. Steps should be taken to ensure that the small number of existing 
nurses who are not on the Public Health Nurses Register are given an oppor
tunity of acquiring the requisite training to enable them to be registered (3.19). 
(See also No. 14). 

3 In every third year the nurse should attend at the central one-week refresher 
course organised by an Bord Altranais. In other years she should attend at local 
general and paediatric hospitals for a minimum of two days each year, and in 
addition nurses with responsibility in domicihary midwifery services should 
attend fpi;.t\yx) d^ys each year in a maternity, hospital (3,22). . , . 

fTTniKiff s'h nvi-i. 'sn noi:f);'!'>'T': -,Tioi ffpf.'Tiril Kiivht: F>r''; 
Recruitment 

4 Posts should not be filled on a temporary basis except for relief work 
during leave or for short periods pending the filling of a permanent vacancy 
(3.24). 

5 Future appointments of public health nurses should be fo the health 
board. The advertisement of vacancies should indicate the community care area 
in which vacancies arise and nurses should be given an opportunity to express 
their preferences for these areas (3.26). 

Uniforms .juo--,':,o-y-r' ••'•:. •• . 

6 Health boards should consider in consultation with their nursing staff 
the provision of suitably designed uniforms for their nurses (3.35). 

f»aacinO 
Annual leave 

7 Health boards should review the annual leave allowable to public health 
nurses and should seek to establish a uniform annual leave allocation (4.19). 

Aspects of home visiting 
8 Home help services at present being developed by health boards should be 

co-ordinated with the public health nursing services so that as far as feasible: 
home help duties will not take up any significant portion of the nurses' working 
time (5.34). 

9 A register of elderly persons in the district should be kept by each nurse 
on district duties (5.40). 

10 A register of mentally and physically handicapped persons in the district 
should also be maintained by the nurse on district duties (5.42). i 

i 



ChUd Health 
11 Public health nurses on district duties should be available to the maximum 

degree possible for child health clinics including developmental paediatric 
clinics (6.12). 

12 In areas where a developmental paediatric service is not yet available, 
the public health nurse should visit children at the age of six to eight months 
and should report on their development on the basis of a standard check list 
(6.13). 

13 The Department's policy of having nurses on district duties involved in 
school health services should be implemented in areas where it is not now 
operating (6.20). 

Maternity services 
14 Full midwifery qualifications should be regarded as necessary for a public 

health nurse (7.12). 

15 The public health nurse should be informed of all births relevant to her 
district at the earliest possible date (7.22). 

16 Public health nurses should be more involved in the provision of ante
natal care and advice through increased co-operation between the maternity 
unit, general practitioner and public health services (7.23). 

17 A broadly based committee should be set up to examine in detail the 
maternity services both at hospital and domiciliary level (7.25). 

Ambulance duty 
18 Public health nurses should not normally be available for ambulance 

work or the accompanying of patients to or from hospital (8.4 and 8.5). 

Contact with headquarters 
19 The nurse should be in regular contact with headquarters and should be 

kept familiar with the policy of the community care team (8.7). 

Organised health education 
20 Particular attention should be given by Directors of Community Care 

to ensuring that there is a substantial increase in the amount of time devoted by 
public health nurses to organised health education and that work in this field 
is related to local community needs (8.10). 

Clerical Work 

21 The nature of clerical work undertaken by the nurses should be reviewed 
in each health board area and appropriate clerical work should where feasible 
be transferred to suitably trained staff (8.18). 

Working accommodation 

22 Working accommodation consisting of a room or rooms suitably 
equipped should be provided for the nurse on district duties. The implementation 
of this recommendation is regarded as essential in order to realise the full poten
tial of the public health nurse and to ensure that she has privacy at her residence 
(8.22). 

VI 

Relation to other branches of the health services 
23 Chief Executive Officers should ensure that an effective working relation

ship is developed between public health nurses and staff in other branches of the 
health services (9.2). 

Relation to general medical practice 
24 The public health nurse on district duties should continue to be associated 

with a particular community and this requirement should be regarded as funda
mental in future consideration of the relationship of the nurse to general medical 
practice (9.13). 

25 Where it has not already been done, health boards should review the 
boundaries of the areas allocated to nurses on district duties. Such review should 
have regard to population and case-load and should take cognisance of natural 
catchment areas even where these span county boundaries. Periodic review of 
areas allocated to nurses are essential particularly in the light of changes in 
population and case-load (9.14). 

26 The Directors of Community Care should ensure that an effective working 
relationship exists between public health nurses and doctors in general practice 
(9.15). 

27 A research project into the feasibility of having a public health nurse 
attached to a group practice should be undertaken and a study made of how 
such an arrangement would affect the services which the nurse provides. The 
preventive aspects of the nurse's work and her commitment to a particular 
community should be given particular attention in the study (9.16). 

Relation to hospitals 
28 Health boards should develop co-operation and liaison between hospital 

services and the public health nursing services. The study of this problem on a 
national basis with a view to laying down guidelines to facilitate the liaison 
between hospital services and the public health nursing services is also 
recommended (9.24). 

Housing and place of residence 
29 While no general policy to provide houses for public health nurses on 

district work is considered necessary, the provision of housing should not be 
excluded particularly in isolated rural areas where it may be difficult to get the 
nurse to live in the district or reasonably adjacent to it (10.6). 

30 Health boards should review the position of nurses who are living 10 
miles or more outside their districts (10.10). 

31 The nurse's travelling expenses should normally be related to journeys 
from an appropriate point within the district, subject to the proviso that nurses 
for whom no suitable accommodation is available within the district might merit 
a concession in this regard (10.11). 

Communications 
32 A telephone should be provided at the nurse's work centre (see No. 22 

above) the health board being responsible for rental and official calls. A payment 
in respect of telephone rental for a telephone at the nurse's residence may still 

vu 



be warranted in respect of in-coming calls. Where the work centre is associated 
with the nurse's residence special arrangements may be necessary to ensure that 
the nurse is recouped for official calls on a telephone which serves both the 
residence and the associated work centre (10.16). 

Travel 
33 Superintendent public health nurses should take particular interest in 

ensuring that journeys undertaken by nurses are planned to provide the best 
return of essential work for travel time (11.10). 

Availability of services in income groups 
1̂  34 A full range public health nursing service should be available to persons 
m all income groups (12.3). 

Nurse/Population ratio 
35 Allocations of time for particular activities in a standard 4,000 population 

are set out. Under a number of important headings, the time allocations 
(Appendix 13) can readily be varied in accordance with local population 
structure and this is illustrated in detail. It is recommended that nurse/population 
ratio in the different areas should be reviewed on the general lines set out in 
Chapter 12 and having regard to local factors affecting nursing needs (12.37). 
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PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING IN IRELAND 
CI 
•i 

Origins of Public Health Nursing Service ' ̂  
1.1 Present day public health nursing is an amalgam of three separate 

branches of community nursing services—(1) midwifery, (2) voluntary commu
nity nursing, (3) public health nursing. Each of these separate and distinct 
nursing services was created to meet a specific need as determined at the time. 
With the gradual expansion in the range and scope of the health services, how
ever, the separate functions of these three services tended to overlap and merge 
and the re-organisation and expansion of the health services in the last two 
decades accelerated this process. 

Midwifery Services ., 
1.2 The public midwifery services date from the Poor Relief (Ireland) Act, 

1851 ("the Medical Charities Act") which enabled local authorities to appoint 
midwives to act as auxiliaries to district medical officers. The Midwives (Ireland) 
Act, 1918 registered all practising midwives. Only those who had received formal 
training, however, were eUgible for appointment to the dispensary services. 
Strict and effective supervision by the Central Midwives Board was initiated. 
The Report of the Commission on the Relief of the Sick Poor, 1927, indicates 
that by then 657 midwives had been appointed, only 5 of whom had qualifica
tions in general nursing. 

1.3 No major change was made in the midwifery services until the Health 
Act, 1953, by which time domiciliary maternity practice had significantly 
declined. At that stage out of a total of 530 midwives employed 400 were attending 
less than 20 cases a year each. 

1.4 Subsequently many of the dispensary midwives, who had qualifications in 
general nursing and were otherwise suitable, attended short courses in public 
health nursing and were appointed as whole-time public health nurses. . ;̂•ji*i 

VoluHtary District Nursing Services'" ¥*! ^iri-iHwMmycMvi oi^sivmob i*J 
1.5 Home nursing was pioneered by a number of voluntary organisations 

including:— 
Queen Victoria Jubilee Institute for Nurses 

(from 1928 called the Queen's Institute of District Nursing) 
Lady Dudley Nursing Scheme, '"- • 
McDevitt Trust, 
Little Sisters of the Assumption, 
Sisters of Mercy, 
Irish Sisters of Charity, .« 
Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul. 
A number of other voluntary organisations played a notable role on a local 

basis. ^ J' ti 
1.6 A training school for district nurses was established in St. Stephen's 

Green, Dublin in 1876 by Lady Plunkett—a member of the Guinness family. 
A similar school was also provided in Parnell Square. 

1.7 The Queen's Institute which was founded in 1887 functioned primarily 
in areas where it was feasible to establish local associations capable of fund-
raising and employing their own nurse. At one stage it employed 245 nurses, 
supervised by inspectors from a central office in Dublin, which also made 
arrangements for training. 

iiit !o Tn-3<i*fjj snj iljtw /cm 
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1.8 The Lady Dudley Nursing Scheme was founded in 1903 by Countess 
Dudley, wife of the Lord Lieutenant, its purpose being to provide midwifery and 
home nursing care in remote areas of the country where it was not feasible to 
establish self-financing local organisations. It always had close liaison with the 
Queen's Institute. 

1.9 Both the Lady Dudley Nursing Scheme and the Queen's Institute were 
concerned initially with the provision of maternity and home nursing care. 
However, with the development of domiciliary tuberculosis services, child 
welfare and school health services, both organisations became involved in the 
provision of these services in respect of which work they received subsidies from 
public sources. 

1.10 In 1967 the Queen's Institute discontinued its training scheme and other 
activities (apart from a pension scheme for retired nurses). Eligible nurses 
employed by district nursing associations which decided to close down as a 
result were assimilated into the health authority service. 

1.11 Similarly in April 1974 the Lady Dudley Nursing Scheme discontinued 
its activities and its nursing staff was taken over by health boards. 

Public Health Nursing 

1.12 The Child Welfare services were initially provided under the Notifica
tion of Births Act, 1907 which was an adoptive statute. Its provisions were 
extended to the whole country by the Notification of Births (Extension) Act, 
1915. The school health service was originally based on the Public Health 
Medical Treatment of Children (Ireland) Act, 1919. Tuberculosis services, 
including home nursing, were developed under the Tuberculosis Act, 1908. 

1.13 Exchequer grants were made available following the 1915 Act, and 
these were used chiefly to meet the cost of employing nurses who visited mothers 
and children (under five years of age). School health examinations under the 
1919 Act were not initiated until 1924, but once started they accelerated the 
appointment of nurses by local authorities in this area of work. In the meantime 
the domiciliary tuberculosis service had grown and by 1930, there were 162 
nurses who included tuberculosis work in their duties. Of these, 21 were whole-
time on tuberculosis. Voluntary district nursing associations provided 111 of 
the 162 nurses on tuberculosis work at that stage. 

- .1 i ^ ^ r - i 

1.14 Section 102 of the Health Act, 1947, provided that "a health authority 
may with the consent of the Minister make arrangements for the provision of 
a nurse or nurses, to give to any person requiring the same, advice and assistance 
on matters relating to health and to assist sick persons". 

1.15 The medical assistance services, however, which provided medical and 
midwifery services for about one-third of the population continued to function 
separately under public assistance authorities until the implementation of the 
Health Act, 1953. Its fusion at that stage with the health services administered 
by health authorities cleared the way for a comprehensive public health nursing 
service. - j j j ^j j^^jyKjsa Ka.Y gsjiyj: 

1.16 In 1956 the the'h Minister for Health took the initiative in urging health 
authorities to make available nursing services in each area. The service envisaged 
included home nursing and midwifery. The services of nurses employed by 
district nursing associations were to be utilised in their own areas. The existing 
public health nursing staff were to be assimilated into the new service. Some 
dispensary midwives qualified in general nursing were appointed as public health 
nurses. 

1.17 As a result of the implementation of this policy there were 509 public 
health nurses by December, 1964. However only 285 of these (including 131 
employed by voluntary agencies) were on what could in the strict sense be called 
district duties. The degree of development envisaged in 1956 had not been 
attained. There were obvious defects which hindered the service from attaining 
its potential. In particular there was a lack of appropriate training for the nurses. 

1.18 The position was further reviewed in the 1960s and in 1966 a new policy 
was outiined, setting out the aims of the district nursing service and giving 
directives for its future development. 

1.19 The aim laid down was to make public health nursing available to 
families in each area throughout the country. The services envisaged included 
such domiciliary midwifery services as might be necessary, general domiciliary 
nursing, particularly for the aged, as well as the public health care of children 
from infancy to the end of the school-going period. Health education in the 
home and nursing assistance for general medical practitioners in relation to 
patients needing nursing care were also specified. The aim of integration of the 
nursing services with the general practitioner service and the hospital in-patient 
and out-patient services was stressed. A ratio of one nurse to every 4,000 
population was adopted as a guide-line subject to variation in the Ught of local 
factors such as compactness of area, difficult terrain or scattered population. 

1.20 It was indicated that the services of nurses employed by voluntary 
organisations should be utilised to the fullest extent. It was accepted that a 
nucleus of public health nurses attached to the headquarters of the chief medical 
officer would still be necessary, e.g. on immunisation, school health examination, 
child health and other services directly provided by the chief medical officer and 
his assistants but that the development of the district services would inevitably 
lead to a diminution in the number of the headquarters nurses. 

1.21 The appointment of a superintendent public health nurse was laid down 
as necessary wherever 10 or more nurses were employed on district duties. 
At present there are 28 superintendent posts including 10 posts of assistant 
superintendent. 

1.22 While it was accepted that few health authorities were in a position at 
that time to provide nursing services for persons outside the lower income 
group, it was indicated that the board's aim should be the provision of a com
prehensive district nursing service for all groups of the population. Pending the 
recruitment of an adequate supply of nurses it was indicated that services should 
be provided in the short-term to 

(i) persons in the lower income group in respect of all domiciliary nursing 
duties; 

(ii) persons in the middle income group in respect of domiciliary midwifery 
care, care of the aged, nursing of the chronic sick, domiciliary after care 
of patients discharged from mental hospitals, and the care of mentally 
handicapped children maintained at home; 

(iii) persons in the higher income group in respect of the domiciliary after 
care of patients discharged from mental hospitals and the care of 
mentally handicapped children at home; also domiciliary care of the aged 
in this group to the extent that the nurse's duties in relation to the lower 
and middle income groups permitted. 

1.23 The training facilities developed during the 1960s had a very valuable 
impact on the public health nursing service. Special two months training courses 
were arranged by An Bord Altranais for the training of existing public health 



nurses and for nurses who were being up-graded from posts as dispensary 
midwives. An Bord Altranais arranged training courses of six months duration 
tor trainee public health nurses who were already registered in the General and 
in the Midwifepr Divisions of the Register of Nurses. 70 places were available 
each year and health authorities reserved approximately 65 of these places for 
train^ nurses who were selected and offered employment by them. In the 
period October, 1966 to May, 1973 An Bord Altranais provided training courses 
tor 451 new entrants to the public health nursing grade. The course of training 
was of SIX months duration until 1972 when it was extended to cover a full 
academic year. During the same period 193 serving public health nurses were 
given courses of training of approximately two months duration. 

1.24 The pubUc health nursing service is now accepted as a vital element in 
the community care programme and we hope to indicate in later chapters how 
Its organisation can be improved and the case which exists for its continued 
development. 

CHAPTER 2 ; 

DESCRIPTION OF SURVEY 1 

2.1 By 1971 the target of one public health nurse per 4,000 population had 
been reached in most areas and it was clear that the time had come to take stock 
of the situation. The questions arising were: was the ratio of one nurse per 4,000 
population reasonable? If not, in what direction should it be adjusted? Were 
the services of the public health nurses being used to the best advantage? How 
much time were they spending on duties more appropriate to other disciplines, 
such as clerical, social and home help duties? Were they spending a dis
proportionate amount of time on travelling? It was clear that, in order to get 
realistic guidance on how the service should develop in the future, a factual 
assessment of how it now operated was required. 

2.2 In this situation, the Minister for Health appointed us as a working 
group and gave us the task of establishing the facts of the present operation 
of the service and, based on these facts, of making recommendations as to how 
the service should develop in the future. 

2.3 The first task which we set ourselves was to study what was already 
available in the medical literature and elsewhere concerning surveys of this nature. 
Surveys had been carried out in Hertfordshire (1), in Bolton (2), in Reading (3) 
and in Scotland (4). One of our members visited Scotland and discussed the 
organisation of the Scottish survey with Mrs. Vera Carstairs of the Research 
and Intelligence Unit, Scottish Home and Health Department and with Miss 
Lisbeth Hockey, Head of the Nursing Research Unit in the University of 
Edinburgh. We would like to express our appreciation to these ladies for the 
information and help which they so willingly gave. 
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Form of the Survey • 
2.4 At an early stage we considered selecting a representative sample of 

nurses and basing our recommendations on the results obtained from surveying 
the work of this sample. This approach was decided against, however, for two 
main reasons. In the first place, the many aspects of the service we wished to 
investigate meant that the number of nurses relevant to some of the factors was 
quite small. A sample might give invalid results or make it difficult to draw any 
conclusion in relation to these factors. The second reason which influenced us 
in favour of total coverage arose from the nature of the survey. This was the 
first survey of its kind to be held in Ireland. Its findings would be used to chart 
the future course of public health nursing and could be critical to the future of 
the nurse as well as to that of the public health nursing service. All of the existing 
nurses had contributed to the development of the service to its present state and 
we considered it important to give everyone of them the opportunity to involve 
herself in influencing the shape of future development. 

2.5 We decided that the survey should be in two separate parts. The first 
would build up background information about the nurses, their qualifications 
and experience, their working and living conditions and their relations with 
other workers in the health services. They were to be given the opportunity of 

1. "A Study of Health Visitor Attachment to General Practitioners in Hertfordsliire". 
(The Medical Officer ofl'ith March, 1968.) 

2. "A Study of Health Visiting and District Nursing in Bolton." (The Medical Officer of 
11th March, 1970.) 

3. "District Nursing in Reading: Towards a Guideline for Future Deployment of Staff" 
(Community Medicine oflSth September, 1972.) 

4. "The Scottish Health Service Study No. 2—Home Nursing m Scotland", by Vera 
Carstairs., 



expressing their views on all aspects of their work, on their living conditions and 
social life and on any shortcomings which they saw as inhibiting the public 
health nursing service in fulfilling its aims. A questionnaire to be completed by 
every nurse taking part in the survey was designed for this purpose. One form 
was designed to be completed by all nurses and a second to cater specifically for 
the work of nurses on district duties. The questionnaires used are given at 
Appendix 1. 

2.6 The second part of the survey was aimed at measuring the amount of 
time devoted by the nurses to the various activities associated with their work. 
The task of designing a form which would cover adequately all the aspects of 
the nurse's activities in which we were interested and, at the same time, would 
not defeat its own purpose by being too cumbersome, proved to be rather difiicult 
and involved the development of several intermediate stages before the final form 
emerged. A comprehensive list of all activities was drawn up. These activities 
were then grouped under eight headings: 

home visiting (other than maternity); 
maternity care; 
clinics, dispensaries and schools; 
other activities; 
travel; 
meals and other breaks; 
miscellaneous; 
leave. 

A code number was then assigned to each separate activity to identify it for 
purposes of recording by the nurse and for subsequent analysis. A full list of these 
activities is given at Appendix 2. 

2.7 Listing activities does not tell the full story of the nurses work and, in 
order to probe deeper, a new dimension was added in relation to home visiting 
activities. This was a classification of the type of work done on each home visit. 
Its purpose was to distinguish between work which was strictly nursing, that 
which was social and that which was home help. Nursing work was further 
sub-divided into three classes. The full list of work categories chosen was: 

basic nursing care; 
technical nursing; 
preventive and educational nursing; 
social work; 
home help duties. 

2.8 It was recognised that on any visit to a single patient a nurse could 
become involved in two or more of these work types. This is well exemplified in 
the case of visits to elderly persons when social and home help duties may mingle 
with nursing activities. The nurses were asked to allocate the time spent during 
each home visit on the different work categories involved. A Hst of the types'of 
work covered by each of the five classifications is given in Appendix 3. This" is 
not an exhaustive list of all work situations: it was given to the nurses as a detailed 
guide of how to classify any situation which they encountered. 

2.9 The form used to measure and classify the nurses working time (daily 
activity analysis form) is given at Appendix 4. This form required three principal 
items of information in relation to every activity: 

(a) The time the activity started and finished. This made it possible to 
measure the amount of time devoted to different activities. It made it 
possible also to say to what extent the activities were being carried out 
within or outside normal working hours. 

(b) The code number identifying the activity (taken from the list at 
Appendix 2). 

(c) In the case of home visits only, a division of the time spent on the 
acUvity between the five work categories specified in Appendix 3. 

2.10 One Une of the form was completed for each activity and one form was 
completed for each day of the survey. The form also had provision for entering 
the total mileage covered by the nurse during the course of her official day. 
In addition she was given space for commenting on any of the activities. 

2.11 The forms were bound into books of 40, one for each of the 28 days of 
the survey, the remaining 12 being spares in case a form was spoiled or a nurse 
required a second form to complete the record of a day's activities. For easy 
reference, the list of activities (Appendix 2) was printed inside the front cover of 
the book and the classification of work content for a home visit (Appendix 3) 
was printed inside the back cover of the book. 

Pilot Survey 

2.12 The design of these documents was greatly assisted by the active parti
cipation and co-operation of a group of 20 nurses, who took part in a pilot 
survey which ran for a period of 14 days. These nurses were chosen to represent 
a wide spectrum of the geographical and environmental situations likely to arise 
in the main survey. Following completion of the pilot survey and analysis of the 
results a meeting was arranged with the nurses who took part in this survey. 
At that meeting any problems and difficulties which arose in the course of the 
pilot survey were fully discussed. It was then possible to finalise the documents 
for use in the main survey. 

2.13 The nurses who took part in the pilot survey made a notable contribu
tion to the success of the main survey and we would like to record our apprecia
tion of the assistance which they gave so cheerfully. 

Explaining the Survey 

2.14 It was clear that for its success the survey depended on a high degree 
of co-operation and support from those closely concerned with the public 
health nursing service. Since the working party included members who had been 
nominated by the Irish Nurses' Organisation, the Society of Medical Officers 
of Health, the Medical Union and the Irish Medical Association, we were 
assured of official approval from these bodies. We felt it necessary, however, 
to make first-hand contact with the individuals who would be involved during 
the survey, to explain to them what its objects were, how it was proposed to 
conduct it and to secure their interest and involvement. 

2.15 A meeting was arranged first with programme managers, chief medical 
officers and superintendent public health nurses to whom the objectives and 
logistics of the survey were explained in detail by members of the working party. 

2.16 Members of the working party then undertook the task of explaining 
and discussing the survey with the nurses themselves. Meetings with groups of 
nurses were arranged at 23 different centres throughout the country and every 
nurse was invited to attend one of these meetings. In the event, the great majority 
of nurses did attend. 

2.17 At all meetings with the nurses the importance of the survey to the public 
health nursing service was stressed and the nurses were encouraged to co-operate. 
It was emphasised that any information obtained in the survey in relation to any 
individual nurse, or any opinion expressed by a nurse, would be strictly con
fidential to the members of the working party. It was also made clear that 
participation in the survey was entirely voluntary. The subsequent high response 
rate of the nurses (referred to in paragraph 2.21 to 2.24) it evidence of the success 
of these meetings. 
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2.18 The large volume of material which required to be processed made it 
imperative that computer facilities should be available. The Central Data 
Processing Unit of the Department of the Public Service agreed to provide this 
facility and officers of that unit were involved from the start in advising on the 
design of forms suitable for computerisation. A more detailed description of the 
role of the computer in the survey is given in Appendix 5. 

Date and Duration of Survey 
2.19 We decided that the daily activity analysis should continue for a period 

of four weeks. This period was regarded as necessary in order to include most 
of the activities and situations relevant to the nurses' work. We considered 
splitting the survey period and selecting four weeks at four different times of the 
year. While this would have the advantage of being more representative of the 
total year's work it would make it impossible to have a unified and concentrated 
approach to the survey. We considered that any gain in obtaining a fully represen
tative picture of the position would not compensate for the loss sustained by 
this dispersal of effort. 

2.20 We selected February/March as a time of year when most of the 
conditions which the nurses are called upon to deal with arise. 

Response 

2.21 At the time the survey began, there was a total of 755 public health 
nursing posts. Of these, 53 were occupied by nurses employed by district nursing 
associations subsidised by health boards, 166 by nurses on preventive duties 
attached to local headquarters and the remainder (536) by public health nurses 
attached to district nursing posts. In the case of Dublin many of the headquarters 
nurses are on combined duties, i.e. they devote part of their time to duties 
ordinarily carried out by district nurses. 

2.22 All nurses whose names and addresses were supplied to us by the health 
boards—a total of 761—were invited to participate in the survey. The names 
included nurses whom the authorities expected would be employed on a tem
porary basis during the survey period to do duty for nurses on sick, annual or 
special leave. 

2.23 Of these nurses, 692 (91%) completed daily activity analysis forms, 
although some did not return them for the entire four week period of survey. 
554 or 94 % of the nurses engaged on district duties returned these forms as did 
138, or 83 % of those nurses doing headquarters duties. 

2.24 A total of 661 nurses (87 %) completed and returned questionnaires, i.e. 
88% (527) of nurses engaged on district duties and 81 % (134) of nurses engaged 
on headquarters or combined duties. 

Nurses who failed to respond 

2.25 69 nurses did not complete daily activity analysis forms. Of these 30 
were attached to headquarters and 39 were on district duties. A few of these 
nurses, however, sent in completed questionnaires. There was also a small 
number of nurses attached to headquarters who completed daily activity analysis 
forms but did not send in questionnaires. In all, 32 nurses attached to head
quarters did not send in questionnaires. Of the 39 nurses on district duties who 
did not return daily activity analysis forms many were temporary or temporary 
relief nurses. A few permanent nurses said they did not wish to participate in the 
survey. Other nurses who did not complete daily activity analysis forms were on 
leave. 

Salient points from Survey Information tnnm r:-^ i 
2.26 91% of the nurses completed daily activity analysis forms and 87% 

completed and returned questionnaires. 
2.27 The survey showed that more than 99 % of the pubhc health nurses 

had general nursing training; more than 98% had midwifery training and more 
than 97 % were registered in the Public Health Nurses' Division of the Register 
of An Bord Altranais. The percentages of the nurses registered in other divisions 
of the Register were not large (3.5). 

2.28 More than 60 % of the nurses had completed one of An Bord Altranais's 
courses in public health nursing (3.8). 

2.29 10% of public health nurses had less than 1 year experience and 43% 
had less than 5 years (3.9 and 3.10). 

2.30 More than 25% of all public health nurses (30% of those on district 
duties and 8% of those on headquarters duties) were married (3.12). 

2.31 Nurses on district duties worked on average 37.5 hours a week and 
nurses on headquarters duties averaged 33.7 hours a week (4.6 and 4.7). 

2.32 86.6 % of the work of public health nurses on district duties was done 
between the hours 8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. on weekdays (Monday to Friday) and 
5.5% was undertaken during the same period on Saturday. 98.2% of the work 
of nurses on headquarters duties was done during weekdays. The amount of 
work done outside normal working hours was not significant in terms of time 
(4.10 and 4.11). 

2.33 Nurses on district duties devoted 40.9% (15.4 hours a week per nurse 
on average) of their working time to home visiting. They devoted 19.8 % of their 
time to clinics, dispensaries and schools and 10.3% to other activities (listed in 
Appendix 8). They spent 24.6 % of their working time (or 9.2 hours per nurse 
per week) on travel (Appendix 8). 

2.34 Nurses on headquarters duties devoted 17.1 % (5.8 hours per nurse per 
week) of their working time to home visiting. They devoted 36.8% to chnics, 
dispensaries and schools, and 25.0 % to other activities (listed in Appendix 8). 
They spent 16.8% of their working time on travel giving an average weekly 
time per nurse of 5.7 hours per nurse per week under this head (Appendix 8). 

2.35 The average number of patients per nurse on district duties was 28 
and showed considerable variation as between counties (5.10 and 5.11). It ranged 
from 9 in Cork City to 48 in Monaghan. A large proportion of patients were in 
the older age groups. However, although children made up only 4.5 % of the 
nurses' patients, they accounted for about 25% of the nurses' home visiting time. 

2.36 The condition arising most frequently among patients on home visiting 
lists was cardiovascular followed by unspecified geriatric, varicose eczema, 
haemotological and musculo-skeletal conditions (5.13). 

2.37 About 80 % of the patients on the nurses' lists were referred to them by; 
general practitioners. Less than 5% were referred by hospitals and about 6% 
from health board staff (5.14). {icic lf.jh&l.i vd iuob sd ion blHOj ^low r- ; 

2.38 About 50 % of the patients aged 65 and over were on the nurses' visiting 
lists for longer than one year. Elderly patients tend to be longer on the home 
visiting list than those in younger age groups. The conditions for which patients 
were on nurses' visiting lists for relatively long periods were, in descending order, 
mental handicap, central nervous system metabolic disorders, gynaecology, 
musculo-skeletal conditions, eye conditions, unspecified geriatric and psychia
tric. For each of these conditions 50 % of patients were on the nurses' lists for 
12 months or longer (5.15 and 5.16). 
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32.8% 
26.1% 
27.2% 

86.1% 
8.1% 
3.9% 
1.9% 

2.39 Nurses in all categories spent over 80 % of their home visiting time on 
strictly nursing duties. For nurses attached to headc|uarters 90% of the nursing 
duties are preventive and educational. Nurses on district duties tend to divide 
their time fairly evenly between technical nursing, basic nursing care and 
preventive and educational nursing (5.20). Home visiting time of nurses on 
district duties was divided as follows 

Technical Nursing 
Basic Nursing 
Preventive Nursing 

Social Work 
Home Help 
Unclassified 

100.0% 

2.40 Social work occupies about 9 % of the home visiting time of all the 
nurses. It takes up a somewhat larger proportion of the working time of 
headquarters nurses than of those on district duties. Nurses in urban areas give 
somewhat more time to social work than those in rural areas (5.20). 

2.41 Less than 4 % of the working time of nurses on district duties is devoted 
to home help activities. Nurses on headquarters duties devoted only a small 
proportion of their time to this activity (5.20). 

2.42 Very little of the working time of nurses on district duties goes on 
maternity care while nurses on headquarters duties do little or no maternity 
work. However, more than half of the nurses on district duties did some mater
nity work during the survey period. Most of these were from Western counties. 
Of 70 nurses who devoted more than one hour a week to maternity work during 
the survey, 43 were from Western counties. Most of the maternity work was 
ante-natal or post-natal. Attendance at home confinements was extremely rare 
(7.5 and 7.6). 

2.43 The greater part of the nursing work arising in connection with child 
health clinics and school health services is done by nurses on headquarters duties. 
However, some counties have developed a substantial involvement of nurses 
on districts in the school health work (in accordance with Departmental policy) 
but not all counties have fostered this development (6.14 and 6.18). 

2.44 Nurses in some counties spent a significant proportion of their working 
time accompanying patients to and from hospital (8.4). 

2.45 Only a small proportion of the nurses time was devoted to organised 
health education (8.1 and 8.8). 

2.46 There was considerable variation from area to area in the amount of 
time spent by nurses on district duties on clerical work. The national average 
was a little over two hours per nurse per week. The nurses considered that most 
of this work could not be done by clerical staff (8.14 and 8.15). 

2.47 Nurses themselves saw a substantial need for the expansion of the public 
health nursing service in certain areas of activity (Appendix 12). 

2.48 85.7 % of the nurses said that their living accommodation was satis
factory. 14.3 % (i.e. 72 nurses) had some complaint about their accommodation. 
Of the latter number 55 nurses provided the accommodation themselves (10.2). 

2.49 73.9 % of nurses lived within their districts. 21.2% lived within ten miles 
of their districts (10.9). • 
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CHAPTER 3 

QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINING, RECRUITMENT 
AND ALLIED QUESTIONS 

Qualifications 
3.1 The qualifications for the office of public health nurse are set out in 

Appendix 6. They provide that registration in both the General and Midwives 
Division of the Register of An Bord Altranais are essential qualifications. The 
holding of the public health nurse's qualification of An Bord Altranais is also 
essential with certain exceptions in regard to persons holding specified existing 
permanent posts or having three years continuous experience in public health 
nursing or in district nursing under a voluntary organisation. 

3.2 Since 1966, vacancies in the public health nursing service are filled mainly 
by way of recruitment of trainees who must have full general and midwifery 
qualifications and who pass the examination following attendance at the course 
of training (now of one academic year duration) organised by An Bord Altranais. 
Health boards also advertise for fully qualified public health nurses. The upper 
age limit for appointment of new public health nurses is 45 years. 

3.3 193 nurses already in permanent employment in the public health nursing 
service prior to July, 1966 attended the "short" two months training course 
especially designed by An Bord Altranais for these nurses. The last of these 
courses was held in April/June, 1970. 

3.4 Satisfactory attendance at either the "long" or the "short" course 
qualified the nurses attending to be acceptable for registration in the Public 
Health Nurses Division of the Register kept by An Bord Altranais. 

3.5 The survey showed that practically all nurses were registered in the 
General Division (99.6%), the Midwifery Division (98.2%) and the PuWic 
Health Division (97.3%) of the Register. Registration in the Tuberculosis 
Division (9.7 %), Infectious Diseases Division (7.9 %) and Orthopaedic Division 
(4.4%) follow in that order. 

3.6 The percentage of nurses registered in each of the nine divisions is set 
out in the following table: 

TABLE 3.1 
Percentage of Public Health Nurses Registered with An Bord Altranais 

in different Divisions of the Register 

Division of 
Register 

General 

Midwives 

Public Health 

Tuberculosis 

Infectious Diseases 

Orthopaedic 

Sick Children 

Psychiatric 

Mentally Handicapped 

Nurses on 
District 
Duties 

99.61 

97.85 

96.88 

7.21 

7.01 

4.87 

2.53 

2.72 

0.19 

Headquarters 
Nurses 

100 

100 

99.24 

19.69 

11.36 

3.03 

3.78 

1.51 

0.0 

All 
Nurses 

99.68 

98.29 

97.36 

9.76 

7.9 

4.49 

2.79 

2.48 

0.15 

The small numbers registered in the divisions for mental handicap, for 
psychiatric nursing and for sick children are evident. 
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3.7 When the nurses were distributed according to the number of divisions 
in which they were registered, the following picture emerged:— 

TABLE 3.2 

No. of Divisions 

One division or more 

Two divisions or more 

Three divisions or more 

Four divisions or more 

Five divisions or more 

Six divisions or more 

Seven divisions or more 

Percentage of Nurses 

100 

100 

97.2 

22.3 

^•jpoqatii*/ 

0.1 

0 

Source of Qualifications in Public Health Nursing 

3.8 More than 60 % of the nurses had completed one of An Bord Altranais's 
courses—the long course (paragraph 3.2) or the short course (paragraph 3.3). 
40 % of the nurses on district duties had done the long course and 23 % had 
completed the short courses. These percentages were reversed for the nurses 
attached to headquarters. About one-quarter of the nurses had received their 
qualification in public health nursing through the Queen's Institute. 17% of 
the nurses on district duties and 23 % of the nurses on headquarters duties had 
qualified through experience. Very few (5 % of nurses on district duties and 7 % 
of headquarters nurses) had qualified abroad—all in the U.K. 

Duration of experience in Public Health Nursing 

3.9 Figure 3.1 shows a percentage distribution of public health nurses 
according to the duration of their experience in public health nursing. It will 
be seen that 10 % had less than one year's experience while 43 % had less than 
5 years. 

3.10 Since 1966 the Department has arrangements with An Bord Altranais 
for the training of approximately 70 public health nurses each year. Initially the 
course was of six months duration but was subsequently extended to an academic 
year. The recruitment of approximately 10% of the total public health nursing 
task force each year is reflected in the percentage with less than one year's 
experience. With 43 % of the nurses having less than 5 years experience, it is clear 
that a significant number of the nurses have up-to-date training in public health 
nursing and that the need for refresher courses would be greater amongst the 
remainder. 

Marital Status .-;j.iii« 
3,11 The following table, which is a percentage distribution for nurses on 

district duties, for nurses attached to headquarters and for all public health 
nurses, summarises the position as regards marital status for all areas* . ' H " " 

Mi 



TABLE 3.3 

. ..«,_-,<-_,-. 
Nurses on district duties 

Permanent 

Temporary 

Total 

Nurses attached to headquarters 

Permanent 

Temporary 

Total 

All Public Health Nurses 

Permanent 

Temporary 

Total 

Single 

59.6 

3.7 

63.3 

85.6 

3.8 

89.4 

65.0 

3.7 

68.7 

Married 

5.3 

25.1 

30.4 

0.7 

7.6 

8.3 

4.3 

21.6 

25.9 

IVidowed 

4.9 

1.3 

6.2 

1.5 

0.7 

2.2 

4.1 

1.2 

5.3 

Total 

69.8 

30.1 

99.9 

87.8 

12.1 

99.9 

73.4 

26.5 

99.9 

3.12 From this table the following points may be noted:— 

(a) More than 25 % of all public health nurses are married. There is a clear 
difference in this respect between nurses on district duties and nurses 
attached to headquarters. 30 % of the former, as compared with 8 % 
of the latter, are married. 

(b) 30% of the nurses on district duties are temporary, as compared with 
12% of the nurses attached to headquarters. The number of temporary 
nurses and the number of married nurses are, of course, closely linked. 
[In fact, only 5 % of the single nurses (as against 83 % of the married 
nurses) are temporary]. The larger percentage of nurses on district 
duties who are married or temporary is influenced by the following 
factors:— 

(i) A number of married nurses formerly permanent part-time dis
pensary midwives were re-graded as permanent public health 
nurses and assigned to district duties. 

(ii) Married nurses were also employed by voluntary nursing associa
tions at the time of the survey. These nurses were employed on a 
temporary basis only, i.e. they were not permanent or pensionable. 

(iii) Health boards at the time of the survey employed married nurses 
to act as temporary replacements for permanent nurses on annual 
or sick leave or nurses who have recently retired. A number of 
these took part in the survey. Revised quaUfications, however, 
now permit married nurses to be employed on a permanent basis. 

Appendix 7 shows the distributions by age groupings of all the nurses 
employed at the time of the survey. 
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TrainiBg and refresher courses i- »; 

3.13 The professional qualifications and training of public health nurses fall 
into two categories, viz. (i) basic professional qualifications required for appoint
ment as a public health nurse and (ii) on-going training provided during 
employment. 

3.14 We examined the professional qualifications prescribed by the Minister 
for appointment of permanent public health nurses having regard to their duties. 
We are satisfied that the range of basic nursing and technical nursing undertaken 
by the public health nurse in clinics and during home visiting requires the skills 
which she acquires as part of her general course. 

3.15 The expertise required of the nurse in the preventive, educational and 
social aspects of her work is adequately catered for in the special one year training 
courses provided by An Bord Altranais for new entrants, or in the special two 
months courses held in the past for nurses who had at least 3 years continuous 
service as a public health nurse or as a district nurse with a voluntary nursing 
organisation. 

3.16 WE RECOMMEND THAT NEW ENTRANTS SHOULD HAVE 
UNDERGONE A TRAINING COURSE OF AT LEAST ONE ACADEMIC 
YEAR'S DURATION (SIMILAR TO THE PRESENT BORD ALTRANAIS 
COURSE) BEFORE APPOINTMENT TO PERMANENT POSTS. foo 

3.17 The duties of the nurse relating to maternity care make it necessary for 
her to have the full quahfication in midwifery. This aspect of her duties is dealt 
with more fully in Chapter 7. 

3.18 We accept that in the rapid development of the public health nursing 
services over the past 8 years it was necessary to appoint some nurses who did 
not possess all the essential qualifications for the post. The service has now 
developed to a stage where this is no longer necessary. 

3.19 WE RECOMMEND THAT A NURSE BEING APPOINTED FOR 
THE FIRST TIME AS PERMANENT PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE SHOULD 
BE REGISTERED OR ELIGIBLE FOR REGISTRATION IN THE PUBLIC 
HEALTH NURSES DIVISION OF THE REGISTER OF AN BORD 
ALTRANAIS, IN ADDITION TO BEING REGISTERED OR ELIGIBLE 
FOR REGISTRATION IN THE GENERAL DIVISION AND IN THE 
MIDWIVES DIVISION OF THAT REGISTER. STEPS SHOULD BE 
TAKEN TO ENSURE THAT THE SMALL NUMBER OF EXISTING 
NURSES WHO ARE NOT ON THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES 
REGISTER ARE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY OF ACQUIRING THE 
REQUISITE TRAINING TO ENABLE THEM TO BE SO REGISTERED. 

3.20 As regards on-going training the Department has arranged with An 
Bord Altranais for one week refresher courses for public health nurses who have 
not attended a longer course of training in the preceding three years. We have 
studied the syllabus of these refresher courses and consider them to be well 
suited to the needs of the nurses. 

3.21 The Department has also recommended the provision of periodic day 
refresher courses for public health nurses in suitable general hospitals within 
each health board area and we support this recommendation. We have also 
recommended (in par. 7.16) that each year each nurse with responsibility in 
domiciliary midwifery services should attend for two days annually in a maternity 
hospital. A day refresher course annually in a paediatric hospital or unit is also 
needed. >ij!': ii / ^ 
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3.22 WE RECOMMEND THAT IN EVERY THIRD YEAR THE 
NURSE SHOULD ATTEND AT THE CENTRAL ONE-WEEK 
REFRESHER COURSE ORGANISED BY AN BORD ALTRANAIS. 
IN OTHER YEARS EACH PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE SHOULD ATTEND 
AT LOCAL GENERAL AND PAEDIATRIC HOSPITALS FOR A 
MINIMUM OF TWO DAYS EACH YEAR AND IN ADDITION NURSES 
WITH RESPONSIBILITY IN DOMICILIARY MIDWIFERY SERVICES 
SHOULD ATTEND FOR TWO DAYS EACH YEAR IN A MATERNITY 
HOSPITAL. 

' 3.23 As was noted earlier in the Report 30% of nurses on district duties are 
temporary, and 83 % of these are married. The requirement that a nurse must 
resign on marriage no longer applies. 

'3.24 WE RECOMMEND THAT POSTS SHOULD NOT BE FILLED 
ON A TEMPORARY BASIS EXCEPT FOR RELIEF WORK DURING 
LEAVE OR FOR SHORT PERIODS PENDING THE FILLING OF A 
PERMANENT VACANCY. 

3.25 It is important that there be a maximum degree of flexibility in the 
allocation of staJff to particular duties. This could be attained by appointing 
public health nurses to a health board area and assigning them to a particular 
county within that area. The Director of Community Care will be in a position 
to switch nurses as between headquarters staff and staff engaged on district work. 

3.26 WE RECOMMEND THAT FUTURE APPOINTMENTS OF 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES SHOULD BE TO THE HEALTH BOARD. 
THE ADVERTISEMENT OF VACANCIES SHOULD INDICATE THE 
COMMUNITY CARE AREA IN WHICH VACANCIES ARISE AND 
NURSES SHOULD BE GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS THEIR 
PREFERENCES FOR THESE AREAS. 

3.27 The public health nursing service has been expanding steadily in the last 
decade. We anticipate a further degree of expansion in different local areas in 
the years ahead. If our recommendations in regard to increased nurse/population 
ratio in Chapter 12 are adopted this expansion could be significant and recruit
ment to deal with additional work-load can present problems in the short term. 
We would not object as a temporary measure to the utiUsation of the services 
of registered general nurses for a relief or on a short-term basis pending the 
expansion of the services. Such nurses, however, should not be appointed as 
public health nurses and should be assigned duties commensurate with their 
qualifications and training. 

Title of the nurse's office 

3.28 Table 3.4 sets out the preference of the nurses in regard to whether 
the present title should be changed, and if so, how it should be changed. 

X, •'•̂ ^M -^l?"'^ members of our Working Group favoured the title "Community 
Nurse in lieu of the existing title of "Public Health Nurse", the preference of 
the nurses as expressed at the time of the survey was strongly in favour of the 
existing tiUe. We are reluctant in these circumstances to recommend a change of 
tiUc at the present juncture. The words "Public Health", however, do not appear 
to Identify the nurse with the community care teams being developed under the 
u i!l ' ^ , ; , ^""^ ^^^ passage of time the preference for the title "Public 
Health Nurse may therefore dechne. In such circumstances we suggest that 

Community Nurse would be an eminenUy suitable title to replace it 
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i TABLE 3.4 ^'^itiimi 
Title of Office—Preference of Nurses distributed on a percentage basis '.i-(-

Suggested Title 

1 Present Title (Public Health Nurse) 

2 Community Health Care * 

3 Community Nurse 

4 District Public Health Nurse 

5 Sister 

6 Registered Public Health Nurse 

7 Health Visitor 

8 Medico Social Worker 

9 Community Care Worker 

„ 10 Community Health Visitor 

11 Public Health Visitor 

12 Community Health Nurse 

13 District Nurse 

District 

93.6 

1.2 

1.2 

0.4 

0.2 

0.2 

1.9 

0.4 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.6 

Headquarters 

92.6 

— 
0.5 

— 

— 

— 

5.2 

— 
— 

Total 

93.4 

0.9 

1.1 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

2.5 

0.3 

0.2 

• "^bi«ao J iM ^-af f. 

0.5 0.2 ,,/ir, 

— 0.4 ^^^ 

3.30 In the event of the title being changed we suggest that the title of 
Superintendent Public Health Nurse should also change to Superintendent 
Community Nurse. / j ^ ^ r i d f TO"^Sf«lV^S 

3.31 Choice of duties .2118^ J/^ 

TABLE 3.5 
Nurses' preference for duties—percentage distribution 

Preference for 

1 Own Duties 

2 Other Public Health Duties 

3 Would like Short Secondment to 
duties of the other class 

Nurses on 
District Work 

95.2 

4.8 

18.4 

Headquarters 
Nurses 

90.8 

9.2 

1.0 

Total 

94.3 

5.7 

15.5 

3.32 The preference of comparatively small numbers of those nurses on 
district duties for the work allocated to the headquarters nurses and the similar 
preference of a small number of headquarters nurses for district duties do not 
appear to us to be of great significance. There is always a process of change and 
transfer going on as between different sets of duties and in the normal course 
this should provide an outlet for many of those nurses anxious to change from 
one group to the other. It would not be feasible to impose any obligation on 
health boards to meet requests for change and the needs of the service must take 
precedence. 



Uniforms 
3.33 The following table indicates the percentage of nurses in favour of the 
wearing of uniforms and those opposed. 

TABLE 3.6 
Uniforms—views of nurses (on percentage basis) 

In favour of having Uniforms 

Not in favour of Uniforms 

Not Stated 

Nurses on 
District Duties 
(Percentage) 

33 

66 

1 

Nurses on 
H.Q. Duties 
{Percentage) 

18 

82 

— 

Total 
(Percentage) 

30 

70 

0.6 

3.34 We consider that there are advantages in having the nurse wear a 
suitable uniform. In the past some of the uniforms worn tended to be un
attractive and this, added to the fact that nurses were required to wear them, has 
probably produced the current reaction against them. We are not disposed to 
support the abandonment of the idea of a suitable uniform which would em
phasise the professional status of the nurse and enable patients and their families 
to identify her function readily. 

3.35 WE RECOMMEND THAT HEALTH BOARDS SHOULD CON
SIDER IN CONSULTATION WITH THEIR NURSING STAFF THE 
PROVISION OF SUITABLY DESIGNED UNIFORMS FOR THEIR 
NURSES. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NURSES' WORKING TIME 

4.1 In Fedruary 1974 the Working Group were asked for an Interim 
Report to assist in negotiations then under way relating to the public health 
nurses' working week. The Interim Report was prepared and furnished to the 
Minister on 12th February 1974 and was subsequently made available to the 
parties involved in the negotiations. 

4.2 The Interim Report was based on the material contained in this chapter, 
and we include in Appendix 18 the recommendations which were contained 
in that Interim Report. 

Unit of Working Time H * % 
4.3 It was necessary to arrive at a unit of working time which would be 

standard for all areas and which would accurately describe the average amount 
of time devoted by nurses in different categories or in different areas to their 
duties. The "average working week" was chosen because it was not affected 
by nurses who varied their normal off-duty between week-ends and other 
days of the week. 

4.4 In arriving at a strict definition of the "average working week" the 
following criteria were used:— 

(a) The week referred to each of the four periods of seven consecutive 
p days during which the survey was carried out. 
f; (b) For a week to be counted in relation to any individual nurse it was 
g necessary that she returned a completed form for every one of the 
=̂" seven days. 

(c) It was also necessary that she performed some work activity during 
the week, i.e. that she was not on leave for the full seven days. 

(d) Breaks of less than 30 minutes duration were included as part of the 
working week; longer breaks were excluded. 

Lengtli of Working Week 
4.5 Using these criteria, the length of the average working week for all 

public health nurses was 36.8 hours. 
4.6 Nurses on district duties worked an average of 37.5 hours a week. 

There was considerable variation about this overall average, ranging from 
28.5 to 45.2 as between different counties. The variation is illustrated in 
Figure 4.1 (opposite) which shows that the distribution of counties by average. 
length of working week had two peaks, one at 34 to 36 hours and one at 40 
to 42 hours. 

4.7 The average length of the week worked by nurses on headquarters 
duties was 33.7 hours. (The nurses attached to the headquarters of three 
counties—7 nurses in all--did not take part in this). This average ranged from 
27.7 hours in one area to 39.7 hours in another. The extent of the variation is 
illustrated in Figure 4.2 from which it will be seen that the distribution is more 
symmetrical than for nurses on district duties. 

Distribution of nurses by average weekly hours worked «̂ » .. -
4.8 The following table shows the percentage distribution of both categories 

of nurse by average weekly hours worked. The figures on which this table is 
based do not include any time for breaks. In order to bring the figures in the 
table into line with those in the preceding paragraphs, i.e. to provide for 
breaks of less than 30 minutes duration, each of the figures in the first column 
of the table should be increased by approximately 30 minutes. 
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TABLE 4.1 

Percentage Distribution of Public Health Nurses by average weekly hours worked 

Average Weekly 
hours worked 

0-25 

25-30 

30-35 

35^K) 

40^5 

45-50 

50-55 

55+ 

Nurses on 
District Duties 

% 

TOTAL 

6.9 

10.5 

23.5 

29.4 

17.7 

7.2 

2.5 

2.2 

Nurses Attached to 
Headquarters 

% 

100 

8.0 

12.3 

47.1 

31.2 

1-5 

0 

0 

0 

100 

4.9 The smaller degree of variation in length of working hours in the case of 
nurses attached to headquarters is again illustrated. 78 % of these nurses worked, 
on average, between 30 and 40 hours a week. The corresponding figure for 
nurses on district duties was 53%. On the other hand, almost 30% of the 
nurses on district duties worked an average of over 40 hours a week while 
only 1.5% of the nurses attached to headquarters were in this category. 

Distribution of Week's Working Time 

4.10 For the purposes of the survey we divided each day into three periods: 

8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

6 p.m. to 11 p.m. 

11 p.m. to 8 a.m. 

We regarded duties undertaken between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. as being done within 
the normal working day. This allows flexibility to nurses in determing their 
normal working hours. 

The following table is a percentage distribution of actual working time 
throughout the week, distinguishing between weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays 
and between three distinct time spans on each day. 

The significant figures are that for nurses on district duties 86.6% of working 
time is between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. on weekdays. For nurses attached to 
headquarters the corresponding figure is 98.2 %. It should, of course, be borne 
in mind that every figure for weekdays covers the work done over five days 
while every figure for a Saturday or a Sunday relates to the work done on a 
single day. 
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TABLE 4.2 

Percentage distribution of total working time -gani J;»I j .• 

Weekdays 
8 a.m.- 6 p.m. 

6p .m. - l l p.m. 

11 p.m.-8 a.m. 

Saturdays 
8 a.m.- 6 p.m. 

6 p.m.-ll p.m. 

11 p.m.- 8 a.m. 

Sundays 

o £ 

6p .m. - l l p.m. 

11 p.m.- 8 a.m. 

TOTAL 

Nurses on 
District Duties 

86.6 

5.2 

0.4 

5.5 

0.3 

0.04 

^.m 

0.2 

0.03 

100 " JU 

Headquarters 

98.2 

0.7 

- 0.2 

0.8 

0.1 

0 

mi \ 

: ! • • • - ; ' • 0 

D^A iow n5Ji£i«Bfio« OS Ds.nasjj 

Time woriMd outside normal woriung hours ,f,^s.ms)pm.^n o) b^n-jsm we^on lo^ 

4.11 Table 4.2 shows that for nurses oh district duty 13.4% of the weet*s 
working time falls outside normal working hours. In the case of nurses attached 
to headquarters the corresponding figure is 1.8%. Nurses on district duties 
perform slightly over 5% of their total work during the evening (6 p.m. to 
11 p.m.) and a similar percentage on Saturdays. Very little work is done 
between the hours of 11 p.m. and 8 a.m.—less than one-half of 1 % of the 
week's work takes place during this time. 

4.12 The records show a more ordered routine for nurses attached to 
headquarters with more than 98 % of their working time falling within normal 
weekday working hours. A little work (0.9 % of the total) was done on Saturdays 
but the amount of Sunday work is negligible. 

4.13 The following table shows the extent to which the nurses became 
involved in work on Saturdays and Sundays. 
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TABLE 4.3 

Percentage Distribution of Public Health Nurses according to number of 
Saturdays and Sundays worked 

No. of 
days 

worked 

0 

1 

2 "'•> 

3 

4 

TOTAL 

Saturdays 

Nurses on 
district 
duties 

17.5 

17.5 

28.2 

13.7 

23.1 

100 

Nurses attached 
to headquarters 

86.2 

10.1 

2.9 

0.7 

0 

100 

Sundays 

Nurses on 
district 
duties 

40.1 

22.9 

16.6 

8.5 

11.9 

100 

Nurses attached 
to headquarters 

99.3 

0 

0.7 

0 

0 

100 

This table shows that 82.5% of the nurses on district duties, as compared 
with 13.7 % of nurses attached to headquarters, worked at least one Saturday 
during the survey. Nearly a quarter of the district nurses worked all four 
Saturdays. 60% of the nurses on district duties, but less than 1 % of the nurses 
attached to headquarters worked at least one Sunday. 

4.14 For nurses who worked on Saturday the average length of this working 
day was just under 4 hours for nurses on district duties and just under 6 hours 
for nurses attached to headquarters. Nurses on district duties who worked on 
Sundays devoted, on average, just over 2 hours to a Sunday.'s work,, ., , 
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Distribution of Working Time by Activity 
4.15 Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the distribution of nurses' working time by 

activity groups for nurses on district duties and nurses on headquarters duties 
respectively. The following table shows a distribution by work category and by 
work period of the working time of nurses on district duties: 

. ' TABLE 4.4 

Average hours worked by nurses on district duties 

Weekdays 

8 a.m.-6 p.m. 

6 p.m.-l 1 p.m. 

11 p.m.-8 a.m. 

Staturdays 

8 a.m.- 6 p.m. 

6 p.m.-11 p.m. 

11 p.m.- 8 a.m. 

Sundays 

8 a.m.- 6 p.m. 

b p.m.-11 p.m. 

11 p.m.- 8 a.m. 

TOTAL 

Home 
Visiting 
other 
than 

Maternity 
Care 

13.6 

0.6 

0.0 

0.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.3 

0.0 

0.0 

15.4 

Maternity 
Care 

0.4 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.4 

Clinics, 
Dispensaries 

and 
Schools 

7.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.3 

0.0 

0 

0.0 

0.0 

0 

7.4 

Travel 

7.8 

0.5 

0.1 

0.6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.2 

0.0 

0.0 

9.2 

Meals 
and 

other 
breaks 

5.0 

0.2 

0.0 

0.3 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

5.6 

Miscel
laneous 

iSee 
Appendix 

2) 

0.5 

0.1 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.7 

Other 
Activities 

( S « 
Appendix 

2) 

2.7 

0.7 

0.0 

0.2 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

3.9 

Total 

37.1 

2.2 

0.1 

2.4 

0.1 

0.0 

0.7 

0.1 

0.0 

42.7 

(b) during the survey period Saturday dispensaries at which nurses attended 
were in operation in some areas. This applies to a much smaller extent, 
if at all, now; 

(c) a number of nurses who had other commitments (e.g. married nurses) 
may find it more convenient to undertake certain duties on Saturday 
than on week days without adding to their total hours worked. 

The two major items involved on Saturday/Sunday work are home visiting 
and travel. Maternity care takes only 0.4 hours of working time during normal 
working hours and takes an insignificant proportion of the time outside normal 
hours. 

Annual Leave 

4.18 The annual leave allowed to public health nurses differs as between one 
area and another. Any revised arrangements in regard to the nurses' working 
week, either on the basis of our interim report or otherwise, will also be relevant 
to the annual leave question. We would envisage, for example, if the terms of 
the interim report were applied that the fact that the nurse is not available on 
Saturday mornings during a leave period should not necessitate her using a day 
or half-day of her annual leave allocation in respect of the particular Saturday. 
In these circumstances the annual leave allowance for public health nurses could 
be related to a five-day week. 

4.19 WE RECOMMEND THAT HEALTH BOARDS SHOULD REVIEW 
THE ANNUAL LEAVE ALLOWABLE TO PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES 
AND SHOULD SEEK TO ESTABLISH A UNIFORM ANNUAL LEAVE 
ALLOCATION. 

Notes. 
1 All breaks are included in this table. 
2 The term 0.0 describes an actual value rounded to one decimal place. The term 0 implies 

that no activity took place in this category. 
' ThkTH/i'lt^V^'"'^ for column or row 119 not always add up to the total given at the end. 

1 his is due to the rounding of individual items. 

Work outside normal hours 

.. V^t v^"^ "" ^^^'^^"y^ outside normal hours: It will be noted that the work 
^h l t t i ^ 'T?"" ^ P*"- ^"'^ ^1 P*"- on weekdays comes to only 1.4 hours 
l^^. -f ^'"* 5 n^^l^'^ excluded. Of this 1.4 hours 0.6 hours are spent on 
undlrtrvin"^ ""^ ?y:^u°T ° " other activities. The greater part of the work 
S e S Tb '"'fi ^^^ ^T'^?^ ^^^' ^*^*'^'t'« o^^r the average working week 
H„rin?fi.l •'^''•^"'^' '̂ '̂̂  " ' 0̂ conclude that the amount of work performed 
fo hi! ̂ mi^y^K V^ VT ^"'^ •̂'̂ ^ *''^t work is performed may bb reserved 
to this time of the day at the nurse's option. 

on'*onl s K o ? ^"t^rdayandSuriday: A substantial number of nurses worked 
on one Saturday or more dunng the survey. It must be recalled however 

*̂̂  ^}^y^ *V^*^^ °"^ "̂"̂ ^ (Dublin) nurses are working a 7 day spread 
days- ""̂  ̂ ^""^ * ' " "^"^^ ° ° Saturday or Sunday in lieu of other 
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CHAPTER 5 

HOME VISITING 

Amount of Time devoted to Home Visiting 

5.1 Nurses on district duties devote an average of 15.4 hours a week (or 41 % 
of their work time) to home visiting. As will be seen from Figure 5.1, this does 
not vary greatly between the counties. The areas with the smallest amount of 
time devoted to home visiting are Limerick City, Cork City and Longford. 
A considerable amount of home visiting is done by nuns in Cork City and 
Limerick City and this accounts to a certain degree for limited demands on the 
public health nursing services in these areas. The two areas at the top of the 
scale are Waterford and Offaly. The majority of nurses on district duties spend 
between 12 and 18 hours a week on home visiting. 

5.2 Nurses attached to headquarters devote an average of 5.8 hours a week 
(or 17 % of their work time) to home visiting. Figure 5.2. shows the distribution 
of counties and the greater variation than in the case of nurses on district duties. 
The greatest concentration of counties lies between 0 and 3 hours a week. Dublin 
City and Dublin County lie at the upper end of the scale. If the Dublin nurses 
are excluded, home visiting occupies 8.5% of the headquarter nurses' time. 
Only in Dublin were these nurses recorded as spending more than 10 hours a 
week on home visiting. 45 % of the Dublin nurses were in this category. 

Day and time of visit 

5.3 For nurses on district duties the average week's home visiting is divided 
into time spent as follows:— < 

' j TABLE 5.1 

H 
8 ajn. to 6 p.m. weekdays 88.3 % 

8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturdays 5.8% 

8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sundays 1-9% 

6 p.m. to 11 p.m. everyday 3.9% 

11 p.m. to 8 a.m. everyday 0.0% 

1 

5.4 Every area recorded time spent on home visiting in the period 6 p.m. to 
11 p.m. on weekdays. The overall average was 0.6 hours per nurse per week. 
The areas with low averages were Limerick City (0.0), Dublin County, Louth, 
Cork City (0.1 each), Dublin City, Wicklow, Limerick County, North Tipperary, 
Cariow (0.2 each). The areas with high averages were Laois (1.1), Meath, 
Donegal (1.0 each), Offaly, Kerry, Mayo (0.9 each). 

5.5 Every area recorded time spent on home visiting in the period 8 a.m. to 
6 p.m. on Saturdays. The overall average was 0.9 hours per nurse per week. 
The areas with low averages were Limerick City, Leitrim, Cariow (0.1 each), 
Longford, Limerick County, North Tipperary, Cork City (0.2 each), Louth 
(0.3). The areas with high averages were Galway (1.5), Kerry, Donegal (1.4 
each), Kildare, Laois (1.3 each). Dublin City (0.9) and Dublin County (0.8) 
were about average. 

« 

5.6 Every area, except Limerick City and Leitrim, recorded time spent on 
home visiting in the period 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sundays. The overall average 
was 0.3 hours per nurse per week. The variation about this average was not 
great, ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. The areas at the lower end of the scale were Dublin 
City and County, Clare, Limerick, Cavan, Louth, Carlow, Kilkenny and Cork 
City. The areas at the upper end of the scale were Kerry, Galway, Kildare, 
Westmeath, Donegal and Cork County. 

5.7 The period 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays had very little 
home visiting activities, the overall average being insignificant. The areas which 
figured most in these activities were Laois, Wexford, Donegal and Kerry 
followed by Kilkenny, Waterford, Galway and Mayo. 

5.8 The period 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. on all days was also insignificant as regards 
home visiting. No home visiting activity was recorded between these hours in 
Longford, Limerick City, North Tipperary, Carlow, Cork City or Roscommon. 
The areas where most activities were recorded between these hours were 
Kildare, Clare, Monaghan, Donegal, Wexford and Kerry. 

5.9 The general picture is that the cities and the Eastern counties (except 
Laois) were less involved in home visiting activities outside normal hours 
while counties such as Donegal, Kerry and Mayo figured prominently at the 
upper end of the scale. 

Patient Category 

5.10 Nurses on district duties were asked to give particulars of the patients 
on their current visiting list. The particulars requested were age of patient, 
condition for which he was being treated, frequency of nurse's visits, source 
of referral and length of time on the visiting fist. 

5.11 For all areas the average number of patients per nurse was 28. This 
average varied from 9 in Cork City to 48 in Monaghan. The full distribution 
is shown in Figure 5.3. 

5.12 The distribution of patients by age is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The 
very large proportion of patients in the older age groups is evident—68 % of 
all patients were aged over 65 years. This pattern was consistent in all counties. 
It is of some significance, however, that elderly patients did not make demands 
on the nurses' time proportionate to their numbers. For example, children 
made up 4.7% of the nurses' patients but they accounted for about 25% of 
the nurses' home visiting time. This difference may be explained by the fact 
that a young person's illness is more likely to be acute and need more frequent 
attention than that of an elderiy person. The following table illustrates the 
more frequent attention given to the younger patients: 
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TABLE 5.2 *'•'• Toi^^ iv V'7'T!f TABLE 53-contimed'''' ^"^^^^^'-a^ 'rtT ^^•^• 

Patient Category 

Infants 

Under 5 years 

5-15 years 

15-35 years 

35-65 years 

65-80 years 

Over 80 years 

Percent Visited Daily 

44 . 

39 • 

30 

18 

12 

8 

11 

Percent Visited Weekly 
or at Longer Intervals 

54 

59 

66 

.78 

81 

8!J 
87 

5.13 The condition arising most frequently in the nurses' patients was 
cardiovascular, followed by unspecified geriatric, varicose eczema, haemato-
logical and musculo-skeletal conditions. All the conditions for which the 
patients were being treated have been grouped under 24 headings. The 
percentage distributions of patients to those groups is as follows:— 

TABLE 5.3 

Condition 

Cardiovascular 

Unspecified Geriatric 

Varicose Eczema 

Haematological 

Musculo-Skeletal 

Respiratory 

Psychiatric 

Malignant Condition 

Metabolic Disorders 

Traumatic Condition 

C.N.S. 

Tuberculosis 

Other Infectious Diseases 

Post-Op. Care 

Percentage of Patients 

16 A 

13.7 

10.2 

9.7 

8.7 

4.8 

4.8 

4.3 

4.1 

3.5 

3.4 

2.6 1 
i 

2.6 i 
i 

1.7 

Condition 

Gastro-Intestinal 

Eye Conditions 

Mental Handicap 

Genito-Urinary 

Dermatological 

Maternity 

Malnutrition 

E.N.T. Conditions 

Gynaecology 

Other 

-iJaoiJaq -

Percentage of Patients 

1.5 

1.4 

.3ifeiid3va1 
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Referral 

5 14 Most (80%) of the patients were referred to the nurses by general 
practitioners. It is significant that less than 5% of their patients were referred 
to the nurses by hospitals. In no county was this figure as high as 10%. 
Of the other referrals 4 % were from pubUc health staff, \A/„ from social 
workers and 9 % from family, relatives, etc. 

Length of time on home visiting list 

5.15 About 50% of the patients aged over 65 years were on the 
,:..•»: i:„*„ <•„, i^„„».. tiion nni- vpar Onlv about 8 / of these patieni 

nurses' 5 15 About 50% of the patients aged over OD years were ou mc uu^^.cs 
visiting Usts for longer than one year. Only about 8% of these patients were 
on the visiting Hsts for one month or less. As is to be expected the older patients 
tended to be longer on the visiting lists than their younger counterparts. This 
is illustrated in the following table: 

Patient Category 

Infants 

Under 5 years 

5-15 years 

16-35 years 

36-65 years 

66-80 years 

Over 80 years 

TABLE 5.4 •isiJstiaiis/.: • 

Percentage on Visiting List for 

One Month or less 

55 

57 

42 

31 

19 

9 

8 

More than One Year 

— 

19 

27 

26 

38 

48 

50 

34 35 



(e) 

(c) Nurses on district duties divide the time devoted to nursing fairly 
evenly between the three nursing classifications. There is a tendency 
for nurses in rural areas to concentrate more on technical nursing and 
for nurses in urban areas to give more of their time to preventive 
and educational nursing. 

(d) Social work occupies a fairly small part—about 9%—of the nurses' 
home visiting time. It takes a larger share of the time of headquarters 
nurses than of nurses on district duties. Also, urban nurses give some
what more time to social work than do their rural counterparts. 
Very little time is devoted to home help activities—less than 4% of 
the home visiting time of nurses on district duties (or an average of 36 
minutes per nurse per week) and the proportion is almost negligible 
in the case of nurses attached to headquarters. Nurses on district 
duties in rural areas give more time to home help duties than do 
nurses in urban areas. 

(0 The differences between district nurses in rural areas and in urban 
areas are not great. The rural nurses give relatively more of their time 
to technical nursing and to home help duties while the urban nurses 
lean more towards preventive and educational nursing and social work. 

Social Work 

5.21 The proportions of total home visiting time given to social work by the 
different nurse categories are set out in the following table: 

Nurse Category 

Nurses attached to Headquarters 

Nurses on district duties—Urban 

Nurses on district duties—Mixed 

Nurses on district duties—^Rural 

All Nurses 

TABLE 5.7 

Percentage of Home Visiting Time 

13.0 

9.7 

9.0 

7 0 

8.6 

5.22 92 % of the nurses on district duties did some social work as part of 
their home visiting duties during the survey. They spent, on average, 79 minutes 
per nurse per week on this work. In 8 counties all the district nurses did some 
social work and in a further 13 counties over 90 % of the nurses on district duties 
did social work. 

as 
5.23 82% of the nurses attached to headquarters did some social work ai 

part of their home visiting activities during the survey. They spent, on average, 
51 minutes per nurse per week on this work. In 14 counties all the nurses 
attached to headquarters did some social work. 

5.24 The following is a percentage distribution of the time spent by all 
nurses on social work at home visits by patient category and by district type: 
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TABLE 5.8 

Percentage distribution by patient category of time spent on social work 

Patient Category 

Unclassified 

Infants 

Mentally Handicapped 

Other Children 

Psychiatric , 

Terminal Care 

Aged 

Other Adults 

All Patients 

Urban 

0.2 

1.7 

1.3 

11.1 

6.8 

2.7 

55.5 

20.8 

100.0 

Nurses on District Duties 

Mixed 

0.1 

2.5 

3.7 

8.0 

7.8 

2.4 

53.9 

21.6 

100.0 

Rural 

0.3 

2.8 

4.4 

9.5 

11.7 

3.2 

45.2 

22.9 

100.0 

All Nurses on District 
Work 

0.2 

2.4 

3.4 

9.4 

9.1 

2.8 

50.8 

21.9 

100.0 

Nurses 
attaclied 
to Head
quarters 

0.1 

5.1 

5.7 

35.7 

5.8 . 

0.3 

21.2 

26.2 

100.0 

This table highlights the following points:— 
(a) The major share of social work by nurses on district duties is associated 

with care of the aged. 
(b) Other adults also account for a large part of time spent on social work 

by nurses on district duties. 
(c) The diflferences in social work time between patient categories and 

between district types is in large part explained by differences in the 
amount of time spent on home visiting for these categories. 

(d) Social work for the aged occupies more time of the nurses on district 
duties in urban than in rural areas. This seems to be a reflection of the 
amount of time spent on home visiting of the aged in these areas. 

(e) The major part of social work by nurses attached to headquarters is 
associated with the care of children (other than infants and mentally 
handicapped). It should be noted however that the care of these children 
occupies well over half of the home visiting time of these nurses. 

5.25 The total average percentage of time (8.6 %) devoted by nurses to social 
work during home visiting is not large but represents a useful contribution by 
the nurse. The increasing utihsation of the services of social workers by both 
health boards and voluntary agencies should ease the burden of the nurses in 
this area with the passage of time. However, the contribution of the nurses in 
this area obviates a great deal of inconvenience to many persons who are in 
need of assistance in the handling of matters relating to entitlement to statutory 
services and of other problems of patients. The fact that many of the persons 
availing of the nurse's services are confined to bed or at least substantially 
immobilised makes it difficult for them to make contact with public officers 
other than the nurse. 

5.26 Despite the employment of increased numbers of social workers there 
will always be an element of social work in the public health nurse's relations 
with her patients. In dealing with medico-social problems the utilisation of the 
public health nurses' services in the field of social work has considerable 
advantages. J ' -^.-i-^.-—— ,,,. 
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Home Help Duties 
5.27 The proportions of total home visiting time given to home help duties 

by the different nurse categories are set out in the following table: 

Nurse Category 

Nurses attached to Headquarters 

Nurses on district duties—Urban 

Nurses on district duties—Mixed 

Nurses on district duties—^Rural 

All Nurses 

TABLE 5.9 

Percent of Home Visiting Time 
Spent on Home Help Duties 

0.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.3 

3.5 

76 % of the nurses on district duties did some home help duties during the survey. 
They spent an average of 44 minutes per week per nurse on these duties. 

5.28 Figure 5.5 illustrates for each county 
(a) the percentage of nurses on district duties who undertook home help 

activites and 
(b) the length of time spent on these activities by these nurses. 

5.29 14.5 % of the nurses attached to headquarters (a total of 20 nurses) did 
some home help activities during the survey. They spent an average of 8 minutes 
per week per nurse on these duties. The 20 nurses who did home help duties 
were distributed in 11 of the 30 areas: 

7 in Dublin City 
3 in Dublin County 
2 in Kildare s|j 
1 each in Westmeath, Clare, Cavan, Sligo, Carlow, Wexford, Cork City and Cork County. 

5.30 The following is a percentage distribution of the time spent by nurses 
on home help activities by patient category and by district type: 

Patient Category 

TABLE 5.10 

Unclassiiied 

Infants 

Mentally Handicapped 

Other Children 

Psychiatric 

Terminal Care 

Aged 

Other Adults 

All Patients 

Urban Mixed 

Nurses on District Duties 

Rural 

O.I 

0.0 

0.0 

2.0 

0.3 

6.3 

75.3 

15.8 

100.0 

0.3 

0.4 

0.4 

0.8 

3a 
9.8 

68.2 

16.8 

100.0 

0.7 

0.9 

0.7 

2.1 

3.0 

8.7 

71.7 

12.2 

100.0 

All Districts 

Nurses 
attached 
to Head
quarters 

0.5 

0.6 

0.5 

1.7 

2.6 

8.7 

71.2 

14.2 

100.0 
• 

I.O 

0 

0 

22.5 

5.1 . 

0 

62.1 

9.2 

100.0 : 
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5.31 Most home help duties are associated with the care of the aged. In 
the case of nurses attached to headquarters over 20 % of the time spent on home 
help duties relates to the care of children. Any differences in this table between 
urban, mixed and rural areas are largely explained by differences between the 
total times devoted to the patient categories in these areas. 

5.32 42 % of the nurses on district duties who replied to the questionnaire 
made suggestions that home helps could undertake some of the duties under
taken by the nurses in the course of home visiting. The total proportion of time 
per nurse devoted to home help activities is not very large. Nevertheless if it is 
totalled for the country as a whole it will be found to amount to the full working 
time of more than eight nurses. 

5.33 The special home help service provided by health boards is of com
paratively recent origin, but it has already developed significantly in some areas. 
Its work should clearly be co-ordinated with the public health nursing service 
so that the nurse will not find herself obliged to spend unnecessary time on home 
help activity which is undoubtedly valuable but has to be regarded as outside 
the duties which a nurse should normally be required to undertake. 

5.34 WE RECOMMEND THAT THE HOME HELP SERVICES AT 
PRESENT BEING DEVELOPED BY HEALTH BOARDS SHOULD BE 
CO-ORDINATED WITH THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING SERVICES 
SO THAT AS FAR AS FEASIBLE HOME HELP DUTIES WILL NOT TAKE 
UP ANY SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF THE NURSE'S WORKING TIME. 

Number of Patients seen on a Home Visit 
5.35 In many of her professional visits to a home a nurse will attend to more 

than one person in the household. In order to measure the extent to which such 
visits occur, the number of patients attended to was counted for every home visit. 

5.36 A total of 94,230 home visits were recorded during the survey. The 
following is a percentage break-down of these home visits by the number of 
patients seen per visit. 

TABLE 5.11 

Number of Patients seen Per Visit 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 or more 

Percentage of Total Visits 

TOTAL 

81.2 

13.3 

3.5 

LI 

0.4 

0.2 

0.3 

100 

5.37 The percentages on this table occurred consistently in all areas. It is 
clear that in the great majority of home visits only one person is attended to 
by a nurse. The number of visits in which two patients were seen and attended 
to is a minority but is quite significant at 13% of total visits. The proportion of 
visits on which three or more patients are treated is not large. 
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Developing of Home Visiting 

5.38 We consider that the home visiting work of the nurses has been shown 
to be a very significant contribution to community care. We are convinced 
that further substantial development of nursing facilities in this field is highly 
desirable and we set out in detail in Chapter 12 the extent to which we believe 
home visiting can be further developed. We also treat in detail in Chapters 6 
and 7 the need for developments in relation to school health service, child 
health and maternity services. In regard to the development of home visiting 
services for the aged and for handicapped children we consider it important 
to set out here some recommendations which are essential to developing services 
in relation to these categories. 

5.39 We desire specially to emphasise the value of having the nurse on 
district duties keep a register of elderly persons in her district. This has already 
been recognised by the Department which has included a duty to this effect in 
its list of duties for public health nurses on district duties. This register should 
consist not merely of names of aged persons who are currently receiving home 
nursing care but should include all persons over 65 years so that the nurse may 
be in a position to review periodically whether they are in need of help. The 
register should include a particular reference to those living alone. The care 
of the aged imposes very heavy obligations on the nurse engaged on district 
duties and the survey showed that, on average, 68 % of patients on the home 
visiting lists of nurses were aged 66 or over. Moreover in the course of the 
survey the nurses supplied an estimated figure of patients who were unattended 
or necessarily received insufficient nursing attention, the total figure for the 
whole country being 11,537 which figure gives an average of 19.6 persons per 
nurse on district work. There is substantial scope for development of services 
in this field and we set out specific proposals to that end in Chapter 12. 

5.40 WE RECOMMEND THAT SUPERINTENDENT PUBLIC 
HEALTH NURSES SHOULD ENSURE THAT AN UP-TO-DATE 
REGISTER OF ELDERLY PERSONS IS KEPT BY EACH NURSE ON 
DISTRICT DUTIES. 

5.41 We consider that care of severely physically handicapped as well as 
of mentally handicapped should be regarded as a duty of the public health 
nurse on district duties. 
-5.42 WE ALSO RECOMMEND THAT A REGISTER OF THE 

MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED SHOULD BE 
MAINTAINED BY THE NURSE. 
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CHAPTER 6 ani-iV-Hnv.ffi::.»"«-» 

CHILD HEALTH AND SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES 

6.1 The following table gives the distribution of average time per week 
devoted by a public health nurse on district duties and a nurse on headquarters 
duties to the detailed activities related to child health clinics and school health 
services: 

TABLE 6.1 

Average time per nurse per week on specific child health activities 

Activity 

Description 

Child Health Clinics 

Immunisation Clinics 

Other Clinics 

School health examinations— 
vision, posture, cleanliness, 

sweep audiometry 

School health examinations— 
other attendance 

TOTALS 

Child Health 

District Nurses 

Minutes per 
week 

1 

38 

15 

32 

24 

1 

14 

125 

Percent of 
Total Time 

0.0 

1.7 

0.7 

1.4 

1.1 

O.I 

0.6 

5.6 

H.Q. Nurses 

Minutes per 
week 

2 

155 

61 

194 

189 

42 

86 

729 

Percent of 
Total Time 

0.1 

7.7 

3.0 

9.6 

9.3 

2.1 

4.2 

36.0 

deSopJ ;^n \L%°aStS : S f w ? s ' J S l d °,'=^"'̂  '^^'^^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^^'^^-^ 
p e i n v o l v e m e n t o f t h e p u b r L Z n S o n dSriTn^'f^" '^t''^^' *^"«^ 
degree in child health se^ices necessitates 1^ n?.r^ ™' '^"u'^' *° *^̂  maximum 
wherever possible with chiWhSclfnTcs w h e r e X v f '^'$1}^. ^ooi^i^^ 
It is our view that every nurse eneae^ nn H;!f • ? 7 '̂"̂  available in her area. 
the child health aspects of S i c S S n u r s i ^ ^ ' ' ' ° " " ' ' ^ '^"'"^'^'° 

w S i ? r ; o t i ^ ? , y " i 7 i f h l i C S e K u S ^ °^ ^ ° - - " - ^ ^^^ 
duties (urban, rural and mixed) to S S n g chfdrln 1 w n f K ° " ' * L ° ' » ^'''''^' 
headquarters nurses devote only 17»/ of th^fr t ;^ ", u*'" '"' " ^ ' ^ that while 
part of this time is spent on the visiting of v a r S „ l ° ^ ™ ' """^'^^ *̂ « 8^^ '̂̂ ^ 
important that nursefon both district and h « H i ^ ^ ^ ! , ° " ° ' °*̂  children. It is 
of their precise responsibilirs i f r " s ^ t of .&^'^^"u '^ '^° ' ' ' ' ^ be aware 
home so that no oiOrlapping win ^ ^ °f cl"Wren who need to be visited at 
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6.4 The nurse should see the expectant mother as early as possible in order 
to provide ante-natal care and health education. The health education should 
place particular emphasis on hygiene, infant feeding and general infant care. 
Advice given by the public health nurse during the ante-natal period will be 
of maximum importance in the prevention of difficulties arising for the mother 
and child at a later stage. ' : • i 

6.5 The visitation of all infants after birth is of the highest val^/Theimtial 
home visit should take place as early as possible during the neo-natal period. 
The advice, counselling and health education commenced during the ante-natal 
period should be continued, with particular emphasis on children at special 
risk including first babies and births in families with particular medical, 
genetic and social problems. 

6.6 Our recommendations in Chapter 12 envisage that the nurse will hold 
regular clinics at her work centre and these clinics should facilitate mothers 
in keeping in touch with the nursing services following the initial visitation by 
the nurse. Such regular clinics could assist in reducing the demand on the time 
of Assistant Chief Medical Officers in attending routine child health clinics. 
Such clinics might in future be held mainly on a referral basis from public 
health nurses and family doctors. 

Developmental screening 
6.7 We believe that all infants should get a comprehensive medical 

developmental examination between the age of six and eight months. We 
appreciate that this may not be feasible in all areas at present. 

6.8 The developmental examination of babies, although comparatively new 
in this country, is already being carried out at a number of centres by Assistant 
Chief Medical Officers. Ideally the family doctor should be involved in this field. 
We note that the Consultative Council on General Practice ("The General 
Practitioner in Ireland"—Par. 6.22) considered that a general practitioner 
involved in this work should be examining sufficient children to hold an average 
of one developmental paediatric session a week. The Council felt that in general 
this would only be possible in group practices. This, we believe, will leave the 
responsibility for undertaking these examinations very much in the hands of 
health board staff at least for some considerable time into the future. 

6.9 The availability of trained medical staff sets a limit to the coverage 
which can be given by these clinics and the problem anses of how this service 
can be given in the remainder of the country. An effective if more rudimentary 
screening service can be provided in the interim by public health nurses and the 
involvement of the nurses is vital if a wide area of screening coverage is to be 
afforded. Experience abroad has shown the efficacy of having nurses in the 
Community Care field involved in this type of activity. 

6.10 Where a developmental paediatric clinic is not available the nurse 
should undertake a special screening examination of each baby at between 
the ages of 6 to 8 months. The developmental screening undertaken by the 
nurse at that stage would be made from a check list which might be devised on 
a national basis. The completed check Ust could be examined by an Assistant 
County Medical Officer who would call the child for a detailed developmental 
paediatric examination, if necessary. 

6.11 We are aware that the use of a check list by the nurse in this type of 
operation does not equate with a comprehensive medical examination and we 
look forward to the extension of developmental paediatric examinations to 
the entire infant population. 
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6.12 WE RECOMMEND THAT PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES WHO 
ARE ENGAGED ON DISTRICT WORK SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO 
THE MAXIMUM DEGREE POSSIBLE FOR CHILD HEALTH CLINICS 
INCLUDING DEVELOPMENTAL PAEDIATRIC CLINICS. 

6.13 WE RECOMMEND, THAT IN AREAS WHERE A DEVELOP
MENTAL PAEDIATRIC SERVICE IS NOT YET AVAILABLE, THE 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE SHOULD VISIT CHILDREN AT THE AGE 
OF SIX TO EIGHT MONTHS AND SHOULD REPORT ON THEIR 
DEVELOPMENT ON THE BASIS OF A STANDARD CHECK LIST. 

School Health Examinationis 

6.14 TABLE 6.2 

Time spent on School Medical Work by nurses on district and nurses on 
headquarters duties (percentages). 

Activity Code 

School Health examinations—^vision, posture, 
cleanliness 

School Health examinations—sweep audiometry 

School Health examinations—other attendances 
(excluding clerical) 

Nurses on 
district 
duties 

33.8 

8.7 

39.5 

Nurses on 
headquarters 

duties 
Total 

66.2 

91.3 

60.5 

100 

100 

100 

S ' ^ L f S t h exS^iS'n 's^f H ° ' *.' ° r l " ^ " '̂̂ '̂  -^^''^8 - — t i o n 
contribution of i r o T d S l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - , : S 2 ^ ''' 

i4oLc°etTarnSond1s?fcfdu^^^^^^ ""'' ''^'''^''' ^ °f P " - -
examinations t a k " S a ^ in i^h l l f !^" ' '^ ^^ " '^°'^^'* '^ the school health 
important K f r o m the no^nt^f^^^^'° ^^u ^'^^'- ™ ^ ^as been regarded as 
ditions a n d T f a S h v i n ' ^ n t H ^ t ° V ' ' % " " y ^ ' ' knowledge of local con-
follow-up of case? ^ " " ' ^"'^ ^ ' ' ° '•'•°'° tlie point of view of 

^b't^icl^L'fcsA"''S:^^^^ Circular 22/70 lays down 
health nurse on dJsTricl^dutiesT ' ' ' ' ° ° ' ^^^'* "^^'^ of the public 

"(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

SiVol^'mellS ™ S S L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T^ ̂ T'' ^^« 'I'^tor on the day of th« 
her abseTctr " ' ^ " " " ^ * ' ° " ' ""'^^^ there are compelling reasons for 

In thTdaytf tSl S o ^ i l S f t ^ r r ^ ' '^ - « * « - to attend the school 
questionnaire for paren^l^S b ln ' " . ! ! ' ° ° , ?^ '^ ^^"^°S ^^^' '^' 
returned to the schoolV completed satisfactorily and 

m e d T ^ r e x l f f i o t rir"hooh?n^°^^^^^^ -[f'^-^^S school immediately after each L w u * ' ' ^ ^ . ' ^ * " ' ' t should not be inspected 
in her disSL woul^not fi'neSa^^^^^^ ^* '^°^'' 
spread over a few weeks. ^^^^^ '^ inspection in her district was 

(d) It is felt that the nurse on district duties should be responsible for 
•preparing' (by distributing consent forms, questionnaires, etc.) the 
schools for the doctors' visits, and for carrying out herself an initial 
examination (eyes, posture, cleanliness). It is appreciated that the 
initial inspection would involve considerable extra work on the nurse 
and health boards are asked to consider specially in each area the 
practicability of this proposal. In doing this they should have regard 
in particular to the extent to which the sharing of responsibility between 
the district nurse and the nurse in the Assistant County Medical Officer's 
office would enable the preliminary examinations to be completed 
prior to the doctor's attendance." < 

6.17 The regular annual testing of vision and inspection for cleanliness and 
posture by the nurse on district duties was recommended by the Study Group 
on the Child Health Services in Paragraph 3.18 (2) of their Report (1967) as 
follows: 

•i 
"We recommend that the district nurse should carry out annual vision 
testing for all children in school. She would also inspect for cleanliness and 
posture. Any child in whom she suspected other defects would be referred 
for examination by the doctor on his next visit". 

6.18 The total take-over of nursing duties in connection with school medical 
examinations by the nurse on district duties was not envisaged by the Department 
and it was acknowledged that the public health nurse who accompanies the 
Assistant Chief Medical Officer in visiting schools would still have an indis
pensable part in school health service. Her responsibilities would include assisting , 
the doctor in the course of his examination, ensuring that records are available 
for every child being examined and association of pre-school, school health and 
other medical records. These responsibilities are likely to arise particularly in 
larger schools. Table 6.2 shows that a great deal has already been done in this 
direction. The involvement however has been uneven up to the present as 
between different counties and we found that five counties or county boroughs 
had not involved nurses on district duties in this work. It is obvious that a much 
greater involvement will be feasible in particular areas. 

6.19 We are in general agreement with the policy of the Department in 
regard to greater involvement of the nurse on district duties in school health 
work. We feel that the school medical services should be so arranged that the 
school doctor would be able to consult with the district public health nurse 
before the pupils are examined, and if the nurse's other duties prevent her from 
being present during the examination she should be advised afterwards by the 
doctor of any children requiring further attention. 

6.20 WE RECOMMEND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
DEPARTMENT'S POLICY OF HAVING NURSES ON DISTRICT 
DUTIES INVOLVED IN SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES, PARTI
CULARLY IN AREAS WHERE IT IS NOT NOW OPERATING. 
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!» \ \ J considered also the problem of maintaining the highest possible 
^f- °f ^?<='ency in the domiciliary midwifery services as at present carried 
out m their areas by public health nurses We are of the opinion that health 
boards should arrange annual refresher midwifery courses for their public 
S r ' ' ^ ' with responsibility in domiciliary midwifery duties. These courses 
cf JJ fc P'°:''^^ in maternity hospitals or maternity units of consultant 
^atus convenient to the health board area. The emphasis on such courses should 
nf.'r^,n .fl^^'-T' °'^}^^ practical aspects of midwifery and should involve the 
davfpnH t w ! ! ! ? t\ t ""'"'^'" °f deliveries. Each nurse should attend for two 
days and there might be an advantage in taking one day at 6-monthly intervals. 

such'L.^i!./h^!**°"^^u'*''^"i^^^.*°"''* ^ '̂̂ t̂ the contact established at 
imnrovethMiil l . '" '^/ ' '" ^I'^'l" ^'^'^^ ""'"^^ ^"'l ^^^ hospital staff would 
n"w ?n o ^ r i f r ^ f T"!," ^^u ^° ' ?"^ ' ^"^ '^^ fi^ld services'^With the system 
imDorr„^ ^ L ? £ f^ '̂ "^.'̂ 1'Sf f'"̂ '" "Paternity hospitals it is of the utmost 

L T d S i S y ' s e J v V e r ' " ' ' " ' ' ' ° ' " " '= "^ '"'''' ^*"^^" '''' ''^^P'^^^ 

r,J-}^ WE RECOMMEND THEREFORE THAT ATI P l l R l i r 

S N T A T O N PoSflpl^S^i-^x^^^^N^ REFRESHER OR RE-
WELVE MONTHS^ ^"^^^'^ "^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^"^^^^ 

v i J t 7 t t h ? U ^ L ^ i r l K ? 7 r '^on'^^d that public health nurses should 
Tmirat ve ?ha t c h l f t^in" '̂  a woman with a newborn baby. It is, therefore, 
ffi m t a l r n / t o L *'^'f°*^'^".'*'°"''* ^ notified immediately of all 
t h ? i n f S a f o n i l i ^ H '^>^°*^!^^"; ""^^'^^ ""^^ ^^^^ they should ensure that 

thi ̂ ^T^^T.S^lit'^^ti^'^'^'''''' ""̂̂^ '̂^̂"̂  ̂ '' 
obStioI''on^hi'5afhi.r"nf°^ ^l!^^' ^f' 1^^ ^"d 1915 place astatutory 
mo her at or wShin sk hour, S l ' ^ ^ f ^ ° " ^"^^ P"'^°" '" attendance on the 
birth the cWef medL i r f.u''^} ^°- ""^^'^^ ^'^hin thirty-six hours of the 
that m a t e r S S i S l S all mL^' ' '" '*"" ''^^^ *^ ^̂ "̂̂  '^ b°™- We feel 
of their statutory o b l f i t i o n u n L r t l ^ concerned should be reminded 
such that n o S t i o n n S h c T. l}^ ^'=*'- Arrangements should also be 
nurse c o n S S S o u t S a v T h ? ^ ^^''"^ °." ^° '^' 'I'^trict public health 
to act on behalf of the Vhfif^" ^j?","^^ ™^^" designating a specified officer 
designated officer whiwo^SHL'"'''^'^' ? 5 " f • ^^^^s would be {lotified to the 
with^out d e l ^ f t ^ T h ^ d S ^ u r S T S t ^ ^ 

poIi lnatat^^e^Tare 'or th '^ °- ^^^ /̂̂ ^ t̂rict public health nurse relevant to 
^tc-nata ca e'oTpatTents n her Hi«^V«V'i-*'"'^ *'^^°'"« in^o'^^d in the 
the mother, each nu?2 on dii?nvfH.t'*"1*- Z\^^^^ ^^''^' ^"h the consent of 
of any exp;ctant moLr^ in h^r *'" ? u""''* *^ informed as early as possible 
of h e r a s s E c e a n d a S InL^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ " ' ' ^^ '̂ ^ "'^^""8 them'the benefit 
that ante-natal care kn^^X;; i.. 3 . • J"f our views on this point we are aware 
level, general pracUtk)ner?S/»r ' '^** ^^ ^°^P^^^ obstetricians at hospital 
practising m d K s or bv a "n^K-'''."'^^^'?'^^ ^"^ '"f̂ "* <̂ are scheme and 
the ante-natar™offered bv n^hiD- '^^f '^" '^ '""''=^^' ^ e envisage that 
service provided V"he1enerflnrL??-^'^^ nurses would be ancillary to the 
training in m i d w i f y . 1 „ f a " r c a r r a n d ' r . u r ' ^ / ° ' ? " " ' - ^^ "'^^"^ ^^ "̂̂ ^ 
nurse is especially .lu ^^iTtl a ^ l t t t c t a l r r X ' r s ^ ' ^ ^'^'''''^ '^^'^*' 

t h J p L ! i o r o " a m e V a S ^nd"„'o'^'^' r ^ ^ '̂ ^^^ ^ great deal to offer in 
potential is not^fully u d £ P"'''-"^^^' ""^'^ ^nd that, in many cases, this 
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7.21 The procedure by which the nurse on district duties should become 
more involved in ante-natal and post-natal care would be a matter for the 
Programme Managers' (Community Care) and the Directors of Community 
Care, working in co-operation with the general practitioners and maternity 
units involved. We are aware that local conditions vary from area to area and 
we are of the view that arrangements would differ, to some extent, as between 
various parts of the country. Efficient arrangements dealing with any area could 
be worked out at local level by the people involved in the service. 

7.22 WE RECOMMEND THAT THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE 
SHOULD BE INFORMED OF ALL BIRTHS RELEVANT TO HER 
DISTRICT AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE. 

7.23 WE RECOMMEND THAT PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES SHOULD 
BE MORE INVOLVED IN THE PROVISION OF ANTE-NATAL CARE 
AND ADVICE THROUGH INCREASED CO-OPERATION BETWEEN 
THE MATERNITY UNIT, GENERAL PRACTITIONER AND THE 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING SERVICE. 

7.24 In looking at the maternity aspect of the public health nurses' work, 
we became aware that the changed patterns of midwifery in this country, 
vis-a-vis hospital and domiciliary confinements, have now reached a point 
where they require to be examined in detail. 

7.25 WE RECOMMEND THE SETTING UP OF A BROADLY BASED 
COMMITTEE OR GROUP TO EXAMINE IN DETAIL THE MATERNITY 
SERVICES BOTH AT HOSPITAL AND DOMICILIARY LEVEL. 
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CHAPTER 8 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 

8.1 The following table gives a distribution of average time per weeic 
devoted by nurses on district and on headquarters duties to certain detailed 
activities not already discussed: 

TABLE 8.1 

Break-down of time devoted by nurses to certain detailed activities 

Activity . ' 

Description 

Unclassified 

Visits to hospitals and other 
institutions 

Accompanying patients to or from 
hospital 

Organised health education 

Attendances at headquarters 

Conferences, lectures, group 
discussions 

Development of voluntary 
social work 

Patient consultation in nurse's 
residence 

Clerical duties carried out 
essentially by nurses 

Clerical duties which could be 
carried out by a clerical assistant 

TOTAL 

Nurses on 
. ' ; District Duties 

Minutes 
per 

Week 

0 

7 

5 

1 

13 

16 

9 

40 

132 

9 

233 

Percentage 
of 

Total Time 

0.0 '''^ 

0.3 

0.2 

0.0 

0.6 

0.7 

0.4 

1.8 

5.9 

0.4 

10.3 

Headquarters Nurses 

Minutes 
per 

Week 

b.-Ti; i0 

. : / 
12 

3 

1 

60 

29 

8 

2 

354 

35 

506 

Percentage 
of 

Total Time 

0.0 

0.6 

0.1 

0.0 

3.0 

1.4 

0.4 

0.1 

17.5 

1.7 

25.0 

essImia^'Vi^eStakTrhe'^^^^^^^^^^ ""T^ '^^''^ ^^^'^ ' ^ - - d out 
and nurses on dTs^Lt dmies T K h t l r ^ ^ ° " ^^"^ headquarters nurses 
could be carried out bv a cllri., ^ • i '"/^""^" ^^""^ ^l^"^^" 'iuties which 
imposition on e l e r l t e V r y t f n^^^^ ^"^ "°^ ''^''^^' ^ ^^^^-^^^ 

to ' c L s u l t S r i h T n S e ' f r e s T d e i S T " ' " ^' "^^'^ ̂ ^ " " - > ^ ^-o^ed 
devoted by the nurse t T n L f f ^ ^ - ^ " '"'='"^^^ ' " ^^e amount of time 
should be LtaiLble four ^ n r ; . " " ^ ' * ' ' ' " ' " ' ' ^ ' ' ^ " ^ undertaken centrally 
the provision orworkLBac^mm^H"t^^''? ^iP^^g^^Ph 8.22 in relation to 

V un oi working accommodation for the nurse is implemented. 
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Visits to hospitals and institutions 
8.3 We consider that visits by nurses to hospitals knd institutions where 

they would have contact both with their patients from the district and also 
with members of the hospital and institutional staff, particularly nurses, has 
a value as part of the activity of the nurse. We would not recommend a large 
amount of time on this activity. We deal with this question more specifically 
in Chapter 12 where we discuss the amount of time which should be allocated 
to it. 

Accompanying of patients to and from hospital 
8.4 The daily activity analysis showed a considerable variation as between 

nurses in different areas in the matter of accompanying patients to and from 
hospital. Nurses on district duties in some counties, e.g. Waterford, Wicklow 
and OflFaly spent notably more time on this activity than did those in a number 
of other counties. Similarly, headquarters nurses in Westmeath and Dublin 
City are shown to have particular commitments in this field. We would 
emphasise that a public health nurse is not an ambulance nurse and her 
services should not be diverted to this work. We acknowledge, however, that 
in exceptional instances there may be a valid case for a public health nurse 
accompanying her patient to a hospital or chnic. Children or old folk who may 
know the nurse and have benefited from her nursing work in home visiting 
are cases in point.:;K ;ui;i« oi iu giijj/bnasif^ 

8.5 WE RECOMMEND THAT PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES'SHOULD 
NOT NORMALLY BE AVAILABLE FOR AMBULANCE WORK OR 
THE ACCOMPANYING OF PATIENTS TO OR FROM HOSPITAL 

8.6 Appendix 9 shows the average time spent by nurses on district duties 
attending at headquarters. There is a high degree of variation between different 
counties in the time devoted to this activity. We feel that the maintenance of 
a systematic liaison with headquarters staff is vital particularly if adequate 
emphasis is to be given to preventive work and health education. 

8.7 WE RECOMMEND THAT THE NURSE SHOULD BE IN 
REGULAR CONTACT WITH HEADQUARTERS AND KEPT FAMILIAR 
WITH THE POLICY OF THE COMMUNITY CARE TEAM. 

Organised health education 
8.8 Table 8.1 shows a very small amount of time indeed devoted by the 

nurses to organised health education. While a great deal is being done in the 
course of home visiting to educate members of the public in health matters, 
it is necessary to point out that health education should extend to the community 
as a whole and should not be confined to homes which are currently on the 
nurse's home visiting list. The public health nurse is trained to undertake 
organised health education work and her skills in this field should be fully 
utilised for public benefit. Some health education could be undertaken on the 
nurse's own initiative, but we consider that the Community Care team should 
have a planned programme related to local needs and specific guidance and 
facilities such as visual aids should be available to the nurse from headquarters. 
In considering the drawing up of such a programme we suggest that the 
following should be particularly adverted to: 

(1) organised guidance for ante-natal patients; 
(2) post-natal problems; 
(3) neo-natal and child health; 
(4) accidents in the home and outside; 
(5) education on sex matters (including problems of venereal disease). 
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8.9 Special consideration will need to be given to the direction of health 
education to particular groups. The desirability of organised pre-marital 
courses both m relation to maternity problems and child health care is obvious. 
Cumcula for school-children (both primary and post-primary) on such subjects 
as personal and food hygiene would also be very advantageous. 

8.10 WE RECOMMEND THAT DIRECTORS OF COMMUNITY 
«^nc^AXT^?K¥.. "^S^"^ PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES INCREASE 
SUBSTANTIALLY THE AMOUNT OF TIME DEVOTED TO 
^ T ' ^ ^ ^ ^ J S ^ ^ T T ^ ^ ^ F " EDUCATION AND THAT WORK IN THIS 
FIELD SHOULD BE RELATED TO LOCAL COMMUNITY NEEDS. 

Development of voluntary social work 
8.11 The survey showed that the percentage of total time devoted to the 

development of voluntary social work is not large and that over 80% of the 
work was done by nurses on district work. Appendix 10 gives a break-down 
by counties of average time per week per nurse devoted to this work. 

» n r v i J!!/"'^ the total time devoted to the development of voluntary social 
work IS not very substantial, it is clear that there is a considerable commitment 
l?,r«V^.f^ ?" f ^°"°Ve^ The continuing association of the public health 
Px,^H^ voluntary social work is of high value and constitutes a very proper 
f n ' f h ™ ? . '' '"'^ ^'1'°'' °^J^^ ""'•'^'^ ^or'^'ng time and some incre^e in the average amount of time devoted to this work by nurses generally may 
s^ould"tTnw''H'*' '• I' ' ' doubtful, however, at this stage whether the nur^ 
vSuma^slr^ices. ' " ^ ' " " ' ' ' ' ^ ' °' ^'^^'"'^'^ ' " '^^ development of 

ren;eLt^L*'o?t'if"v,^ul^u^^i'"*'"^ '̂ ^ '̂̂ ^ °"^s« should continue as a 
o r S a t ^ n f .1 fvf ^^'^^ ^'''^ *°J'^^ '"' '^ '̂ '̂P ^°d guidance to voluntary 
^?v1^ I wn.fiH . ^ t^^ reasonably need from the |uWic health nursinj 
rhan^elina v ^ , ^ t ± ° ^ worthwhile to have the nurse's services directed to 
s i t u a t i o ^ i h S i n ^ service to genuine needs and seeking to deal with the 
situation where some activities are catered for by overlaoDine activities of 

r i T v f ^ h e ' ^ S Ttt " f ° ' ' " n ' " ! , ^ ^^/^^'^'^^ e J u a l T S I r i ^ u do nCl 
fST that anv m L " K?° ; - ?"^'"*f °^ ^^^ important considerations we 
S a l work^mfv £ ^ *^°^'^' involvement in the organisation of voluntary 

nur is M thT1L^n??h^ ^PP'°P?^e to social workers than to public health 
worked was fuSfon n . f [ r ^ ^^ °"V°.f ^ °"^«es intimated that a social 
S e r s someTmnSK^J '^Tlu '"^^ ' ; ^^^ increasing availability of social 
Thoid ^nsu^e .uh t / n i W ' ^ '** ^°^''^' l""^ ^^'"^ ^y ^oI»ntary organisations, 
emphiis^ hLever ?h.t t f ^̂ ^ of voluntary social work. We would 
empnasise, however, that the public health nurse and the social worker have 
c o t r L ™ " a ? m t S ' ' f T 'J!?^^^y necessa'; t h ^ S y ^ ^ o S n ? h e 
S tTe d e v X l n t ^ f ^ S . nt°^^ '°''^'.^°"'r"°^^y Care team both in relation 
10 tne development of voluntary social work and in other spheres of activity. 

Clerical Work 

clerii^I J^Tnri iLr" . ^^°^^ ^^ ^ ° " " ' ' " t^^ t™e devoted by nurses both to 
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8.15 On average, nurses on district duties spend a httle over 2 hours a 
week on clerical work. In a few counties, however, this period goes up to over 
3 hours and in some counties to around 4 hours. We feel that a local review 
of this matter, particularly in the counties with a heavy load of clerical work, 
would be warranted with a view to having some portion of this clerical work 
carried out by trained clerical staff. 

8.16 Nurses on headquarters duties spend on average about six hours per 
week on clerical work. The nature of headquarters duties makes it difficult to 
avoid a certain amount of clerical work. A number of counties show a marked 
upward deviation from the average, going as high as nearly 10 hours per week 
per nurse. The overall position of clerical work undertaken by headquarters 
nurses obviously merits review. 

8.17 In general we consider that the appointment of more clerk-typists or 
clerical assistants suitably trained could ease the large amount of clerical work 
associated with public health nursing. 

8.18 WE RECOMMEND THAT THE NATURE OF THE CLERICAL 
WORK UNDERTAKEN BY NURSES SHOULD BE REVIEWED AND 
THAT APPROPRIATE CLERICAL WORK SHOULD WHERE FEASIBLE 
BE TRANSFERRED TO SUITABLY TRAINED STAFF. 

Working accommodation for nurse 
8.19 We consider that it is essential that a work centre should be provided 

for the nurse on district duties to enable her to realise her full nursing potential 
and to ensure that she has privacy at her residence. Where there is an approp
riately situated clinic or health centre in the district the nurse should have her 
working accommodation located there. Where residential accommodation is 
provided for the nurse by the health board, there would be no objection to 
having the nurse's work centre provided in association with such accommodation. 
It will be necessary in a large number of cases, however, to provide a special 
building properly equipped as working accommodation. One room with ancillary 
accommodation and some storage faciUties would suffice as a work centre in 
the case of a nurse assigned to a district while more spacious accommodation 
should be made available where nurses are grouped. The accommodation 
should be sufficiently spacious to enable the nurse to meet all local nursing needs. 
In isolated areas the nurse's work centre might be associated with a surgery 
which would be available to visiting doctors. In no case should the nurse be 
expected to treat patients at her residence or to store equipment or records there. 

8.20 The nurse needs this type of accommodation for the purpose of inter
viewing patients, carrying out nursing duties and for record-keeping. It is 
envisaged that the nurse would be available to patients at this work centre at 
fixed times. These times would be known to family doctors who would know 
where to contact her and who would thus be facilitated in the matter of utilising 
the nursing services for particular patients as required. Much of; the nurses 
clerical work could be carried out at the centre not necessarily dunng the hxed 
hours when she would be available to provide services for patients there. The 
accommodation provided should be sufficient for other members of the Commu
nity Care team who may need to use it on occasions. ';^ 

8.21 We are of opinion that the provision of a work centre would not orfy 
improve the organisation of the district nursing services, but also that the 
utilisation by the nurse of a base for interviewing or treating patients who mi^ t 
readily be able to call there could reduce to some degree the proportion ot the 
nurses' time spent on travelling, which as shown by the survey is very considerable. 

8.22 WE RECOMMEND THAT SUITABLY EQUIPPED WOR]ON 
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTING OF A ROOM OR ROOMS SHOULD 
BE PROVIDED FOR THE NURSE ON DISTRICT DUTIES. ,̂  , 
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CHAPTER 9 

RELATIONS WITH GENERAL PRACTICE, HOSPITALS 
AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES 

9.1 With the growth in complexity of the health services there is a lack of 
awareness of the complementary nature of the various disciplines. Thus services 
tend to develop to meet their own special needs without full regard to the 
resources already available in other branches of the health services. Within the 
community care group of services there often is a lack of understanding and 
co-operation between the different disciplines concerned. The existence in the 
past of a variety of bodies and organisations (many of which were independent 
of each other) providing health services for specific groups or for specific areas 
has, to a significant extent, been responsible for this situation. We appreciate 
that it is a formidable task to ensure maximum co-operation and efficiency 
amongst the different branches of the health services, and conflict of interests 
may at times result in compromise solutions qot fully acceptable to any individual 
branch. We consider, however, that a fully efficient service can only be achieved 
by the development of close links between all the branches of the health services, 
which in turn could lead to a full understanding of the potential which each can 
provide. If such co-operation is to be achieved, it must be fostered and developed 
by the top management in the health services. It will be necessary to achieve a 
particularly close liaison between the public health nurse and the doctors, 
dentists and ancillary disciplines within the community care team such as social 
workers, health inspectors, assistance officers, chiropodists and speech therapists 
and also to ensure that the help which the public health nurse can give to members 
of the community care team is fully appreciated by other personnel providing 
community services. 

9.2 WE RECOMMEND THAT CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFlPICERS 
SHOULD ENSURE THAT AN EFFECTIVE WORKING RELATIONSHIP 
IS DEVELOPED BETWEEN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES AND STAFF 
IN OTHER BRANCHES OF THE HEALTH SERVICES. 

Relation to General Practice 

9.3 The nurse's relationship with general medical practice usually derives 
from her attendance at the doctor's practice premises, or from her attendance 
on patients in her work centre or at the patients' homes. 

. •̂'* -^° relation to her attendance at the doctor's practice premises, at the 
time ot the survey the dispensary system was still functioning and the information 
given by the survey m regard to attendance at doctor's surgeries relates mainly to 
the dispensary system. The advent of the choice of doctor scheme in place of 
the dispensary system has altered the situation in regard to the availability of the 
nurse for attendance at doctors' surgeries and new problems have arisen. 

9 5 In relation to the public health nursing care of patients in her work 
centre or patients own homes, the survey indicated that district nurses devoted 
40 minutes per week or 1.6% of their working time, to patient consultation in 
me nurse s own residence or work centre. Almost 80% of the patients on the 
nurse s home visiting list were referred to her by doctors in general practice. 
lliese hgures indicate that a substantial portion of public health nurses' work, 
particularly that of nurses on district duties, is generated by general medical 
practitioners. ' = j & 

.^.,?:^ J^^i.u^^^ ^^y^'^ '̂ ^̂ f̂"' consideration to the extent of involvement of the 
puwic health nursing service with general medical practice. We are aware that 
tde Consultative Council on General Practice recommends that the nurse's 
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responsibilities should not be defined in terms of a district but in terms of 
patients covered by a practice (pp. x and xi). We favour a close association of the 
nurse with general practice. 

9.7 We take the view, however, that the public health nurse functions 
primarily in the service of a community and we would be reluctant to see this 
situation altered. Total commitment to a particular general practice could result 
in the nurse travelling outside her own community to attend patients in the 
medical practice with which she is associated. As a result, confusion among 
public health nurses would be almost inevitable as to which of them was 
responsible for the preventive services for particular families thus leading to an 
adverse effect on the community care services. 

9.8 Recent developments in the health services indicate the need for close 
relationships being developed between all the disciplines which comprise the 
community care service. The Director of Community Care will have an important 
function in this respect and it will be part of his duties to ensure that the activities 
of these disciplines are co-ordinated and. that the available resources are 
equitably distributed amongst them. 

9.9 Nursing assistance for a number of district medical officers was provided 
by the nurses before the choice of doctor scheme came into operation. We feel 
that demands in this area do not appear excessive and we are reluctant to inter
fere with established usage in the provision of this service. It would however 
be a function of the Director of Community Care services and of the Super
intendent Public Health Nurse to ensure that no unreasonable demands were 
being made on the public health nurse and that her duties relating to general 
medical practitioners were limited to normal nursing duties. 

9.10 It should be possible to provide for the carrying out at the nurse's work 
centre (paragraph 8.22) of much of the nursing work for patients referred to the 
nurse by general practitioners. It is envisaged that the nurse's attendance at 
surgeries should not interfere with her other duties in home nursing and 
preventive services. 

9.11 We have noted the recommendations of the Consultative Council on 
General Medical Practice ("The General Practitioner in Ireland", 4.16). We 
sympathise with the idea there outlined for undertaking some research into the 
association of public health nurses with general medical practice. It must not 
be forgotten, however, that the public health nurse is appointed to serve the 
community and that she has a wide range of duties in relation to the coinmumty 
other than her duties in relation to any particular practice. However, the more 
a particular group practice approximates to a particular community the closer 
the association between the public health nurse and the practice will be. For 
instance, if a town is served entirely by one group practice then all the public 
health nurses for that area can relate to the group practice on a team basis. 
In areas where there is considerable overlapping of practices in a complex 
network the public health nurse will have to continue to have a defined area tor 
which she will be responsible for all the duties of her office- Her availability at a 
work centre as recommended in paragraph 8.22 should ^elp to ensure that her 
nursing skills are available to general practitioners on an equitable basis in such 
a situation. 

9.12 Any development, even on an experimental basis, of a closer relation
ship of the public health nurse to a particular general practice should^ve due 
weight to the considerations set out in the preceding paragraph, and it is 
important to keep these considerations in mind if the preventive aspects of the 
public heaUh n u r K work are not to suffer. We are of OP'- '̂O"jha^ K T J s i 
ment in regard to closer association with a particular P̂ '̂̂ /'̂ f̂  ™ f ^J? ^ £ 
useful where a group practice provides services for a community for which the 
nurse is providing a full range of public health nursing services. 
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9'iT WE RECOMMEND THAT THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE ON 
DISTRICT DUTIES SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH 
A PARTICULAR COMMUNITY AND THAT THIS REQUIREMENT 
SHOULD BE REGARDED AS FUNDAMENTAL IN FUTURE CON
SIDERATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE NURSE WITH 
GENERAL MEDICAL PRACTICE. 

9.14 WE RECOMMEND THAT, WHERE IT HAS NOT ALREADY 
BEEN DONE, HEALTH BOARDS SHOULD REVIEW THE BOUN
DARIES OF THE AREAS ALLOCATED TO NURSES ON DISTRICT 
DUTIES. SUCH REVIEW SHOULD HAVE REGARD TO POPULATION 
AND CASE-LOAD AND SHOULD TAKE COGNISANCE OF NATURAL 
CATCHMENT AREAS EVEN WHERE THESE SPAN COUNTY BOUN
DARIES. WE CONSIDER THAT PERIODIC REVIEWS OF AREAS 
ALLOCATED TO NURSES ARE ESSENTIAL, PARTICULARLY IN THE 
LIGHT OF CHANGES IN POPULATION AND CASE-LOAD. 

9.15 WE RECOMMEND THAT DIRECTORS OF COMMUNITY 
CARE SHOULD ENSURE THAT AN EFFECTIVE WORKING 
RELATIONSHIP EXISTS BETWEEN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES AND 
DOCTORS IN GENERAL PRACTICE. 

9.16 WE RECOMMEND THAT A RESEARCH PROJECT INTO THE 
FEASIBILITY OF HAVING A PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE ATTACHED 
TO A GROUP PRACTICE SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN AND A STUDY 
MADE OF HOW SUCH AN ARRANGEMENT WOULD AFFECT THE 
SERVICE WHICH THE NURSE PROVIDES FOR THE COMMUNITY. 
THE PREVENTIVE ASPECTS OF THE NURSE'S WORK SHOULD BE 
GIVEN PARTICULAR ATTENTION IN THE STUDY. 

Relation to Hospitals 
9.17 Referrals from hospitals as a percentage of total referrals to nurses 

varied significantly between different districts, the variation being between 0 and 
9.95%. The larger urban areas tended towards a high percentage. These per
centages relate only to patients referred directly to the nurse by the hospital. 
We appreciate that some patients who would in the normal course be referred 
by the hospital consultant to the family doctor will subsequently come under the 
nurse's care through referral by the family doctor. 

9.18 The variations suggest that greater utilisation of the public health 
nursing service could be made by the hospitals. This would apply in the case of 
both acute hospitals and institutions for long-stay patients. The development 
of co-operation and liaison between the public health nursing service and the 
hospital services is seen as an important step in the creation of an integrated 
health service. We were impressed by the importance of such a link and it is 
obvious from the survey that it has not been properly developed. 

9.19 We consider that there is a need to formalise links between all hospital 
services and the public health nursing service. This concept would apply not 
only to general hospitals but also to such degree as may be feasible to psychiatric 
and long-stay hospitals. The benefits which would flow from such formalisation 
are very important and would merit study in depth by personnel involved in 
both services at local and national level. Studies of the problem at health board 
level would be highly advantageous to development of liaison such as we 
envisage. It would also be worthwhile to have the problems looked at in a general 
way and to have guidelines laid down on a national basis. In relation to acute 
hospitals such co-operation may well lead to more effective use of beds by 
facilitating the early discharge of patients and more rapid turnover of acute 
beds. 
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9.20 In the context of the chronic sick and long-stay hospitals, the closer 
involvement of these institutions with the public health nursing service may well 
result in the prevention of unnecessary admissions and the return to the commu
nity of some patients at present permanently maintained in these hospitals. 

9.21 Reference is made in the section of the report dealing with maternity 
services to the development of similar co-operation between the maternity 
hospitals and the public health nursing service. 

9.22 In paragraph 12.16 we emphasise the usefulness of a closer involvement 
of the public health nurses in domiciliary psychiatric work. The public health 
nurse has a useful role to play in the services provided for psychiatric patients 
and their families particularly in the preventive area. Her detailed knowledge 
of the family would enable her to provide relevant background information to 
the psychiatric services and on completion of a patient's treatment she would 
be in a position to monitor the patient's ultimate rehabilitation and advise the 
psychiatric service of any developing situation which might require their 
attention. ; ' i /"" ' ' "' 

9.23 Good communication between hospital nurses and public health 
nursing staff will ensure the continuing nursing care of patients after discharge 
from hospital and may facilitate early discharge. It would, of course, be necessary 
in each particular case to obtain the patient's prior consent to any such communi
cation from hospital staff to public health nursing staff. While we would not wish 
to anticipate the findings of Chief Executive Officers in their study of this 
problem or any national guidelines which may be laid down, we are of opinion 
that referrals could most appropriately be made by a hospital Ward Sister to a 
Superintendent Public Health Nurse. We consider that Superintendent Public 
Health Nurses should be encouraged to make contact with hospitals in their 
areas with a view to establishing this type of liaison. Hospital staff should have 
available the names and addresses of Superintendent Public Health Nurses 
in their areas so that they may be enabled to avail readily of the public health 
nursing services to the degree to which such services can benefit or convenience 
particular patients. We see the public health nurses playing an important role 
in bridging the gap that in many cases exists between the hospital services and 
the community health services. We recognise that the problem of liaison between 
hospital services and public health nursing staff is part of a larger problem of 
securing adequate liaison between hospital services and community care services. 

9.24 WE RECOMMEND THAT CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF 
HEALTH BOARDS SHOULD HAVE STUDIES MADE OF THE PROB
LEM OF DEVELOPING FORMAL LINKS BETWEEN THE HOSPITAL 
SERVICES AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING SERVICES. WE 
ALSO RECOMMEND THE STUDY OF THE PROBLEM ON A 
NATIONAL BASIS WITH A VIEW TO LAYING DOWN GUIDELINES 
DESIGNED TO FACILITATE THE LIAISON BETWEEN HOSPITAL 
SERVICES AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES. 
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CHAPTER 10 

HOUSING, PLACE OF RESIDENCE, COMMUNICATIONS 

Housing 
10.1 The special questionnaire issued to nurses on district duties sought 

information on their problems of living accommodation. Appendix 14 shows 
the percentage distribution of nurses on district work by circumstances of 
residence. The percentage of nurses living alone in a house or flat was particularly 
large in some areas, e.g. Longford—85.7%, Westmeath—77.8%, Louth and 
Roscommon—63.6% each and Meath—60%. Only 5.6% of the nurses on 
district work shared accommodation with other public health nurses. 56.0% 
shared accommodation with other categories of persons. 

10.2 Of the nurses who replied to the questionnaire, 85.7% indicated that 
their accommodation was satisfactory. In the majority of cases (87.4%) referred 
to here, the accommodation was provided by the nurses themselves and in the 
remaining 12.6% of cases the accommodation was provided by the health 
board or a voluntary organisation. 72 nurses (14.3 % of those replying to the 
questionnaire) stated that their accommodation was unsatisfactory. Of these, 
55 nurses provided the accommodation themselves and the remaining 17 had it 
provided by health boards or voluntary organisations. 

10.3 The following table shows the percentage of nurses on district work who 
stated that their accommodation was unsatisfactory classified according to their 
reasons why the accommodation was unsatisfactory. 

TABLE 10.1 

Reason why accommodation was 
regarded as unsatisfactory 

Lack of privacy 

Structural condition of building 

No toilet or hot water 

No facilities for examining patients 

Disturbance of other people 

Lack of space 

Rent too high 

Tenure not secure 

Percentage of total nurses who replied 
to Questionnaire 

3.6 

5.1 

3.4 

3.0 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.6 

thirthe^r ..i!!!^ these percentages with the total figure of 14.3% who stated 
nur J , J L . r « '^^^'^°" "̂ ^̂  unsatisfactory, it is to be understood that some 
was unfatisfacfory " " ' ° " ' ^ ' " ° " ' ^^''^ ^' '° ^^y '^^ accommodation 

mdri^^ion^! ^JZ°^^^^ opinion that the extent of problems in regard to accom-
w o r t n r j - L ? ^ • Ŝ ^̂ ^̂ ĥat It warrants any general recommendation by the 
orovidedfvhL ."h K^"^^ X!^^ °''^'^" ^1"^^^'°" °f having housing facilities 
of resldfnc^ S b "^f"' ^Z '^^^ ^^^""^ distinction between the nurse's place 
Cblieatton^n ĥ P ' f ^ °^ ^-r^- " '̂  °f '̂ o"^^^ accepted that there is no 
obligation on the nurse to provide a nursing service at her place of residence. 
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10.5 Out of 49 nurses who complained of both accommodation and commu
nications problems 14 listed a lack of privacy at their residence as the accommo
dation problem, 8 others listed no patient examination facilities and 7 listed no 
hot or cold water. 

10.6 WE RECOMMEND THAT, WHILE NO GENERAL POLICY ON 
THE PART OF HEALTH BOARDS TO PROVIDE HOUSES FOR PUBLIC 
HEALTH NURSES ON DISTRICT WORK IS NECESSARY, THE PRO
VISION OF HOUSING BY HEALTH BOARDS SHOULD NOT BE 
EXCLUDED PARTICULARLY IN ISOLATED RURAL AREAS WHERE 
IT MAY BE DIFFICULT TO GET A NURSE TO LIVE IN THE DISTRICT 
OR REASONABLY ADJACENT TO IT. /'M* > J;l>i « KJA J V i! »Ji 

••HO.'- avynv? • -'^:A3cv/}i 
Place of residence''^'t! 3 ?/OaH 

10.7 The following table gives the number of nurses Jiving outside tteir 
districts and their reasons for so living. 

TABLE 10.2 

Reason for living outside district 

Married 

'.Coring for sick relative 

Personal or family reasons 

Recommended by C.M.O. 

• No suitable accommodation in district 
' i f 

Working more than one district 

Temporary duty 

TOTAL 

Number of Nurses 

17 

2 -tun 

•I r 'niTit")J ,,',''0? ni:''n'~y 3i3w ::!;.">? 

>**!yi^i^ , 

'4-7 

•. , 9 . , . . . 

.0-, 
• • • ! K 

132 

This table shows that half of those who live outside the district do so for 
personal or family reasons. We are concerned that the expected increase in the 
total number of married nurses employed may intensify this problem particularly 
in view of the number of nurses who gave as a reason for livmg outside their 
district that they were married. 

10.8 The following table shows the percentage break-down of nurses on 
district duties classified according to place of residence. 

TABLE 10.3 

Place of Residence 

Within district 

0-4 miles outside district 

4-6 miles outside district 

6-10 miles outside district 

10-15 miles outside district 

15-20 miles outside district 

20 miles or more 

Percentage of nurses on district duties 

73.90 

4,78 

6.10 

10.36 

3.19 

1.20 

0.40 
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10.9 We are of opinion that rigid insistence on residence within the district 
IS unnecessary. However, it is obviously desirable to set a limit to the distance 
trom her district at which a nurse living outside her district resides. We were 
concerned to note that a high proportion of the nurses living more than 10 miles 
outside their respective districts occurred in a small number of counties. The 
teasibihty of making alternative arrangements in such cases merits examination. 

10.10 WE RECOMMEND THAT THE HEALTH BOARDS SHOULD 
REVIEW THE POSITION OF NURSES WHO ARE LIVING 10 MILES 
OR MORE OUTSIDE THEIR DISTRICTS. 

FVPiiMc^^^xi'^?T,^T^*^S^'^^N^ ™ A T THE NURSE'S TRAVELLING 
F 5 n ^ i ^ A l ^ o ^ o ? T . ^ 9 ^ J ^ ^ L L Y BE RELATED TO JOURNEYS 
?ATHpJSovfc^°^^J^ l f .P^^N ' r WITHIN THE DISTRICT, SUBJECT 
L n n ^ T m M yj^A^T^A^x^^H'^SES FOR WHOM NO SUITABLE ACCOM-

CON^SlJ'l^^^SfSS^ ™̂  ̂ '̂̂ ^̂ '̂  ̂ ^̂ "̂  ̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂  
Telephone facilities 

eachli.n^f'^r'^'' '^-'^ 'f*' °"* ^^"^ percentage of nurses on district duties in 
S i t , ^ . avJn^hl tJfif ^̂  arrangements for communication. The telephone 
facilities available to the nurses are on the whole reasonably good 72 9 »/ of the 
Laran°dMeaTh im- / ""^'^ ^^l^P^one facilities at their re'sfdence In K i l S 
«:afe were f l S -^o^' f'!"- ° «'!? ^^^ ""*=•' f^'^^'ties. At the other end of the 
scale were Cavan 30%, Leitrim 33%, Louth 36%. 

some'LumS^^'sf 7?^o''f°fh' ^' ' " ' ' ' ' " """ '=°"'«= °"t ^t ^ ' " ^ percentage in 
a ^ L ^ e n t f for ; ! i - u nurses expressed themselves as satisfied with 
f o T r S n a c a ^ , 7^ ,o/"^ calls and 77.5% were satisfied with arrangements 
tor receiving calls. 71.1% were satisfied with arrangements for receiving messages. 

nol^ollv f rom' lSnofnSf ^•°°' ^r*=^"''" ̂ °' '^^ '̂ "^^ '̂'g ^^vice is considerable 
Tew o/cnaWini d S r « • ^̂ "̂  of emergency calls, but also from the point of 
view ot enabling doctors m general practice to communicate with the nurse. 

S H O U L D ' ^ I E ? R § ? f J E D T T T S ^ \ : I ^ O ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 - TELEPHONE 
HEALTH BOARD B E m G R ^ I p O N S i m ^ p ' ^ S "^^^^ CENTRE, THE 
AND OFFICIAL CALLS w m f p T ^ P x ^ f T ^ ^ ^ ^HE COST OF RENTAL 
MADE BY THE NURSE COT n n T H P X T I / P ? ^ ' ^ OF OFFICIAL CALLS 
CENTRE. PAYMENTS IN J t S J r ? T ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ° ^ ^ ^ ^ M THE WORK 
PROVIDED AT THE N U R S F ? ? F c 9 ^ t . ^ p T A L OF TELEPHONES 
WARRANTED A A E R A ^ O R K rp^^iol^x^^^ ^ ^ ^ L D STILL BE 
TO FACILITATE I N i : o i V u S ? V i ^ T ^ F ? ^^ PROVIDED IN ORDER 
CALLS AND CALLS FROM N>,r^?^H^ INCLUDING EMERGENCY 
THE WORK C E N I R F ? i ^ ^^?}J?A^ PRACTITIONERS. WHERE 
RESIDENCE T H l S f s F L n o ? ? . ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ W ' ™ THE NURSE'S 
RENTAL AND OmCIAL c i " ? ^ ^^ RECOUPED IN RESPECT OF 
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CHAPTER 11 

TRAVEL 

11.1 25% of their work time, or an average of 9.2 hours per nurse 
per week, was spent by nurses on district duties on travel connected with their 
work. The great majority (91 %) of this time was spent travelling by car. The 
average of 9.2 hours was broken down as follows: 

1 JfiirornB arji lii/l' 

Car 
Walking 

' Cycling 

TABLE 11.1 

... 8 hours 24 minutes per nurse per week 
••,• , . . . , J " , » >» »» ,, >» '» 

11.2 In the case of nurses attached to headquarters 16.8% of their work 
time, on an average of 5.7 hours per nurse per week, was spent on travel. The 
average of 5.7 hours was broken down as fojlqws between the different forms 
of travel: 

TABLE 11.2 

Car 
Public Transport 
Walking 
Cycling 

4 hours 28 minutes per nurse per week 
14 

^ 55 5» ) ) 5» )> 

11.3 The following table shows the distribution of nurses by the principal 
mode of travelling: 

TABLE 11.3 ,,o:' 

Principal mode of travel 

Public transport „ 

Doctor's Car 

Own Car 

Auto/Motor Cycle 

Bicycle 

Walking 

Nurses on district duties 

496 

3 

8 

3 

Nurses on headquarters 
duties 

18 

The overall percentage of the nurses using their own cars as the principal 
mode of travel was 93% whilst in the case of pubhc transport the percentage 
was 3.5. Only 1 % showed walking as the principal mode of travelling. The fact 
that 93% of the nurses use their own car as principal mode of travel indicates 
that there is not a substantial problem needing examination as regards mode 
of conveyance. We appreciate, however, that young nurses have grave difficulty 
in meeting the cost of car purchase and we are of the view that this problem 
would merit consideration by health boards. 

11.4 The distribution of district nurses' travel time between the diflferent 
periods in the average week was: 
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TABLE 11.4 

8 a.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays 
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday 
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday 
6 p.m. to 11 p.m. everyday 

11 p.m. to 8 a.m. everyday 

85 % of total travel time 
•7 0 / 
' /O 5» >> >> » 

2°/ 
5°/ 

The order of this distribution follows fairly closely that of the home visiting 
time of nurses on district duties. There is a suggestion that the amount of 
travel relative to home visiting is greater in the evening (6 p.m. to 11 p.m.) 
than during the day. 

11.5 The following is a percentage distribution of nurses according to the 
average amount of time per week spent travelling: 

TABLE 11.5 

Average Time per week 
spent travelling 

Nil 

0 to 1 hours 

1 to 3 hours 

3 to 5 hours 

5 to 10 hours 

10 to 15 hours 

15 to 20 hours 

20 to 25 hours 

Percentage of Nurses 

Nurses on 
District Duties 

2.0 

0.4 

3.4 

8.7 

47.7 

30.7 •]— 

7.0 

0.2 

H.Q. Nurses 

4.3 

0 

10.9 

31.2 

50.0 

3.6 

0 

0 

11.6 A major point of comparison from this table is that 37.9 X of district 
nurses as compared with 3.6% of nurses attached to headquarters, spent more 
than 10 hours a week on travel. 

11.7 Figure 11.1 illustrates the variation between counties in the amount 
« v ™ !S^° J ' ^ " ^ K°^u-^l """''n^^ ° " ^^'trict duties. Dublin has the lowest 
f i m ^ c ! n t h . v ^ T ^^' ^'^^^'h ^^^'^.'^ ^ tendency to have higher traveUing 
r f n ,n£c ^ ' ™ ''°""^'^-- APPepdxx 16 shows travel time related to mileagl 
w ^ ^ n ^ f r i K " ' ' ^ ' on distnct duties. Mileage related to time tends to be 
on foot ^'^^' ^^"'^ ^ '•^ '̂' P™Portion of the mileage is covered 

11.18 It is difficult to avoid the situation in which a fairly high proportion 
f dVT."/ '^ ' '" ' '^ ' ° 'T '= ' ' Particularly in the case of nurses who are 3 S i n g 
tio^ o^ imn^rnvM'"''^ 'T^ population. In making a number of recommenda-
l^ommc^t^^JiZ'^^^^''^''^°V^^^. ^""^ ° ° the provision of working 
a^ommodation for the nurse engaged on district duties, we have provided for a 

k S e deta £ l T ^ , « ' ' ^ ' ' r . . ' ^ ' ' '"^^ °""^ '^ ^^l^^^^d to sp^nd on travel. 
1 2 . T discussion of this question is set out in pa ra^phs 12.32 to 
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11.9 It is important that supervisory staff should ensure that everything 
possible is done to cut down on time spent travelling. We are aware that many 
nurses plan their journeys so that a maximum number of home visits or other 
work can be undertaken in a particular area or on a particular route in the 
course of one journey. It is essential to emphasise the value of a planned work 
schedule for each journey and particularly so in the case of new recruits to the 
public health nursing service. We appreciate that attendance at an emergency 
call or a call outside normal hours should not be regarded as necessitating a 
planned schedule of work to be associated with the call. 

11.10 WE RECOMMEND THAT SUPERINTENDENT PUBLIC 
HEALTH NURSES SHOULD ENSURE THAT JOURNEYS UNDER
TAKEN BY NURSES ARE PLANNED TO PROVIDE THE BEST RETURN 
OF ESSENTIAL WORK FOR TRAVEL TIME. 

CHAPTER 12 

FUTURE OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING SERVICE _ _ 

12.1 in considering the number of nurses necessary to provide a community 
nursing service as described in this Report, we examined first the question of 
the population groups to which the public health nursing services should be 
available and our subsequent allocation of nursing time to different activity 
heads is based on the assumption that our recommendation in regard to 
availability of the services will be accepted. ;> niiduQ 

•> nildoG 
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Availability of services to population groups 

12.2 At present these services are available to'k wide spectrum of the 
population, including in particular ..oii.i 

i(i) persons in the lower income group in respect of all domiciliary nui^mg 
duties; 

If" 
— (ii) persons in the middle income group in respect of domiciliary midwifery 

' -• care, care of the agfed, nursing of the chronic sick, domiciliary after 
care of patients discharged from mental hospitals and the care of 
mentally handicapped children maintained at home; 

'^ii) persons in the higher income group in respect of the domiciliary after 
care of patients discharged from mental hospitals and the care of 

" mentally handicapped children at home; also domiciliary care of the 
aged in this group to the extent that the iiurse's duties in relation to 
the lower and middle income groups permit; 

(iv) infants, preschool children and children attending national schools are 
also eligible for nursing attention. >-̂ '̂ 

The policy enunciated in the Department of Health's Circular 27/66 envisaged 
as the ultimate aim the provision of a comprehensive public health nursing 
coverage for all population groups. It will be seen that much progress has 
already been made in moving towards full realisation of the Departnients policy 
and that it would not be a major step to complete this move. We feel that the 
time is opportune to make this move now. Our recommendation in this regard 
is strengthened by the declared intention of the Minister for Health to extend 
eligibiliry for hospital and certain other services to all '^^^'^^J'^JP^J'^^J'll^l 
c C r integration of hospital and community care services which we have 
recommended in Chapter 9. 

n -1 WP RFrOMMFND THAT FULL PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 
SER^CES SHWLTBE''AV™]i^^ TO PERSONS IN ALL INCOME 
GROUPS 

Number of Nurses 
12.4 At the time the survey was '^amed °ut ^February 1972) there wa. a 

total of 755 public health nursing POSts. 166 of these were attached to heaa 
quarters, the balance of 589 being related wholly to district d"t>eŝ  The latest 

Census. - - .- -^— 
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TABLE 12.1 

COUNTY NAME 

Dublin City "( 
Dublin County j 

Kildare 

Wicklow 

Laois 

Longford 

Offaly 

Westmeath 

Clare 

Limerick City \ 
Limerick County / 

Tipperary (N.R.) 

Cavan 

Louth 

Meath 

Monaghan 

Donegal 

Leitrim 

Sligo 

Carlow 

Kilkenny 

Tipperary (S.R.) 

Waterford 

Wexford 

Cork City \ 
Cork County / 

Kerry 

Galway 

Roscommon 

Country 

Number of 
Nurses on 

district 
duties 

150 

17 

14 

13 

7 

12 

11 

20 

29 

13 

14 

19 

18 

n 
44 

9 

12 

8 

18 

17 

16 

23 

56 

28 

48 

28 

14 

669 

Number of 
Nurses on 

headquarter. 
duties 

25 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

5 

3 

4 

4 

3 

2 

4 

2 

2 

1 

5 

3 

8 

3 

22 

5 

4 

4 

3 

128 

Nurse population ratio 

District 
I 

Headquarters All Nurses 

one nurse to one nurse tc 

5,681 

4,234 

4,735 

3,481 

4,036 

4,319 

4,870 

3,750 

4,843 

4,180 

3,758 

3,945 

3,985 

4,204 

2,462 

3,151 

4,190 

4,280 

3^415 

4,072 

4,832 

3,754 

6,301 

4,028 

3,109 

3.912 

3,823 

4^452 

34,089 

23,992 

33,148 

22,630 

14,125 

25,915 

17,857 

37,504 

28,092 

18,112 

13,155 

18,738 

23,910 

23,121 

27,086 

14,180 

25,138 

34,237 

12,295 

23,076 

9,664 

28,784 

16,040 

22,554 

37,306 

27.381 

17,840 

23,268 

> one nurse to 

4,870 

3,599 

4,143 

3,017 

3,139 

3,702 

3,826 

3,409 

4,131 

3,396 

2,923 

3,259 

3,416 

3,557 

2,257 

2,578 

3,591 

3,804 

2,673 

3,461 

3,221 

3,321 

4,524 

3,417 

2,870 

3,423 

3,148 

3,737 
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,n^n^ °'® '̂ °,""*'"y ^^"^ "̂ '̂̂  ""'•'^s «'v« a ratio of 2.7 public health nurses 
j^ r 10 000 population or 3 737 people per nurse. In individual counties, S 
latter figure vanes from 2,257 in Donegal to 4,870 in Dublin. The distribution 
of counties is shown in Figure 12.1. ui»uiouuon 

^ 12.5 The following points may be noted from these figures:— 

r (a) For 18 counties the ratio lies between 3,000 and 4,000. 

^^^ S f . f r " * ' ^ ' "^u^ 'Tu^^l?,' ̂ *^^*''' ^ relatively high number of nurses) 
Gdway ' ^''^"^ counties-e.g. Donegal, Leitrim and 

^""^ S^,. '?if ^'1 '•^^'°' ^^•'tV''' *^ '""^"^^t ""'"ber of nurses relative to 
S i S h l a V / " ^''A^Z^''^ *^°'"'̂ - P°^ Wicklow and Limerick the 

r^!^-! ""̂ ^ i" *̂ ^ '="'^'' *°get^e'" with the assistance given by 
chfareas"'"'""^ "'"' ^'^'^''^'^ contributes to the higher rSios for 

is i L ' S w d y ' ' ^ ' ^ ^ "^^ ^ " ' ° ^ *^ - « « of population to nurse 

Views of the nurses on coverage of duties 

t h i ^ p a r t S l a r Z S n f a c S ' replying to the questionnaire who considered 
t S e at S n d k 1?TW. ^K f ^ '"tdequately catered for is set out in the 
215) b^Uev^ that moTe en S ' r ^ ^ ° ^ V**̂^ I considerable number of the nurses 

numbSfof nur^s^[fev^H i ? ' 'KM^^° ' .̂̂ ^ ^^ed. Smaller but still significant 
S s (other t h ^ t f e a l e i ? . n •'"i'^''° (including handicapped) as well as 
be i t i ven^Tt t aSe shfw l^T^Z:!sZtA'^^?'^- " ^ T'^f!" 
one in which greater attention was p S a r l y ne^Sed "^' ^"^ ^"'"^ ^' '^" 

Nurse/population ratio for the future 

e a c h a y v k y T w S i r b l f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^"^'° ^' ^^"^^ '̂̂ amined separately 
popXt on o M MO neook In Ĵ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂^ TT I' '"^"^^^'l- ^ e selected a standard 
required for suchVnSationn' '^ ' '°^^"1,^^^ •^T'"""* "f °>^^«°g time that is 
tWspopJat ioTof4^^^orwo^S\^^ ' ' ' -^^^^ ^^^'^'"g- We assumed that 
which require the S ^ ^ C ^ J ^ ^ ^ H T UU' ^ ^^P^-^^ntation of all problems 
they are present in thLTotalD^^ff'" o f 1^ °" ' ' ^ ' ° ^^^ ^ ^ ^ proportion as 
standard^pulat ons fze lScau^S lu r *M '^?"°^^- ^ c chose 4,000 as our 
health nu^^i^^e^nranMS^^lZtlS": " ^ ^ " ^ ^^ P.^°P'̂  P«' P"^"'^ now is and as it will be if m.r r«^^l ''^^P^rison between the position as it 
selected popuhLn \ £ I S T o r v S ' t T nro T J ^ T " ^ ^ " " Any other 
In developing the criteria which areTscribedTn ^Cf^f '^^ '^"^^ ^°?"^' '-
drew heavily on the information which S a m e a v ^ u S r ' ^ ^ f P ^ ' ^ ^ ^ P ^ ' "^^ 
and on the experience of the medical and n ^ s l n r i ^ ' ^ S o ^ X o u " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Infants under six weeks and post-natal work 

of 'im. w f e t S e l h ^ f o ^ X u ^ o V n S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '' '^'^'° ^ P°P"'^^'°" 
of each mother and neo-natal infant f ? . n - ^ ""^ '^ required for the problems 
this amounts to fo3 mLutes 1 I S Rv?"°^ confinement and for 89 births 
work a,^rding to t h e T ^ ^ y ^ w ^ r ^ ' ^ i r r S ^ V r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *° ^^^ 
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Ante-natal maternity care 

12.9 The survey showed that the average time devoted to ante-natal care 
was 10 minutes per nurse per week. This time suggests that public health nurses 
are not at present involved in a major way on this work. We have dealt with this 
question at length in Chapter 7 and have emphasised the importance of having 
the nurses devote more time to this work and to health education for expectant 
mothers. We consider that, under the guidance of Directors of Community 
Care, a greater contribution can be made in this field. This would include classes 
for expectant mothers at a health centre or hospital as may be found feasible. 
We estimate that a time allocation of one hour per expectant mother would not 
be excessive. This gives a figure of 103 minutes nursing time per week to compare 
with the 10 minutes actually allocated as measured by the survey. This figure 
could be reduced in some areas where ante-natal care is provided by hospitals 
and midwives. 

Handicapped children 

12.10 The time per nurse devoted to mentally handicapped children in the 
survey was 12 minutes per week. Nursing time devoted to physically handicapped 
children was not classified under a separate activity head in the survey. The 
Handicapped Children's Allowance introduced as from 1st October, 1973, is 
bringing to the notice of health boards a number of handicapped children who 

' could benefit from the services of the public health nurse so that an increase in 
the amount of time devoted to these children is to be expected. In estimating 
nursing time requirements under this head we have taken into account the 
extensive institutional facilities available for mentally handicapped children. 
We have concluded that an average nursing time of 30 minutes a week in a 
standard population of 4,000 would meet requirements. 

Other Children 
UO:. qa ji *./:>}ijits! jrt./ f.i f^j.di ; ; 

v.nU^Mi*^'^ (MX'.^ fc-ifibfTr 
•itrAt^t. 

12.11 We classified children, other than infants and handicapped children, 
into three age categories: 

(a) Six weeks to two years; 

(b) Two years to five years (a three-year span); 

(c) Five years to fifteen years. 

12.12 The nursing time required for children aged six weeks to two years 
includes home visiting and attendance by the nurse at developmental and other 
child health cUnics appropriate to this age group. We suggest an allocation of 
three hours per child (or one and a half hours per child per year) to meet this 
requirement. This will involve about 300 minutes a week of nursing time in a 
standard population of 4,000. 

12.13 In the case of children in the two to five year age group we are providing 
for developmental paediatric work as recommended in Chapter 6 in making 
an allocation of one hour per child, or 100 minutes per week of nursing time 
for a standard population of 4,000. 

12.14 For children aged between five and fifteen we estimate that there is a 
requirement of 25 hours per 100 school-going children (i.e. 15 minutes per 
child per year). This estimate takes cognisance of the recommendation in 
Chapter 6 for a greater involvement of the nurse on district duties in school 
health activity, "fiie time recommended here will necessitate 215 minutes a 
week on average of nursing time in a standard population of 4,000. 
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12.15 Our recommendations in paragraphs 12.11 to 12.14 result in a total 
allocation of 615 minutes of nursing time per week for children other than 
infants under six weeks and the handicapped. This is a major increase over the 
figure of 323 minutes recorded in the survey. Our recommendation calls 
therefore for a much greater expenditure of public health nursing time on the 
care of children. We believe that this additional allocation of nurse's time to 
children is fully justified by the value of the contribution which she can make 
in this field and the benefits which can be expected from it. 

Psychiatric Patients 
12.16 The average time devoted by the nurses in the survey to psychiatric 

patients was 23 minutes per nurse per week. This varied substantially between 
different counties. We are satisfied that some extra involvement of the public 
health nursing services would be warranted with a view to a degree of levelling 
up of this service as between different areas. We have based our estimates on 
an allocation to 10 patients of 20 minutes per month each in a population of 
4,000. This would amount to 50 minutes per week of nursing time in the standard 
4,000 population. 

Care of the aged • ; ,. 
12.17 The survey showed intensive nursing attention being given to about 

3% of the population over 65 years of age. We feel that this should be 
supplemented with regular, though of course not so frequent, supervision of a 
considerably larger group of the aged. Here we are concerned particularly with 
aged persons who are Uving alone. On this basis we recommend a revised 
allocation of time as follows in respect of persons over the age of 65, other 
than terminal care patients: 

(a) For 3% in need of acute care 30 minutes per person per week on 
average; this is estimated to take up 360 minutes of nursing time per 
week in a standard 4,000 population. 

(b) For the 13% of the aged who live alone we estimate that supervisory 
work will take up on average 10 minutes per person per month; 
this will account for 130 minutes of weekly nursing time in a standard 
population of 4,000; 

(c) We feel that up to 15 % of the remainder of the aged will need nursing 
care, including elements of basic nursing, preventive nursing, social 
work and home help. 10 minutes per person per month is estimated 
as appropnate here also. This accounts for 125 minutes per week of 
nursing time in a standard 4,000 population. 

12.18 These recommendations require a total of just over 10 hours nursing 
time per week for the care of the elderly in a population of 4,000 The actual 
time, as measured by the survey, which was devoted to this work in a population 
of similar size was soinewhat less than SJ hours per week. Our recommendations 
involve therefore an increase of about 5 hours of nursing time per week for 
this work m a population of 4,000 people. This is a substantial increase. It 
reflects our concern about the complicated health problems of the elderly, the 
medical and social desirability of keeping them in the community for as long 
a^ possible and the economic need to divert some of the increasing demands 
being made on hospitals and other institutions. 

Terminal care patients 

12.19 We consider that some increase in the amount of time foe these 
patients would be advantageous and that such an increase will come with a 
strengthening of the public health nurse force and a more ready access to the 
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nursing services by families with serious nursing problems on their hands. 
We estimate that 90 minutes a week on average is needed to meet the require
ments of a population of 4,000. 

Hospital discharges and other adults 

12.20 In Chapter 9 we have described the considerations which support 
the case for greater liaison between hospital and community services. In the 
light of these considerations we are of the view that some special allocation 
of nursing time should be made to cover continuing care being provided by 
public health nurses for patients discharged from hospital. While some 
discharged patients will require considerably more attention than others, we 
consider that an average of 10 minutes for each person (up to 50 % of all persons 
discharged) would be a reasonable allocation. In addition we allow 30 minutes 
per day or 3J hours per week for the care of other adults, that is excluding 
the categories provided for in the earlier paragraphs. This allowance of time, 
added to that allowed for hospital discharges, will account for 240 minutes 
per week of nursing time in a standard population of 4,000. 

Visits to hospitals 
12.21 The survey showed that nurses devoted an average of 8 minutes 

each per week to visiting hospitals and other institutions. We consider that 
this activity has a degree of value for the public health nurse and for the overall 
benefit of the hospital patient. In particular, it can establish a certain amount 
of person-to-person liaison as between the public health nurse on the one hand 
and hospital and institutional personnel, particularly nurses, on the other. 
We consider that some increase in this activity would be warranted and we 
provide for a revised allocation of 20 minutes of nursing time per week in a 
population of 4,000. 

Specialist Clinics 
12.22 The types of clinics which we have in mind in this paragraph are, 

for example, orthopaedic chnics for children and ophthalmic clinics. Also some 
public health nurses assist at psychiatric clinics while a number of clinics 
held by Assistant County Medical Officers are also included, for example, 
cytological investigations for pre-invasive cervical cancer. We feel that the 
availability of public health nurses for these clinics will help to ensure a degree 
of continuity with the work of the nurses on the district. We are satisfied that 
the existing average time of 64 minutes a week could stand. We have, therefore, 
allocated this time to the nursing requirements for the standard population. 

Iramanisation Clinics 
12.23 We have reviewed the adequacy of time devoted by public health 

nurses to these clinics and we consider that the present allocation of time could 
stand. This amounts to 25 minutes per week for the standard population. 

Work centre and general practice 
' 12.24 We have provided a combined allocation of 360 minutes per nurse 
per week to cover work undertaken at the work centre (paragraphs 8.19 to 8.22) 
and liaison with general practice (paragraphs 9.9 and 9.10). It is envisaged 
that nursing work undertaken at the work centre should not be confined to 
patients referred to the nurse by general practitioners and we have dealt in 
more detail with this matter in Chapter 8. 
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Organised health education, conferences, lectures and group discussions 
12.25 The implementation of a policy on health education such as we have 

outlined in paragraphs 8.8 and 8.9 will require considerably more nurse time 
than is at present being allocated. We feel that every public health nurse should 
be able to devote one hour a week to organised health education and the 
associated activities mentioned here and our estimates include such provision. 
We acknowledge the value of having the nurse take part in conferences, lectures 
and group discussions but the average amount of time allocated to these 
activities need not exceed the allocation shown in the survey (19 minutes). /; 
,r , .. . . . •""̂ '•' 'A^mun io 
Voluntary social work ! I, . I ,;;,ir.: 

12.26 While we would not favour an excessive expenditure of the public 
health nurse's working time on the development of voluntary social work, 
we thmk that she has a useful role in the co-ordinating and counselling of 
voluntary groups. A redirection of voluntary activities towards needs would in 
certam cases be feasible and, so far as it is required, could be initiated by the 
public health nurse. There is also need for liaison between statutory and 
voluntary services and the public health nurse has a useful role here. This 
work does not require a substantial allocation of time and we consider that 
20 minutes of nursing time per week in a 4,000 standard population would 
be adequate. 

Clerical work ! -M 
12.27 We have suggested in Chapter 8 that steps should be taken to reduce 

unnecessarily heavy loads of clerical work performed by nurses. We are conscious, 
however, of the essential nature of much of the clerical work being done by 
nurses and we estimate that, on average, each nurse will need to spend 24 hours 
a week on this work. This is a reduction of half an hour a week on what was 
disclosed by the survey. Tt should be noted, on the other hand, that if our 
recommendations for an increase in the total number of nurses are accepted 
the total amount of nursing time being devoted to this work will increase. 

Attendance at headquarters 
, 12.28 We have set out in paragraph 8.6 our views on the importance of 
maintaining an adequate liaison between the nurses and community care head
quarters. We have considered the appropriate amount of time required to cover 
attendances at headquarters and we feel that there is no need to alter the existing 
ngure ot 22 minutes per week. 

IneflTective calls and miscellaneous activities 

. . i in . l ! ^^^ ^"^^^^ ^""f '! l°^° •'y *^ «»"'ey on ineflfective caUs was 10 
minutes per nurse per week. Other miscellaneous activities included accidents 
^f^tV iV?P^ '̂*'̂ t̂ *''e events and required an average of 35 minutes per nurse 
^!Z!LliLT 1°.^?^^°"i° e^pct a change in the demands being made on 
shown ?y the su^ey'. " ' ""' ^^"' "''^"'^"^ '""̂  " continuatipn^.^ the times 

Breaks 

woriin°a ^^ T^'' ' '*'' thatshort breaks should be regarded as part of the normal 
^ ^ on I v L i , ^ 7 l^T"^ '^^' ^'V^' '*^t*"g 1««̂  than 30 minutes occu-
t ^ h ^ f Z S f ^ f^"' ''^''^•*" *"?"•• ° / ^ ^ ""^^'s working week. We have 

, ^ , , P'/*"^*^*^ f̂-" " cont'nuation of this time allocation for short breaks. 
i7^n » recommendations which we have made in paragraphs 12.8 to 
JeliZ^^Tr^i'"' '"*'"'"' '•̂ .™ '" ^PI«"d« 13. It will befeen ^hat ihere 
for e a c h T ^ n T^r^L^°"' '%^'"* a separate time allocation has been made 
tor each group. The addition of travel time completes the list of the activities 
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which absorb work time; These activities can conveniently be divided into three 
types: 

(a) Fixed time activities covering time at the work centre, clerical work, 
organised health education and short breaks. The time required for 
these activities has been estimated at 10 hours a week for every nurse. 

(b) Population related work. This is the amount of time needed to provide 
a public health nursing service to certain patient categories in a popula
tion and depends on the numbers of persons in these categories, for 
example maternity patients, children in a number of age groups and 
the elderly. For a population of 4,000 displaying the characteristics 
of the national population our estimates produce a figure of 2,047 
minutes of nursing time per week. 

(c) Travel time. The amount of travel time associated with public health 
nursing in a particular area depends on a number of factors associated 
with that area. The principal factors which we identified are the size 
of the area and the amount of nursing time devoted to population 
related work. The latter factor is, in turn, a function of the size and 
structure of the population within the area. There are other variations 
within these factors such as the nature of the terrain and the condition 
of the roads but, because these are usually reflected in one or other 
of the two major factors, it was not necessary to make special provision 
for them. It may be necessary, however, to make some allowance for 
such special features in any local calculation of nurse requirements. 

12.32 The time referred to in paragraph 12.31(a) is a fixed quantity for each 
nurse. The population related work referred to in (b) of that paragraph depends 
on the size and structure of the population of the area in question. There is 
inter-relationship between this and time required for travel in that area. We 
analysed the data available to us by county from the survey to estimate the 
association between travel time and the two elements area of the county, and 
the amount of population related work undertaken. This analysis, together with 
application of the criteria set out in Appendix 13 and the assumption that a 
40-hour working week would be generally applied, enabled us to calculate the 
number of nurses needed for any county to meet the standards which we have 
put forward in this Chapter. The results of these calculations are shown in 
Table 12.2. 

TABLE 12.2 

1 

COUNTY NAME 

EASTERN HEALTH 
BOARD 

Dublin City 
Dublin County 

Kildare 

Wicklow 

MIDLAND HEALTH 
BOARD 

Laois 

Average Weekly Worki 
per Nurse per We 

(in minutes) 

2 

Fixed 
Nursing 

lime 

600 
600 

600 

600 

600 

3 

Population 
related 
work 

1,462 
1,448 

1,353 

1,326 

, U 8 9 

ng Time 
ek 

4 

Travel 

338 
352 

447 

474 

rSir~'' 

5 

Population 
per nurse 

3,014 
2,879 

2,542 

2,458 

"isw 

No. of Nurses 

6 

At 
present 

"'} 
20 

16 

15 

7 

Required 

192 
100 

29 

27,; 

18 

"I-; 



1 

COUNTY NAME 

Longford 

Offaly 

Westmeath 

MID-WESTERN 
HEALTH BOARD 

Clare 

Limerick City 
Limerick County 

Tipperary (N.R.) 

NORTH-EASTERN 
HEALTH BOARD 

Cavan 

Louth 

Meath 

Monaghan 

NORTH-WESTERN 
HEALTH BOARD 

Donegal 

Leitrim 

Sligo 

SOUTH-EASTERN 
HEALTH BOARD 

Carlow 

Kilkenny 

Tipperary (S.R.) 

Waterford 

Wexford 

SOUTHERN 
HEALTH BOARD 

Cork City 
Cork County 

Kerry 

WESTERN 
HEALTH BOARD 

Gal way 

Roscommon 

Country 

TABLE 12.2—continued 

Average Weekly Working Time 
per Nurse per Week 

(in minutes) 

2 

Fixed 
Nursing 

time 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 
600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 
600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

3 4 

Population 
related Travel 
work 

1,300 

1,290 

1,314 

1,283 

1,461 
1,315 

1,298 

1,305 

1,408 

1,314 

1,335 

1,274 

1,245 

1,306 

1,343 

1,307 

1,312 

1,350 

1,340 

1,461 
1.311 

1,276 

1,384 

1,252 

1,265 

1,353 

500 

510 

486 

517 

339 
485 

502 

495 

392 

486 

465 

526 

555 

494 

457 

493 

488 

450 

460 

339 
489 

524 

516 

548 

535 

447 1 

5 

Population 
per nurse 

2,419 

2,453 

2,471 

2,323 

2,823 
2,529 

2,453 

2,412 

2.743 

2,486 

2,516 

2,315 

2,233 

2,402 

2,503 

2,541 

2,544 

2,619 

2,479 

2,922 
2,509 

2,460 

2,456 

2,335 

2,353 

2,616 

No, of Nurses 

6 

At 
present 

9 

14 

14 

22 

7 

Required 

12 

21 

22 

33 
1 

34 \ | 20 
/ | 33 

16 

18 

23 

21 

13 

48 

11 

14 

9 

23 

20 

24 

26 

"} 
33 

52 

32 

17 

797 

22 
1 

22 

28 

29 

19 

47 

13 

21 

14 

24 

28 

30 

35 

45 
90 

47 

61 

47 

23 

1,152 

76 

12.33 This table provides for an average working time per nurse of 2,400 
minutes per week. It shows the breakdown of this figure for each county between 
the three elements referred to at (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph 12.31. Column 2 
shows the fixed nursing time which is a constant figure of 600 minutes. Column 3 
gives the estimated time per nurse required for population related work and this 
varies between counties to supplement variations in travel time, i.e. the more 
time a nurse is required to spend on travel, the less time will be available to her 
for these nursing duties. Column 4 shows the calculated amount of time per 
nurse required for travel and it varies between counties, reflecting variations 
in the two factors referred to in paragraph 12.31 (c). 

12.34 Column 5 of Table 12.2 gives the number of people per nurse, given 
that each nurse's time will be divided out in accordance with columns 2, 3 and 4. 
The figure varies from 2,233 in Leitrim to 3,014 in Dublin City with an overall 
average of one nurse to 2,616 people. This is a sizeable variation suggesting, 
for example, that each Dublin nurse should be able to cater for nearly 800 (or 
35 %) more people than her counterpart in Leitrim. 

12.35 Columns 6 and 7 show the required number of nurses, as calculated, 
for each county and compare this figure with the actual number of posts now 
(August, 1974) approved. A number of observations are relevant to this 
comparison: 

(a) The calculations are based on 100% coverage of the population. For 
a number of reasons this is unlikely to be achieved so that Column 7 
does contain some over-statement. 

(b) The large gap between the calculated nursing requirement for DubUn 
and the number now employed may be more apparent than real. The 
figure of 287 is the estimated total number of nurses needed to meet all 
the community nursing requirements of Dublin City and County in 
accordance with the recommendations of this Report. The service 
is now being provided partly by the public health nurses and partly by 
voluntary organisations. We have not attempted to measure the extent 
of the contribution being made by these voluntary organisations and 
we cannot therefore say what extra number of public health nurses 
would be required to enable our recommendations to be put into effect 
in Dublin. This consideration also applies, to a smaller extent, in Cork 
and Limerick cities. 

12.36 We have set out in this Chapter the many considerations that influenced 
us in our estimation of the number of public health nurses required to give a 
service which is satisfactory to the community and to the nursing profession. 
We have translated these considerations into numbers of nurses relevant to the 
circumstances in each county. We would like at this stage to state with emphasis 
that the results of our calculations are not put forward as the final and invariable 
answer for any situation. We feel that such an answer is mythical and that any 
actual situation is affected by many practical considerations which vary between 
places and change over time. Our suggested approach and our estimates are 
offered as broad national guidelines and as helpful guidance to programme 
managers and others who will continue to take the final decisions. 

12.37 WE RECOMMEND THAT THE HEALTH BOARDS SHOULD 
REVIEW THEIR NURSING NEEDS HAVING REGARD TO THE 
CONSIDERATIONS SET OUT IN THIS CHAPTER. 
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APPENDIX 1 

SURVEY OF WORKLOAD OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

SECTION A 

TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL NURSES 

DUTIES 

• Enter 1, or 2 as appropriate in the box opposite 

1. District 
2. C.M.O.s Office 

MARITAL STATUS 

• Enter 1, 2 or 3 as appropriate in the box opposite 

1. Single 
2. Married 
3. Widowed 

PRESENT EMPLOYMENT 

• Enter 1, 2 or 3 as appropriate in the box opposite 

1. Permanent 
2. Temporary Wholetime 
3. Temporary Part-time 

REGISTRATION WITH AN BORD ALTRANAIS 

If you are registered (or eligible for registration) in any ef the 
following divisions, enter the numbers of those divisions in the 
boxes opposite. 

• I. General 

• 2. Midwives 

• 3. Infectious Diseases 

D 4. Sick Children 

• 5. Psychiatric 

Q 6. Mentally Handicapped 

[ n 7. Tuberculosis 

D 8. Orthopaedic 

D 9. Public Health 

QUALIFICATION IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 

If you are qualified as a public health nurse by virtue of experience 
only, please leave this Section blank. 

n If you have received one of the following Irish qualifications in 
public health nursing, select from the list the number of that 
qualification or qualifications and enter it in the box opposite 

1. Six months (or longer) course of An Bord Altranais 
2. Two months course of An Bord Altranais 
3. Queen's Institute in Ireland 

• If you hold a foreign qualification in public health nursing, select 
from the following list the number relevant to the country where it 
was obtained and enter it in the box opposite 

1. Great Britain (including Channel Isles) 

2. U.S.A. 

3. Other foreign country , o(l 

• • Duration of public health training course (foreign)—Months 

EXPERIENCE AS PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE 

n n Enter total experience as a public health nurse in months. (Experience 
with a voluntary nursing association should be included. Experience 
in public health nursing obtained abroad should also be included. 
Time spent in training for a qualification in public health nursing 
should not be included), ,Q 

D D • Length of time in your present post (i.e. in your present district or 
headquarters)—enter number of months in box opposite. 

TRANSPORT 

• Select from the following list your principal mode of travel and enter 
the corresponding number in the box opposite. 

1. Public Transport ', 
2. Doctor's car 
3. Own car 
4. Auto/Motor Cycle or Scooter 
5. Bicycle 
6. Walking 

• Type of travel allowance you receive: 

1. Mileage basis 
2. Fixed rate per annum (specify amount £ ) 
3. Bus/train fares paid 
4. No allowance 

Enter 1, 2, 3 or 4 as appropriate in the box opposite 
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ADEQUACY OF COVERAGE OF DUTIES 

If you consider that the time available to you is sufficient to enable 
you to cater adequately for all the requirements of your post, please 
leave this section blank. 

If not, please specify the activity (Of activities) which you consider 
is inadequately catered for: 

'A bit.8 ! 

3*if :',nhf 
!: L iO i i : 

an 

DD 
The Activity Code List may be used to describe the activities selected. 

Do you consider that there are persons on whom you are not now 
attending who would benefit significantly from your services? 

n Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in the box opposite "O'lfi""'* '̂ 

Jfyes, hoWmany such persons are there approximately—enter your 
estimate of the number in each of the following categories in the box 
opposite that category: / 

• D Pre-school children ''''O imzvm dnsrjtl 

• D Other persons needing short-term care ''̂  Wiiofl* 

• • Old people 

• D Other persons needing long-term care 

• • Social cases 

Do you consider that the persons on whom you are not attending 
would benefit significantly by your being able to devote more time 
to them? 

n Enter Y (yes) or A'̂  (no) in the box opposite. 

If yes, enter your estimate of the number of such persons in each 
of the following categories in the box opposite that category: 

• n Pre-school children 

n D Other persons receiving short-term care 

D D Old people 

• Q Other persons receiving long-term care 

• Q Social cases 
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DUTIES APPROPRIATE TO OTHER PERSONS 

n What proportion of your ti me is devoted to duties which you consider 
should be performed by other persons. Select the appropriate 
category from the following list and enter the number of that 
category—i.e. 1, 2, 3 or 4—in the box opposite. 

1. One-tenth or less 
2. More than one-tenth but not more than one-quarter 
3. More than one-quarter but not more than one-half 
4. More than one-half. 

Please describe these duties and the persons who, in your opinion, 
might perform them 

Are the following services operating on an organised basis in your 
area? 

• 1. Home help service 

n 2. Social Workers ,; -<,.,.». -

Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in each of the boxes opposite 

PREFERENCE OF DUTIES 

Which would you prefer— 

1. Your present duties, or 
2 Working in the C.M.O.'s Office/district duties, whichever 

is appropriate. 

• Enter 1 or 2 in the box opposite. 

Would you like to be seconded for short periods from your present 
duties to the C.M.O.'s Office/district duties, whichever is appropriate? 

n Enter Y (yes) or Â  (no) in the box opposite. 

Is an arrangement on these lines at present in operation? 

n Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in the box opposite. 
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TITLE 

"bi.fi'D Are you satisfied with the title "Public Health Nurse"? Enter Y (yes) 
or N (no) in the box opposite. If not satisfied, v̂ ĥat title would you 
like. . ,;^;;;/,o.;a; ;;rlj a,-

i) m~h-\r, f ,P .! 

UNIFORM 

• Do you consider that a public health nurse should wear an approp
riately designed uniform? Enter F(yes) or A'(no) in the box opposite. 

GENERAL COMMENT—SUGGESTIONS FOR 
IMPROVEMENT 

Please enter any general comments you may wish to make on your 
work or on your conditions of employment—for example, any 
suggestions for change or improvement. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

SECTION B 
TO BE COMPLETED BY NURSES 

ON DISTRICT DUTIES 

Name of District(s) 

LIVING ACCOMMODATION ''^ 

n Do you live in your District? 

Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in the box opposite 

° ° ^y^r^^^r^T^ni'l^i'J^'' °PP°^'^^ *^ °™be^ «f ™"e« between your resiaence and the mam centre in your district. 

Reasons for not living in your District 

Are you living 
1. Alone in a house or flat 
2. Sharing a house or flat with other Public Health Nurses 
3. Sharing a house or flat with others 

• Enter 1, 2 or 3 as appropriate in the box opposite 

Was accommodation provided by 

1. Yourself , 
2. Health Board 
3. Voluntary organisation 

n Enter 1, 2 or 3 as appropriate in the box opposite 
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Is accommodation satisfactory? 
• Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in the box opposite 

If No, please say in what way 

• • fTs^rf^f»:»iO •!©• 

COMMUNICATION 

• Have you a telephone at your place of residence? Enter Y (yes) or 
N (no) in the box opposite. 

• Have you satisfactory arrangements for making official telephone 
calls? Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in the box opposite. 

• Have you satisfactory arrangements for receiving official telephone 
calls? Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in the box opposite. 

• In your absence from place of residence, have you satisfactory 
arrangements for receiving messages? Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in 
the box opposite. 

, Select from the following list the number (or numbers) indicating 
'::... ^*^i how the Health Board pays or recoups the cost of your telephone 

calls. Enter each selected number in one of the boxes opposite. 

n 1. Full rental 

ni j - r Q 2- Part of rental 

n 3. All Official calls 

• 4. Official trunk calls only 

n 5. Official local calls only ^A J 

• 6. No payment „ 

Space for any additional comment you may wish to make in relation 
to communication arrangements. 

LEAVE ARRANGEMENTS 

• Do you have regular time off (i.e. apart from annual leave)? Enter 
Y (yes) or N (no) in the box opposite. 

\i yes, please specify 
Duration e.g. J day, 1 day, \\ days, etc. 
Frequency e.g. weekly, fortnightly. 

Length of annual leave working days. 

While you are on annual leave, are you replaced by 
1. Nurse on a full-time basis 
2. Nurse who undertakes essential nursing duties only 
3. No nursing coverage. 

• Enter 1, 2 or 3 as appropriate in the box opposite. 
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ATTENDANCE AT DOCTOR SESSIONS 

For each of the following five questions enter the required number 
in the box opposite the question. 

• • No. of Dispensary sessions you attend weekly 

• • No. of private general practitioners practising in your district 

• • No. of private general practitioner surgery sessions you attend weekly 

• • No. of private general practitioners who request you to supply 
domiciliary nursing care to their patients. 

NOTIFICATION OF DISCHARGES OF PATIENTS 
FROM INSTITUTIONS 

lou? aJiendinnf-'""^' discharged from institutions and on whom 

Foreachofthe^llowingfo^^^^^^^^ 

the b o x ' o p S s t l J a S e g ' o * ' "'^^^"^ P ' ° P - ^ - ° - d enter it in 

• Acute Hospitals r 

• Psychiatric Hospitals 

• County Homes and other Geriatric Homes 

• Maternity Homes or Maternity Hospitals 

i:^ ri-/ti> 
IDENTIFYING CODE 

1. over 90% 

2. 50% to 90% 

3. 10% to 50% 

4. less than 10% 
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Space for^any comment which you may wish to make relating to 
-arrangements for notification of patients being discharged from 

institutions— 

HOSPITAL 
CATEGORY COMMENT 

WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 

Are you satisfied with your working arrangements with 

n The D.M.O.'s 

• General Practitioners 

• Social Service Personnel 

n Community Psychiatric Staff 

Public Health Staff: 

• (a) C.M.O. and other professional staff 

n (b) Clerical staff 

Enter Y (yes) or N (no) in each box. 

Space for any comment you may wish to make relating to working 
arrangements with any of the categories mentioned above. 

MEETINGS WITH C.M.O. 

Have you regular meetings with C.M.O. and/or staff? 

1. Weekly 

2. Fortnightly 

3. Monthly 

4. Quarterly 

5. Periodically as required 

• Enter No. of relevant category in the box opposite>-



Patients Currently on Home Nnrsing Visiting List 

No. Sex Age 
Condition 

being 
treated 

Source of 
Referral 

Frequency of 
Visits 

^ength of time patient 
has been on visiting list 

(in months) 

Vj'd Hi-j'r,?. 

jrnssnsTjB 

1.1. 
1.2. 
1.3. 
1.4. 
1.5. 
1.6. 
1.7. 

2.1. 
2.2. 
2.3. 

3.1. 
3.2. 
3.3. 
3.4. 
3.5. 
3.6. 
3.7. 

APPENDIX 2 

ACTIVITY CODE UST 

Home Visiting (otber than maternity) 

Infants within six weeks of birtlu 
Mentally handicapped children. 
Other children. 
Psychiatric patients. 
Terminal care patients. 
Aged. 
Other Adults. 

•For classification of Contents of a Home Visit 
see list on inside back cover. 

Maternity Care 

Ante-natal visits. 
Post-natal visits. 
Domiciliary Confinements (including abortions/miscarriages). 

Clinics, Dispensaries and Schoob 

Child health clinics. 
Immunisation clinics. 
Other clinics. 
D.M.O. and G.P. dispensaries. 
School Health Examinations—vision, posture, cleanliness. 
School Health Examinations—sweep audiometry. 
School Health Examinations—other attendances (excluding clerical duties which 
should be coded as 4.8 or 4.9). 

Otber AcdTMes 

4.1. Visits to hospitals and other institutions. 
4.2. Accompanying patients to or from hospital. 
4.3. Organised health education. 
4.4. Attendances at headquarters. 
4.5. Conferences, lectures, group discussions. 
4.6. Development of Voluntary Social Work Activity. 
4.7. Patient consultation or treatment in nurse's place of residence. 
4.8. Clerical duties (including telephone calls) carried out essentially by nurse. 
4.9. Clerical duties which could be carried out by a clerical assistant. 

Ttavd 

5.1. Car or motor/auto cycle. 
5.2. Public transport. 
5.3. Bicycle. 
J.4. Walking. 
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6.0. Meab and otber break* 

Miscellaneoai 

7.1. Ineffective calls. 
7.2. Other (Specify in **Coinment»" column). 

L o w 

8.1. Annual leave. 
8.2. Sick leave. 
8.3. Special leave. 
8.4. Off duty, but on call. 
8.5. Off duty and not on call. 
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APPENDIX 3 

CLASSIFICATION OF CONTENTS OF A HOME VISIT 

Technical Nnrsing 
Bladder washout 
Care of gangrenous areas 
Catheterisation 
Colostomy and Heostomy 
Douche 
Dressing 
Drops to eyes 
Enema 
Injection 
Pessary 

Apply elastic stocking 
Care of pressure areas 
Deal with incontinence 
Preparation for hospital 
Tepid sponging 
Care of nails and feet 

Remove sutures 
Specimen taking 
Stomach washout 
Supervision of use of appliances 
Suppository 
Syringe ears 
Take blood pressure 
T.P.R. 
Treat bedsores 
Tube feeding 
Urine testing 

Basic Nmsing Care 

Bed-fast or handicapped patients: 
Assist dress/undress 
Assist with bed-pans/commode 
Assist in/out of bed 
Bathing 
Bed-making 

Arranging for attendance of Children at 
Child Health Qinics 

Visits to infants and children: 
examination 
advice on feeding and care 
education on development 

PrerentiTe and Edacational Nursing 

Advice to relatives on care of patients 
Diet 
Home Hygiene 
Observation visit , , ^^ , ^ „ 
Occupational therapy 
Rehabilitation 
School medical examinations: follow-up 

home visits 
Screening tests 
Socio-medical reports 

Finding Homes to board-out children 
Assessing suitability of homes 
Matching child to appropriate family 
Undertaking statutory visits to boarded-out 

children 
Completing enquiry on social background 

of children to be placed. 
Undertaking statutory visits to children 

placed under Children Act, 1957 and 
children in employrnent 

Dealing with enquiries from registered 
Adoption Societies and other enquiries 
relating to adoption 

Assessing prospective adoptive parents and 
visiting children until completion of 
adoption 

Social Worli 

Problem families: social problems 
work with unmarried mothers, ante-natal 

and post-natal 
Assist in obtaining Social Welfare and other 

t)enents 
Putting families or individuals in touch with 

other saaal agencies, e.g. Home Assist
ance Officer, Social Worker, etc. 

Mobilismg resources: 
Meals-on-Wheels 
laundry service 
home help 
visitation by voluntary organisation 

Supportive Social visits to elderly or 
handicapped 

Change laundry 
Firelighting 
Feed patient 
General household chores 
Help to wash, shave 
Make bed 

Home Help Activities 

Make tea or meal 
Mend clothing 
Messages 
Take in washing 
Shopping 

APPENDIX 4 

Surrey Day Total Miles Travelled 

TIME 

Start 

Hrs. Mins. 

Finish 

Hrs. Mins. 

i 
% 

1 

•• 

Allocation of time spent 
on Home Visit (minutes) 

CO 

c 
3 

z 
s 

1 
f 
1 

• 

_ 

11 1 

• 

^̂ ^ 

X 

i 

COMMENTS 
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APPENDIX 5 

Automatic Data Processing Services provided by the Department of the 
'""' Public Service 

1. The Automatic Data Processing Unit provided facilities for the computer
isation of the survey information. Under their general direction the Department 
of Health provided a Control Section which prepared the information for 
processing according as Daily Activity Analysis forms were returned by the 
nurses. 

2. Each day several hundreds of Daily Activity Analysis forms were received 
in the Control Section. These were initially sorted to the relevant day no. 
and ticked on a Control Sheet as received. Each form was given a quick check 
in the Control Section to edit obvious errors, e.g. misuse of 24 hour clock 
system, omission of data, etc. If an error was detected, an attempt was made 
to correct it. If this was not possible then the form was returned to the approp
riate nurse for correction of the error. 

3. The forms were then sent to the Punching Pool where the information 
was transferred to punch cards. The cards were read into the computer. At 
this point an initial check on the information was made by a program. The 
absence of information in a record and/or the presence of incorrect information, 
e.g. alphabetic data was checked at this point. Errors discovered were printed 
on a computer listing. These errors were passed to the Control Section where 
the procedure for correcting errors as described in paragraph 2 above was 
followed. The correct information was punched and read into the computer 
as before and checked again. Correct records were written to a magnetic tape 
(called Main File). 

4. The information on this magnetic tape was checked in greater detail by a 
computer program. The checks which were used were, for example, that the 
"finish time" of one activity should equal "start time" of the activity 
immediately following, use of correct activity codes, proper completion of 
form for home visit activities. Records (a one line entry on a nurse's Daily 
Activity Analysis Form) which failed one or more checks were listed with 
appropriate error codes by the computer for correction by the Control Section. 
The incorrect records were corrected sooner or later by the Control Section. 
These corrections became "amendments" to the Main File. The corrections 
were prepared, punched to cards and read into the computer again. Checks on 
the amendments to ensure their accuracy were also made and incorrect 
amendments were returned to the Control Section. Eventually a second mag
netic tape was compiled on which were recorded all the amendments. This tape 
was known as the Amendment File. 

, 5. The Main File and the Amendment File were read together by a Program 
and the incorrect records on Main File were replaced by the correct records 
on Amendment File. A third magnetic tape now held all the correct information. 
This tape was itself subjected to checking again by computer program—the 
same program referred to in paragraph 4 above and a further listing of incorrect 
records was printed. This process was repeated until an acceptable level of 
detectable error was achieved. The last time that the Program was run on the 
lile the detectable error level was less than 0.05 %. 

6. The Control Section checked the nurses' Questionnaires for completeness 
and accuracy. Incorrect forms were returned to the nurses, for correction. 
The information from the corrected Questionnaires was then transferred to a 
form which was more suitable for punching. The information on these punching 
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forms was punched in to cards. These cards were verified and then read into 
the computer. No checking was done by Program at this stage. The information 
was simply written out on a computer listing, specially designed for clerical 
checking, and given to the Control Section. The punch cards were retained. 
The Control Section compared the original forms against the computer listing 
and where a discrepancy was located in the hsting, the incorrect punch card 
was replaced by a punch card with correct information punched into it. When 
all records had been checked on the listing the process was repeated, i.e. all 
the punch cards (now including replacement ones) were relisted by the Computer 
and visually checked against the original forms by the Control Section. In 
this case there were fewer corrections to be made. A special program was 
then written, which checked selected pieces of information in each record to 
determine if they were accurate. This time only records which failed the checks 
were listed. Such records were corrected by the Control Section and the 
incorrect punch cards replaced. Finally, all the records were written to magnetic 
tape. This tape was called the Questionnaire's File. 

7. The information on the Questionnaire concerning the patients on the 
nurses' home visiting list at the time of the survey was coded on a punch 
document by the Control Section. Errors and omissions detected at this stage 
were referred to the nurses for correction. The information from these punch 
documents was then punched into cards and these cards were subjected to 
verification. The cards were read into the Computer and the information 
written to a magnetic tape. This tape was known as the Patient File. A program 
which checked the presence, accuracy and completeness of the information 
was written and run on the Patient File. Any record which failed one or more 
of the checks was listed with an appropriate error code. This listing was given 
to the Control Section who carried out the necessary corrections. The corrections 
were punched and verified. The correction or Amendment Cards were checked 
visually before being read against the Patient File. The necessary changes were 
then made to the Patient File. When a very low level of error was detected 
this file was regarded as being processable. 

8. The Department of Health provided a list of [nurses^nos. showing 'opposite 
each no. that particular nurse's Health Board, County, Duties (i.e. whether 
on district duties or attached to headquarters) and District Type (i.e. urban, 
rural or "mixed"). This list was punched to cards and clerically checked a 
number of times for accuracy. When the list had been passed as accurate, all 
the records on each of the three files, i.e. Main File, Questionnaire and Patient 
File were expanded to include this information. The files were npw ready for 
production of reports. " ""''" 

Reports 

9. In the case of Main File only 3 further Programs were written to further 
classify and summarise each nurse's activities. A program package called 
STAF (Statistical Analysis of Files) was used on each of the three files to produce 
the tables and reports requested. The final reports were produced on computer 
stationery, photocopied and reduced to foolscap size. 
• 'MB to rj&qtQtq atdcj-oif.si. 

iSt? j '?^ -' A Sff'v *^ 
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, „.; ! APPENDDC6 

Appointment of Permanent Wholetime Public Health Nurses 
under a Health Board 

QUALIFICATIONS 

1. Character: 

A candidate for and any person holding the office must be of good character. 

2. Age: 

(1) A candidate for the office must be under 45 years of age on the first day 
of the month in which the latest date for receiving completed application 
forms for the office occurs. 

(2) This age limit will not apply to a candidate— 
(a) who is an existing pensionable officer of a health board or a local 

authority in the State. ' 

OR 

(b) who is a serving permanent wholetime District Nurse within the State 
under a recognised local District Nursing Association which has 

' decided to discontinue its activities. 
OR 

(c) who, on the first day of the month in which the latest date for receiving 
completed application forms for the office occurs, is under 55 years 
of age and who was employed as a temporary Public Health Nurse 
or as a temporary District Nurse by a local authority on 24th June, 
1958 and who has been continuously employed in a similar capacity 
by a local authority since that date. 

(3) A candidate for the office who has had at least 3 years continuous service 
as a wholetime District Nurse in the State under one or more voluntary 
nursing organisations, may deduct from her age any part of her service 
in such capacity in excess of 3 years, provided ti^e period deducted in any 
case does not exceed 10 years. 

(4) A candidate for the office who is a married Public Health Nurse may 
deduct from her age any periods of service as a Public Health Nurse 
since marriage. 

3. Health 

A candidate for and any person holding the office must be free from any 
defect or disease which would render her unsuitable to hold the office and 
be in a state of health such as would indicate a reasonable prospect of ability 
to render regular and efficient service. 

4. Professional Qualifications, Experience, etc.: 
A candidate must— 

(a) (i) be registered in the General Division of the Register of Nurses 
maintained by An Bord Altranais; or be entitled to be so registered; 
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AND 

(ii) be registered in the Midwives Division of the Register of Nurses 
maintained by An Bord Altranais, or be entitled to be so registered; 

AND 

(iii) hold the Public Health Nurses' Qualification of An B6rd Altranais 
or a similar qualification or have an aggregate of not less than 3 years 
continuous service as a Public Health Nurse with a local authority 
or local authorities, or a health board or as a wholetime District 
Nurse in the State, under one or more recognised voluntary nursing 
organisations which provide outdoor nursing services; 

OR 

(b) be a serving permanent wholetime Public Health Nurse in the service of 
of a health board in the State; 

OR ' ! 

(c) be a serving permanent Dispensary Midwife in the service of a health 
board in the State who is registered in the General Division of the 
Register of Nurses maintained by An Bord Altranais, or is entitled to be 
so registered; 

OR 

(d) be a serving permanent wholetime District Nurse within the State under 
a recognised local District Nursing Association which has decided to 
discontinue its activities. 

5. General: 
(1) Any person holding the office must be registered in (i) the General Division 

and (ii) the Midwives Division of the Register of Nurses kept by An Bora 
Altranais. 

(2) Any person holding office shall be of the female sex. 
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APPENDIX 7 

Distribution by Age Groupings of aU Nurses employed on 
Pubhc Health duties during survey period 

COUNTY 

Carlow 

Cavan 

O a n 

Cork 

Donegal 

Dublin 

Galway 

Keny 

Kildare 

Kitkeony 

Laoii 

Leitrim 

Limerick 

Longford 

Louth 

Mayo 

Meath 

Monaghan 

Offaly 

Roscommon 

Siigo 

Tipp. N.R. 

Tipp. S.R. 

Waterford 

Westmeath 

exford 

Wcklow 

Tom. 
% 

Under 
25 

years 

I 

1 

2 

a 2 6 

25 and 
under 

30 

2 

3 

' 
16 

4 

18 

2 

6 

4 

7 

6 

2 

2 

3 

2 

5 

7 

4 

97 

12.88 

30 ami 
under 

33 

I 

7 

14 

6 

21 

8 

4 

4 

6 

2 

5 

3 

3 

1 

3 

7 

8 

3 

4 

2 

6 

2 

128 

17.00 

35 ana 
under 

40 

1 

4 

2 

11 

7 

27 

6 

S 

4 

2 

2 

6 

3 

4 

3 

' 

5 

2 

6 

1 

2 

6 

114 

3.14 

40 am 
under 

43 

2 

4 

• 
9 

5 

24 

5 

2 

2 

3 

3 

1 

6 

3 

' 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

87 

11.33 

45 and 
under 

50 

1 

2 

3 

6 

14 

3 

2 

1 

4 

I 

3 

2 

7 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

3 

2 

1 

2 

3 

1 

78 

10.36 

30aiu 
under 

55 

1 

3 

3 

8 

5 

21 

10 

6 

4 

2 

3 

6 

3 

1 

3 

3 

I 

3 

2 

3 

1 

2 

2 

96 

2.75 

S5<md eOand eSandljOand 
urtder under under \ over TOTAL 

60 65 70 

1 

1 

4 

5 

6 

17 

7 

5 

3 

1 

1 

1 

3 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

73 

9.69 

4 

7 

13 

6 

2 

1 

1 

3 

3 

I 

6 

2 

3 

1 

1 

2 

3 

1 

61 

8-10 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

15 

1 

1 

2 

.23 

9 

17 

20 

72 

50 

157 

44 

32 

20 

23 

13 

10 

34 

9 

17 

33 

16 

14 

14 

17 

15 

19 

20 

24 

12 

24 

18 

753 

W.99 
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APPENDIX 8 

Break-down of Working Time by Detailed Activity List 

Nurses on 
AcnvTTY District Duties 

Minutes 
DESCRIPTION per 

Week 

Home Visitiag (other than maternity) 
Home visiting unclassified 
Infants within six weeks of birth 
Mentally handicapped children 
Other children 
Psycluatric patients 
Terminal care patients 
Aged 
Other adults 

Maternity Care 
Unclassified 
Ante-natal visits 
Post-natal visits 
Domiciliary conJinement 

Clinics, Dispensaries and Schools 
Unclassified 
Child Health clinics 
Immunisation clinics 
Other clinics 
D . M . O . and G.P. Dispensaries 
School health examinations—vision, posture, 

cleanliness 
School health examinations—sweep audiometry 
School health examinations—other attendance 

Other Activities 
Unclassified 
Visits to hospitals and other institutions 
Accompanying patients to or from hospital 
Organised health education 
Attendance at headquarters 
Conference, lectures, group discussions 
Development of voluntary social work 
Patients consultation in nurse's residence 
Clerical duties carried out essentially by nurses 
Clerical duties which could be carried out by a 

clerical assistant 

Travel 
Unclassified 
Car or motor/auto cycle 
Public Transport 
Bicycle 
Walking 

Meals and Other Breaks 
(Breaks less than 30 minutes) 

Miscellaneous 
Ineffective calls 
Other activities 

922 
3 

57 
12 

160 
26 
74 

386 
205 

26 
0 

12 
11 
3 

447 
1 

38 
15 
32 

322 

24 
1 

14 

233 
0 
7 
5 
1 

13 
16 
9 

40 
132 

9 

5S4 
2 

504 
2 
7 

39 

27 

43 
8 

35 

TOTAIS 2,23fl 

' 

Percent 
of Total 

Time 

40.9 
0.1 
2.5 
0.5 
7.1 
1-2 
3.3 

17.1 
9.1 

1.2 
0.0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.1 

19.8 
0.0 
1.7 
0.7 
1.4 

14.3 

1.1 
0.0 
0.6 

10.3 
0.0 
0.3 
0.2 
0.0 
0.6 
0.7 
0.4 
1.8 
5.9 

0.4 

24.6 
0.1 

22.4 
0.1 
0.3 
1.7 

1.2 

1.9 
0.4 
1.6 

100 

Headquarters 
Nurses 

Minutes 
per 

Week 

347 
3 

48 
14 

199 
8 
2 

26 
46 

1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

744 
2 

155 
61 

194 
15 

189 
42 
86 

506 
0 

12 
3 
1 

60 
29 

8 
2 

354 

33 

341 
2 

268 
14 
0 

56 

33 

53 
18 
34 

2,048 

Percent 
of Total 

Time 

17.1 
0.1 
2.4 
0.7 
9.8 
0.4 
0.1 
1.3 
2.3 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

36.8 
0.1 
7.7 
3.0 
9.6 
0.7 

9.3 
2.1 
4.2 

25.0 
0.0 
0.6 
0.1 
0.0 
3.0 
1.4 
0.4 
0.1 

17.5 

1.7 

16.8 
0.1 

13.1 
0.7 
0.0 
2.8 

1.6 

2.6 
0.9 
1.7 

100 

AU Nurses 

Minutes 
per 

Week 

808 
3 

55 
12 

168 
23 
60 

314 
173 

21 
0 

10 
9 
2 

506 
1 

61 
25 
64 

261 

57 
9 

28 

287 
0 
8 
3 
1 

22 
18 
9 

33 
176 

14 

512 
2 

457 
4 
6 

43 

28 

45 
10 
33 

2,207 

Percent 
of Total 

Time 

36.6 
0.1 
2.5 
0.5 
7.6 
1.0 
2.7 

14.2 
7.8 

i.a 
0.0 
0.5 
0.4 
0.1 

22.9 
0.0 
2.8 
1.1 
2.9 

11.8 

2.6 
0.4 
1.3 

13.0 
0.0 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
1.0 
0.8 
a4 
1.3 
8.0 

0.6 

23.2 
0.1 

20.7 
0.2 
OJ 
1.9 

I J 

2.* 
0.5 
1.6 

i u O 

.oDiioO 

95 



APPENDIX 9 

Time spent by nurses on district duties attending at headqnarti 

Coimly 

ers 

Dublin City 

Dublin Co. 

Kildare 

Wicklow 

Cavan 

Louth 

Meath 

Monaghan 

Laois 

Longf<M-d 

Offaly j 

Westmeath 

Carlow 

Kilkenny 

TiKWary S. R. 

Waterford 

Wexfoid 

Donegal 

Lehiim 

Sligo 

Clare 

Limerick City 

LhnerickCo. 

Tipperary N. R. 

Corkaty 

Cork Co. 

Kerry 

Oahway 

Mayo 

Rotcomaioa 

AvntAca 

t.o 

6 « 

tk 

Minutes per Nurse/Week 

7 

6 

9 

14 

27 

8 

5 

29 

17 

17 

36 

3 

34 

16 

10 

12 

10 

17 

30 

2 

47 

24 

3 

32 

0 

15 

1 

3 

13 
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APPENDIX 10 

Time allocated to the derelopment of voluntary social work 

COUNTIES 
Minutes per Nurse/Week 

District Headquarters Average 

Dublin City 

Dublin County 

Kildare 

VWcklow 

Cavan 

Louth 

Meath 

Monaghan 

Laois 

Longford 

Offaly 

Westmeath 

Donegal 

Leitrim 

Sligo 

Carlow 

Kilkenny 

Tipperary (S.R.) 

Waterford 

Wexford 

Clare 

Limerick City 

Limerick County 

Tipperary ffl.R.) 

Cork City 

Cork County 

Kcny 

Gal way 

Mayo 

Roscommon 

12 

5 

11 

8 

0 

17 

5 

0 

; • > 

1 

20 

0 

14 

17 

1 

0 

4 

2 

3 

23 

19 

2 

8 

1 

0 

3 

11 

13 

I 

20 

16 

1 

2 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

4 

35 

0 

29 

0 

0 

0 

1 

62 

0 

0 

0 

25 

0 

1 

0 

5 

0 

0 

14 

4 

10 

7 

0 

13 

5 

0 

1 

1 

17 

1 

16 

15 

5 

0 

3 

2 

2 

26 

17 

2 

7 

5 

0 

3 

9 

12 

1 

20 
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APPENDIX 11 

Average time on clerical work per nurse per week 

APPENDIX 12 

Number of Nurses who consider that particular activity is 
inadequately catered for 

Dublin City 
Dublin County 
Kildare 
Wicklow 
Cavan 
Louth 
Meath 
Monaghan 
Laois 
Longford 
Offaly 
Westmeath 
Donegal 
Leitrim 
Sligo 
Carlow 
Kilkenny 
Tipperary (S.R.) 
Waterford 
Wexford 
Qare 
Limerick City 
Limerick County 
Tipperary (N.R.) 
Cork City 
Cork County 
Kerry 
Galway 
Mayo 
Roscommon 

AVERAGE 

Clerical duties proper 
to nurse 

Minutes per 
week {nurses 
on district 

duties) 

205 
198 
160 
177 
78 

114 
87 
86 

176 
72 

248 
103 
163 
234 

58 
65 
73 

119 
117 
154 
72 

110 
117 
94 
6 

134 
91 
79 

107 
142 

132 

Minutes per 
week (nurses 

on headquarters 
duties) 

372 
297 
231 
539 
206 
248 
— 

133 
90 
— 
35 

346 
586 
621 
311 

62 
254 
909 
172 
430 

27 
281 
428 
224 
359 
409 
439 
688 
358 

354 

Clerical duties appropriate 
to clerical assistant 

Minutes per 
week [nurses 
on district 

duties) 

7 
27 
16 
8 
0 
3 
2 
6 
1 

10 
7 
0 

13 
8 
2 
5 
4 

10 
2 
8 
7 
6 
7 
4 
0 

18 
4 
5 

14 
11 

9 

Minutes per 
week (nurses 

on headquarters 
duties) 

8 
17 
0 

64 
37 
23 

12 
0 

311 
9 

94 
0 

39 
0 

64 
0 
9 

196 
9 
0 
0 
0 
2 

208 
0 

169 
0 

35 

Acnvrrv CODE 

Home visiting (other than maternity) 
Infants within six weeks of birth 
Mentally handicapped children 
Other children 
Psychiatric patients 
Terminal care patients 
Aged 
Other Adults 

Maternity Care 
Ante-natal visits 
Post-natal visits 
Domiciliary confinements (including abortions/ 

miscarriages) 

Climes Dispensaries and Schools 
Child health cUnics 
Immunisation clinics 
Other clinics 
D.M.O. and G.P. dispensaries 
School Health examinations—vision, posture, 

cleanliness 
School Health examinations—sweep 

audiometry 
School Health examinations (other 

attendances, excluding clerical) 

< Other Activities 
Visits to hospitals and other institutions 
Accompanying patients to and from hospital 
Organised health education 
Attendance at headquarters 
Conferences, lectures, group discussions 
Development of voluntary social work activity 
Patient consultation or treatment in nurses 

place of residence 
Clerical duties (including telephone calls) carried 

out essentially by the nurse 
Qerical duties which could be carried out by 

clerical assistant 

Nurses on 
District 
Duties 

67 
31 

141 
34 
30 

210 
46 

3 
I 

1 

35 
1 
I 
1 

8 

1 

5 

2 
— 
15 
— 

4 
8 

— 
14 

2 

Nurses on 
Headquarters 

Duties 

13 
10 
29 
4 
0 
5 

13 

0 
0 

0 

4 
0 
0 
0 

1 

3 

1 

0 
— 

3 
— 

3 
0 

— 
9 

4 

All 
Nurses 

80 
41 

170 
38 
30 

215 
59 

3 
1 

1 

39 
1 
1 
1 

9 

4 

6 

2 
— 
18 
— 

7 
8 

— 
23 

6 

It 
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APPENDIX 13 

Estimated community nursing time for certain activities 
in a standard population of 4,000 people 

CATEGORY 

1. Infants under 6 weeks and 
post-natal work 

2. Ante-natal maternity care 

3. Handicapped children 

4. Other children: 
(a) Six weeks to two years 

(b) Two years to five years 
(3 year span) 

(c) School-going children 

5. Psychiatric patients 

6. Persons aged 65 and over: 
(a) 3% in need of acute 

care 
(b) l3?/o Uve alone 

(c) 15% o f remainder 
need supervision 

7. Terminal care patients 

8. Hospital discharges 

Other adults 

9. (a) Visits to hospitab 

(b) Accompanying patients 
to hospitals 

10. Specialat clinics 

11. Immunisation clinics 

2 . Work centTB and general 
practice 

13. Orunised health education 
induding conferences, lec
tures and group discuukms 

14. Voluntary social work 

15. Cterical work 

IC AttcndancM at head
quarters 

17. Ineffective calls and misccl' 
laneous activities 

IS. Breaks of less than 30 
minutes 

Suggested Visiting Rate or 
basis of Time Allocation 

One hour per child 

One hour per confinement 

20 minutes per child per month 

Three hours per child (i.e. 1} 
hours per child per year) 

One hour per child (i.e. 20 
minutes per child per year) 

25 hours per 100 school-going 
children per year (i.e. 15 
minutes per child per year) 

20 minutes per month per case 

30 minutes per person per 
week 

10 minutes per person per 
month 

10 minutes per person per 
month 

90 minutes per week per 
4,000 population 

50 'n ofdischarges (adults aged 
1 6'HS4)@ 10 minutes per case 

30 minutes per day per 
4.000 population 

20 minutes per wedc con
sidered adequate 

N o increase in time alloca
tion recommended 

Existing average time adequate 

N o increase in total time 
required 

One hour each day per nurse 
(with some additional time 
for liaison with G.P's.) 

60 minutes a week for every 
nurse 

Some rendirecUon of voluntary 
social work desirable 

Some reduction recommended 

ExJstiot total time considered 
adequate 

No reason to vary time ailoca-
tk)n 

Time allocation as at present 
for short breaks 

Estimated 
No. in 

Population 
of 4.000 

89 
[live births 
per year) 

89 
iwr year 

6 

170 

260 

750 

10 

12 

53 

50 

— 

300 
per year 

-

— 
— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

Nursing 
Time 

Required 
(minutes 

per week) 

103 

103 

30 

300" 

100 

215 

1-615 

SO 

360 

130 

125 

•615 

90 

21oJ 
20 

5 

64 

2! 

360 
(per Dune) 

(per Dime) 

20 

(per nunc) 

22 

43 

30 
(pernune 

Average 
Time Spent 
According 
to Survey 
(minutes 

per week) 

64 

10 

12 

323 

23 

314 

60 

173 

8 

5 

64 

2S 

33 
261 

19 

9 

\ 1 7 6 

22 

45 

28 

Time 
Range 

Recorded 
in Survey 
(minutes 

per week) 

0 to 130 

0 t o 2 6 

3 t o 2 » 

131 to 669 

2 to 65 

60 to 472 

11 to 137 

0 t o 2 S 

0 t o l 2 

7 I 0 323 

ato97 

I t a 137 
122 to 487 

0 t o 5 0 

0 t o 2 6 

6 l o 2 4 8 

2 to 96 

14 to 79 

3 to 53 

100 

APPENDIX 14 

Percentage break-down of nurses on district work 
by circumstances of residence 

Alone in 
House or 

County Flat 

Dublin City 

Dublin County 

Kildare 

Wicklow 

Laois 

Longford 

Oflfaly 

Westmeath 

Clare 

Limoick City 

29.55 

46.43 

36.36 

10.00 

42.86 

85.71 

37.50 

77.78 

16.67 

42.86 

Limerick County 

Tipperary N.R. 

Cavan 

Louth 

Meath 

Monaghan 

Donegal 

Leitrim 

Sligo 

Carlow 

Kilkenny 

Tipperary S.R. 

Waterford 

Wexford 

Cork City 

Cork County 

Kerry 

Galway 

Mayo 

Roscommon 

0 

21.43 

30.00 

63.64 

60.00 

9.09 

42.86 

22.22 

38.46 

28.57 

33.33 

31.25 

50.00 

52.38 

33.33 

35.14 

33.33 

42.50 

41.67 

63.64 

Sharing with 
other Public 

Health Nurses 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5.56 

0 

40.00 

28.57 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

33.33 

0 

0 

13.33 

12.50 

16.67 

0 

0 

13.51 

0 

0 

0 

9.09 

Sharing 
with 

others 

70.45 

50.00 

63.64 

90.00 

57.14 

14.29 

62.50 

22.22 

77.78 

57.14 

60.00 

42.86 

70.00 

36.36 

40.00 

90.91 

57.14 

44.44 

61.54 

71.43 

53.33 

56.25 

33.33 

47.62 

66.67 

51.35 

62.95 

50.00 

58.33 

27.27 

Not 
stated 

0 

3.57 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7.14 

0 

0 :; 

0 ' 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3.70 

7.50 

0 

0 

NATIONAL AVERAGE 37.25 5.58 55.98 1.20 

LIOI 



APPENDIX 15 

Telephones and commmiication 

APPENDIX 16 

Travel time related to mileage by counties 

Dublin City 
Dublin County 
Kildare 
Wicklow 
Laois 
Longford 
Offaly 
Westmeath 
Qare 
Limerick City 
Limerick County 
Tipperary (N.R.) 
Cavan 
Louth 
Meath 
Monaghan 
Donegal 
Leitrim 
Sligo 
Carlow 
Kilkenny 
Tipperary (S.R.) 
Waterford 
Wexford 
Cork City 
Cork County 
Kerry 
Galway 
Mayo 
Roscommon 

AVERAGE 

Telephone 
at 

residence 

84.09 
71.43 

100.00 
80.00 

100.00 
42.86 
87.50 
77.78 
77.78 
57.14 
90.00 
57.14 
30.00 
36.36 

100.00 
81.82 
57.14 
33.33 
76.92 
85.71 
66.67 
81.25 
75.00 
85.71 
66.67 
89.19 
44.44 
72.50 
83.33 
63.64 

72.91 

Satisfied with 
arrangements 
for making 

calls 

93.18 
92.86 
90.91 
80.00 

100.00 
57.14 
87.50 
88.89 
94.44 

100.00 
100.00 
64.29 
50.00 
63.64 
90.00 
54.55 
78.57 
33.33 
84.62 
85.71 
80.00 
93.75 
83.33 
95.24 

100.00 
89.19 
77.78 
85.00 
79.17 
81.82 

83.67 

Satisfied with 
arrangements 
for receiving 

calls 

90.91 
85.71 
90.91 
90.00 

100.00 
71.43 
62.50 
88.89 
88.89 
85.71 

100.00 
57.14 
40.00 
36.36 
60.00 
63.64 
76.19 
11.11 
84.62 
85.71 
66.67 
81.25 
66.67 
95.24 

100.00 
89.19 
70.37 
75.00 
75.00 
54.55 

77.49 

Satisfied with 
arrangements 
for receiving 

messages 

75.00 
64.29 
81.82 
80.00 
85.71 
71.43 
62.50 

100.00 
77.78 
85.71 
70.00 
57.14 
50.00 
36.36 
30.00 
72.73 
85.71 
33.33 
61.54 
71.43 
73.33 
68.75 
66.67 
80.95 

100.00 
67.57 
77.78 
75.00 
75.00 
54.55 

71.12 
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County 

Dublin City 

Dublin Co. 

Kildare 

Wicklow 

LaQjj 

Longford 

Offaly 

Westmeath 

Qare 

Limerick City 

Limerick Co. 

Tipperary N.R, 

Cavan 

Louth 

Meath 

Monaghan 

Donegal 

Leitrim 

Sligo 

Carlow 

Kilkenny 

Tipperary S.R. 

Waterford 

Wexford 

Cork City 

Cork County 

Keny 

Galway 

Mayo 

Roscommon 

COUNTY 

Average miles per 
nurse per week 

61.75 

76.75 

125.00 

131.00 

198.00 

148.25 

164.25 

146.75 

203.75 

70.75 

130.75 

94.50 

187.25 

66.75 

168.00 

157.25 

143.75 

156.00 

141.00 

139.25 

136.00 

160.00 

105.75 

173.75 

54.50 

156.75 

168.00 

164.25 

169.00 

162.50 

136.50 

Minutes per 
week on travel 

328 

357 

484 

447 

708 

485 

525 

546 

686 

384 

495 

523 

627 

472 

598 

616 

652 

529 

579 

497 

474 

510 

521 

608 

639 

641 

720 

655 

698 

629 

554 
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APPENDIX 17 
Conclusions and Recommendations from the Interim Report of the Working Group 

1. We believe that public health nurses should be given as far as practicable 
similar working hours to other nurses. We recognise, however, that the nature 
of their duties, particularly those on district duties, are such that it is not feasible 
or indeed desirable in all cases to hmit their working hours to a 5 day 40 hour 
week, worked within normal working hours and indeed we beUeve that this is 
recognised by the nurses themselves. 

2. Working Week: 
FOR THE REASONS SET OUT ABOVE, WE RECOMMEND THAT 
NURSES SHOULD HAVE A 40 HOUR WEEK. BECAUSE OF THE 
NATURE OF THEIR WORK WE FEEL THAT THEIR WORKING 
WEEK SHOULD BE SPREAD OVER MONDAY TO SATURDAY 1 p.m. 

Most nurses will find it convenient to undertake their duties within the period 
Monday to Friday but we feel that those nurses who find it more convenient 
to work somewhat shorter hours during those days and work the balance on 
Saturday mornings should be allowed to do so. 

3. We have considered in detail the need for having nurses on duty outside 
normal weekday working hours. It seems to us that this requirement can be 
considered under two broad headings:— 

(a) Need to provide cover for emergencies. 
(b) Need to provide cover for services which can only be undertaken 

outside normal weekday working hours. 
4. Emergencies: The emergency which can be expected to arise most frequently 

relates to maternity work, e.g. abortions. The amount of this work undertaken 
outside normal work hours was insignificant. Medical, surgical and maternity 
emergencies require the attendance of the doctor rather than the nurse. 

5. WE CONSIDER THAT THE NATURE AND/OR VOLUME OF 
EMERGENCY WORK WOULD NOT, SAVE IN MOST EXCEPTIONAL 
CASES, JUSTIFY THE RETENTION ON CALL OF NURSES OUTSIDE 
NORMAL WORKING HOURS. 

6. Planned essential services: We consider that it is inevitable that circum
stances arise especially in district duty which makes the attendance of a nurse 
essential outside normal hours. Examples of such circumstances would be acute 
short term nursing, care of terminal patients, planned voluntary activities. The 
amount of this work is, however, not very great. We feel therefore that it should 
be feasible to arrange that the vast majority of nurses on district duties would be 
free from week-end duties from 1 p.m. on Saturday to Monday morning and 
outside normal working hours in week days. It is assumed that the superintendent 
will arrange where possible that no particular pubhc health nurse has to work 
continually on Saturday mornings. 

7. WHERE WORK ON PLANNED ESSENTIAL SERVICES IS UNDER
TAKEN DURING THE NORMAL WORKING WEEK BUT OUTSIDE 
THE NORMAL WORKING HOURS OF THE NURSE, WE RECOMMEND 
THAT IT SHOULD BE RECOGNISED BY A MEASURE OF TIME OFF 
IN LIEU. WHERE, HOWEVER, IT OCCURS ON SATURDAY AFTER
NOON OR SUNDAY, THE HEALTH BOARD SHOULD AS FAR AS 
PRACTICABLE ARRANGE THROUGH ITS SUPERINTENDENT 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE FOR THE UNDERTAKING OF THE WORK 
BY ONE NURSE COVERING A NUMBER OF DISTRICTS IF IT IS 
ESSENTIAL TO KEEP A NURSE ON DUTY OVER THE WEEK-END 
SOME SPECIAL PAYMENT SHOULD BE ALLOWED. THE SUPERIN
TENDENT PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE SHOULD BE CONSULTED BY 
THE NURSE AND AGREE IN ADVANCE ON PLANNED ESSENTIAL 
SERVICES. 
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